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Introduction

If one cares sufficiently to search among several rows of tumble-
down curio and clothing shops just west of Tokyo’s largest
temple, the Asakusa Kannon, he may chance upon a fifteen-
foot-high memorial marker jutting above the roofs of back-to-
back shirt booths. And if he dares to climb over one shop’s tin
roof, he will find on the marker a tribute to one of Japan’s most
influential early journalists, Fukuchi Gen’ichirō, an inscription
put there in 1919 by Fukuchi’s noted friend, Yamagata Aritomo.
Fukuchi, says the epitaph, was a “never-to-be-forgotten man,”
one whose “honor and integrity we deeply miss”:

A great teacher was he on the stage of learning.
His vision penetrated the ages;
His knowledge spanned both East and West.

The great essayist of Nichi Nichi
—He wrote with clarity and precision.
His was the outspoken voice of the prophet.

Undergirded by talent and ability,
He dominated the stage of life.
Still today he shines from the realms of death.

It is a striking marker, partly because of its size and
message, partly because of the irony suggested by its imposing
loneliness. Was not its inscription commissioned by one of Meiji
Japan’s most powerful oligarchs? Was not Fukuchi one of that
era’s more influential public figures—prominent as an author,
journalist, playwright, diplomat, politician, even economist? The
marker’s location was revered once as an honored part of the
temple grounds. Yet, by the last quarter of the twentieth cen-
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tury, the memorial’s place had been usurped by crowding com-
mercialization, the honor of a great man lost amid the new
tastes and preoccupations of a different generation.

History, one suspects, is too often like that, a serpentine and
unpredictable science through which one person lives on for
centuries while a worthy colleague fades, forgotten by all but
the specialist. Whereas the contrast in their fates sometimes
may result from a genuine difference in stature and contribu-
tion, just as often it springs from a paucity in written records
left by the forgotten figure, from political changes in the atmos-
phere of the times, from the existence (or nonexistence) of dis-
ciples to publicize a mentor’s role, from the emergence (or lack
of it) of a later scholar to call attention to a given person’s con-
tributions, or (more often than one wants to admit) from factors
too complex to analyze. The contrast may even result from pure
chance. All of these latter reasons certainly played a role in the
case of Fukuchi, modernizer of the Japanese press and leading
popular proponent of orderly, “gradual” progress in the first half
of Meiji Japan (1868–1888).

In recent years, much has been written about various groups
that influenced the remarkable economic, political, and cultur-
al transformation of the early Meiji period—about the oligarchs
who charted the course of that development, about the leaders
of “popular rights” movements who opposed the oligarchs,
about the businessmen who did so much to lay the groundwork
for industrialization, about those writers and intellectuals who
advocated “liberal” causes. One significant group, however, has
been almost completely overlooked by historians of the period:
that small but influential corps of journalists who advocated,
not antigovernment “liberalism,” but a moderate course of
“progress and order” labeled “gradualism” (zenshin- shugi).
While their competitors in the press have gained the full at-
tention of scholars as visionaries and harbingers of reform,
these “gradualists” followed a less dramatic yet perhaps more
influential road, generally supporting the government’s slower
pace of national transformation, attempting to dampen public
clamor, and often clarifying the rationale behind government
moves.

These men were, in a certain sense, outsiders holding them-
selves aloof from the traditional bureaucratic power structure
and seeking to influence events primarily with their pens. They
remained a minority, even within the world of the press. But
more than any other segment of the journalistic world—indeed,
as much perhaps as any broad, opinion-leading group except
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the oligarchs—they exerted a key influence on the development
of early Meiji Japan, articulating, reflecting, and defending the
general course followed by the nation. As one of Fukuchi’s com-
peting editors said, their editorials “guided society.” 1

Among this small group, no man approached the personal
power of Fukuchi Gen’ichirō, 2 editor of the newspaper Tokyo
Nichi Nichi from 1874 to 1888. An experienced traveler in the
West, a promising (though overly frank) young bureaucrat in
the Finance Ministry, an intimate of leading oligarchs, Fukuchi
decided early in life that “if one could not be prime minister,
one had best become a newspaper writer.” 3 Accordingly, he ac-
cepted an offer in 1874 from Nichi Nichi, and during the next
decade he made the newspaper into one of the nation’s most
powerful voices. Calling vigorously for a kind of national pro-
gress that would be rooted in strong central leadership rather
than in Western-style popular sovereignty, he exerted an extra-
ordinary influence on the broad political, economic, and diplo-
matic movements of his times, even while mirroring in his per-
sonal life the more tempestuous side of Japan’s social and intel-
lectual transformation. An examination of his life thus becomes
essential to any full understanding of the course of the early
Meiji era.

The study of Fukuchi’s public career does pose certain
obstacles, any of which might trap the unwary or frighten off the
timorous. His interests, for example, were so broad as to pre-
clude a complete understanding of the man. During more than
forty years of public life, he made major contributions to the
fields of diplomacy, history, economics, politics, drama, public fi-
nance, journalism, constitutional thought, and fiction—too many
areas to handle even in perfunctory manner in a single mono-
graph. Indeed, for this reason the present study will bypass sig-
nificant portions of his life, concentrating on only the two key
focuses of his middle years—journalism and political thought.

A second, even more difficult obstacle lies in the complexity
of Fukuchi’s personality and thought. As subsequent pages will
show, his mind was like an artesian well, spewing out ideas
and proposals as diverse and seemingly incongruous as the
varied elements of the national soil that produced them. He
might boast of his government connections one day, then ad-
vocate journalistic independence the next. Or he might support
imperial sovereignty and genuine popular rights in the same
newspaper series. There was an underlying consistency in his
thought. To find it, however, and to grapple with its relation to
the apparent paradoxes, is at first glance a fearful challenge.
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A third problem lies in the difficulty of trying to correct the
glib and frequently inaccurate generalizations that have charac-
terized most historical references to Fukuchi. Students of the
Meiji era, including some of Fukuchi’s biographers, have creat-
ed a stereotype, then given in to the temptation to emphasize
only those facts that fit the accepted image. Thus, for most,
Fukuchi becomes a brilliant but eccentric journalist who gave
unquestioning support to government positions—a man willing
to sell his soul (or at least his mind) for a bit of influence, a man
of minor political impact in the 1870s and 1880s. As with all
stereotypes, this description is not without basis in fact. Yet a
more careful study of Fukuchi shows it to be essentially incor-
rect. Fukuchi was not, as we shall see, an unflinching supporter
of government policies; nor did he ever put a price on his basic
philosophies. He was indeed brilliant and eccentric, but, in con-
trast to the image, his influence in Tokyo in the 1870s was vast.
The image has strayed rather far from reality, a fact that makes
a study of his life both treacherous and essential.

The study of Fukuchi’s life promises thus to serve at least
two functions. It should provide greater understanding of the
political thought of Japan’s out-of-power gradualists, and it
should clarify the biographical details of the leading represen-
tative of this important group. But the study hopefully will not
stop with those somewhat narrow goals. Fukuchi’s life also pro-
vides at least two other motivations for research, both of them
broader in significance.

The first of these is the aim of developing, through the mir-
ror of his life, a clearer picture of early Meiji society in general.
Fukuchi, among all the individuals of his era, seems particu-
larly well equipped to give us such a picture. It has become
a truism that no person lives in isolation from society, just as
no society exists apart from those individuals who populate it.
Consequently, those most worth the historian’s attention are
those who shed the brightest light on the times in which they
lived. The “great man,” said Hegel, is the one whose activities
represent “the heart and essence of his age,” the individual who
“actualizes his age.” 4 Fukuchi was, in many respects, such a
man.

Through a study of his life we can hope to discover, for
example, a fuller picture of the evolution of the early Japanese
press. Japan’s modern press might be said to have experienced
three major periods of development during the nineteenth
century: the period of birth in the late 1860s, the period of
emergent political influence in the 1870s, and the period of
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growing independence and commercialization from the late
1880s onward. As the nation’s most powerful editor in the first
two of these periods, Fukuchi clearly represented “the heart
and essence” of Japan’s early journalistic development. His atti-
tudes, philosophies, and practices—perhaps more than those of
any other individual—shaped the early press.

His work also sheds a brilliant light on the gradualist
policies adopted by the government prior to the promulgation of
the Meiji constitution in 1889. Robert N. Bellah has noted that
journalism probably provided the prime reservoir of intellec-
tuals in the early Meiji period. 5 Most of these intellectuals
wrote in opposition to the evolving oligarchic policies. Fukuchi,
by contrast, espoused a position that was generally consonant
with government policies—a position characterized by emphasis
on national strength, constitutionalism, assembly government,
limited popular rights, protection of essential national tradi-
tions, and imperial sovereignty. At the Nichi Nichi, he articu-
lated this position regularly, indeed almost daily, for fourteen
years—presenting the reading public with a cogent rationale
for the “progress and order” approach to national policymaking
that characterized most official actions. His editorials thus
become important windows onto the world of thought and ra-
tionality that produced the peculiarly Meiji course of action.

Fukuchi’s experiences also have a great deal to say about
the overall tenor of the times, about the general fabric we call
early Meiji society. These were tempestuous, dynamic times.
The first twenty years of Meiji rule brought to Japan a rapidity of
change that defied tranquil or reasoned integration, and few in-
dividuals more fully mirrored those times than did Fukuchi. His
roller-coaster-like ascent and descent of the peaks and valleys
of public life illustrated the stress-ridden, precarious nature
of life in an era of change. His inability to rid himself of nu-
merous “feudal” attitudes highlighted the persistence of tradi-
tional culture even in a society that sometimes seemed hell-bent
on transformation. His life also gave vivid insight into the im-
portance of Western learning in Meiji Japan, the difficulty of
balancing the traditional and the contemporary, and the impor-
tant role intellectuals play in such an era. And the increasingly
emperor-centered conservatism of his mature journalistic years
presaged the “search for moral surety” and the “quest for a
national mission” that would engulf most Japanese later in the
century. 6 Fukuchi, as we have noted, was a man of many
spheres. That fact alone enabled him to mirror his own times
with special clarity and force.
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Fukuchi’s life deserves study, finally, as a basis for com-
paring the development of the Japanese press with that of jour-
nalistic institutions elsewhere in the world. This point need not
(indeed, it dare not!) be elaborated, because such a comparison
lies outside the competence and limits of the present study. Its
potential must, however, be raised.

Even the most facile consideration raises tantalizing par-
allels between Fukuchi and his contemporaries or near
contemporaries in the Western press. Like Joseph Pulitzer, for
example, he saw the press as an instrument of national reform
and as a medium of information for all the people. Like Horace
Greeley, he used the press as an instrument for helping to de-
velop the “greatness” of his country. Yet, unlike Pulitzer, he
eschewed sensational news, mass circulations, and antigov-
ernment crusades. And unlike Greeley, he never considered
using his power as a journalist as a steppingstone to govern-
mental office. What do such similarities and differences say
about the comparative nature of the Japanese and U.S. presses
at that time? Or, to probe a bit more deeply, would it be more
logical to consider the Defoes and Franklins of eighteenth-
century Britain and the United States as Fukuchi’s true coun-
terparts, since they, like he, were the actual shapers of their na-
tions’ earliest press traditions? If so, might not the similarities
between the approaches of each of these be more significant
in a comparative study than the differences between Fukuchi,
Pulitzer, and Greeley? Such questions are, at this point,
somewhat fanciful. Their answers must await a later study. But
they do suggest several fundamental questions about the com-
parative development of national institutions in variant societies
at divergent stages. And even to begin the consideration of such
questions, an understanding of individuals such as Fukuchi is
essential.

Introduction
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CHAPTER I
The Clash of Two Worlds:

1841–1868

When I observed the traditional bakufu stu-
dents … no one was pursuing anything
worthwhile; so I decided that I would not
waste my life by advancing with them. 1

Fukuchi Gen’ichirō, like the Japan in which he came of age,
was a child of two worlds. Born and trained in the home of
a Confucian scholar, he early threw himself into the study of
Dutch and the translation of English. Convinced as an adult of
the validity of Western political forms, he nevertheless insisted
that traditional cultural values were superior. At age eighteen,
Fukuchi became one of the youngest members of Japan’s new
diplomatic corps; and from his first day on the job he alternate-
ly cursed the rudeness of Western merchants and praised their
business acumen. By age thirty-four, he had become acknowl-
edged as Japan’s foremost newspaper editor—a position based
partly on his ability to martial Western theories in support of
traditional Japanese concepts of government. Even at age fifty-
seven, when he had emerged as one of Japan’s leading drama-
tists, he advocated Western-style plots but traditional Japanese
stage settings. Indeed, no single theme more consistently dom-
inated Fukuchi’s life than the painful yet exhilarating struggle
to integrate the best of both East and West into a single formula
capable of propelling Japan to a position of worldwide respect.

The mature Fukuchi developed a label for this policy of con-
scious balancing. He called it “gradualism” (zenshinshugi), a
policy that would assure deliberate, Western-oriented change
based on the salient features of Japanese tradition. The key
to success in the modern age, he asserted again and again
throughout life, lay in the twin pillars of gradualism: progress
and order.
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It hardly need be stated that such a broad philosophy was
capable of widely differing interpretations when it came to
the specifics of policy formation. And Fukuchi did indeed go
through a certain evolution in his own view of what policies
were best for Japan. Nor is it necessary to discuss the fact
that it took Fukuchi several decades to perfect his gradualist
formula, several decades of excruciating experimentation and
grappling with the paradoxes that dominated his educational
upbringing. But, though the formula itself emerged slowly, the
strands that produced it were present almost from the be-
ginning of Fukuchi’s life—so much so that a look even at his
formative years must concentrate, above all, on that very clash
of two worlds that eventually would make him Japan’s foremost
private spokesman for gradualism.

Actually, it was the accident of time and birthplace that first
suggested that Fukuchi would be involved in a world broader
than that of his ancestors. He was born on Tuesday, May 13,
1841, 2 in Nagasaki, Japan’s most “international” city at the
time. As the one place where merchant ships from abroad
(China and the Netherlands) could dock, this port town provid-
ed cosmopolitan contacts unavailable anywhere else in Japan.
Here alone, on the tiny harbor island of Deshima, a handful
of perhaps a hundred resident Dutch merchants had mingled
regularly for two centuries with a similar number of Japanese
interpreters. And although the interpreters rarely displayed an
intellectual bent, they had been responsible through the years
for stimulating Western consciousness in a number of scholars
and officials. 3 They, above all others, had made sure that a
“faint current of the intellectual storm raised by Galileo and
Newton would continue to blow” into Japan. 4

Nagasaki’s unique position actually had been established
early in the seventeenth century through several edicts of the
Tokugawa government, or bakufu, banning all types of Japanese
intercourse with other lands, except for the limited Chinese and
Dutch trade at Nagasaki. Determined to control foreign trade
and suppress heterodox ideologies, the Tokugawa had even pro-
scribed foreign books. The result was that all parts of the na-
tion, with the sole exception of Nagasaki, had been almost
totally cut off from knowledge of the rest of the world. None but
the elite, it would appear, even possessed an active knowledge
that an outside world existed. And the Dutch at Deshima were
treated more like prisoners than merchants. Ships were allowed
into the harbor only once a year. Resident merchants were pro-
hibited from venturing into Nagasaki proper. 5 The colony itself
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boasted but two streets, and most officials spent evenings con-
versing languidly in the hall of their Dutch chief—“a very dis-
agreeable way of life, fit only for such as have no other way of
spending their time than droning over a pipe of tobacco.” 6

Nevertheless, the mere presence of a continuing Dutch colo-
ny in Nagasaki harbor assured a constant and growing seepage
of Western science and ideas into Japan. As the crack through
which that learning oozed, Nagasaki became the center of
Japan’s international consciousness. 7 Bastardized foreign
words dotted local dialects. Dutch interpreters gossiped about
Western customs they observed on Deshima. Eighteenth-
century Western scholars such as Maeno Ryōtaku and Hayashi
Shihei came to Nagasaki to study. By the time of Fukuchi’s
youth, when the quest for Western learning was taking hold
in various parts of Japan, a number of the country’s most
promising, ambitious youths—men such as Ōkuma Shigenobu
and Fukuzawa Yukichi—had begun to choose Nagasaki as the
center for early studies and political maneuvers. There they
could observe the West, acquire weapons, or study Dutch. So
great, by contrast, was the cosmopolitan mood introduced by
two centuries of Dutch presence that in 1859 England’s first
minister to Japan exclaimed: “Nagasaki to Yeddo: Two centuries
lie between these points.” 8

The Dutch were not alone, however, among the foreign pow-
ers exerting an influence in Nagasaki at the time of Fukuchi’s
childhood. Beginning late in the eighteenth century, such other
Western nations as England, Russia, France, and the United
States also had begun making rather frequent, though unsuc-
cessful, efforts to open Japan to foreign commerce. The port to
which their ships usually sailed was Nagasaki. Each visit was
repulsed, and in 1825 the bakufu attempted to strengthen its
isolation policy with an expulsion decree stating that “any for-
eigners who should land anywhere must be arrested or killed,
and any ships approaching the shore must be destroyed.” 9 But
the Western challenge refused to abate, and by 1844, just three
years after Fukuchi’s birth, the Dutch king felt it necessary to
send a letter to the Japanese shogun, by way of Nagasaki, in-
forming him of the recent Opium War in China and warning of
similar disaster in Japan if the country failed soon to open its
ports to Western trade. 10

It should hardly seem surprising, then, that Fukuchi remem-
bered his youth as a period when “many Western ships were
coming to Nagasaki,” 11 nor that one of the earliest stories of
his childhood recounted how, when playing with neighborhood
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children, he pointed one day toward the blue water in the dis-
tance and wondered aloud what one would find if one could fly
across the sea. Someday he would build a big boat and go to the
other shore, he boasted: “So remember it well; I will bring back
beautiful, rare flowering trees and divide them among you.” 12

No matter how limited international intercourse may have
been in the 1840s and 1850s, Nagasaki was the center of what
there was, and as such it gave many a dreaming child and aspir-
ing young man a sense that the future lay outward, in a world
much larger than the tiny islands in which he was born. Fukuchi
was no exception.

He was not, however, shaped merely by fascination with
Western things. If the place of birth dictated an interest in the
new world, the family into which he was born dictated a cor-
responding exposure to the more traditional, Chinese-inspired
philosophies that had long dominated Tokugawa society. For
Fukuchi’s samurai father, though a doctor by profession, was
a Confucian scholar by inclination and avocation. 13 Trained
in the Osaka school of Rai San’yō (1780–1832), the influential
poet-historian whose writings sparked so much emperor-cen-
tered loyalism in the waning years of the Tokugawa, 14 he con-
tinued to death to practice calligraphy and study the classics,
insisting that his only son be given a traditional upbringing
based on standard works. So though the times were too tempes-
tuous, too much dominated by Western incursions, to allow clas-
sical training ever to become normative in Gen’ichirō’s life, his
father, Kōan, like most other samurai of his day, made sure it
would not be ignored either.

AN INSATIABLE STUDENT
Gen’ichirō’s birth, following that of seven daughters, brought
more joy and excitement to the Fukuchi household than perhaps
any event since his grandfather, Yoshimasa, had moved to Na-
gasaki decades earlier. Though the youngest of eight children,
Gen’ichirō was the family’s first natural-born son in three gener-
ations and, as such, his father’s unbounded joy. “To see accom-
plished in a son that which is lacking in one’s self is the earnest
desire of all fathers,” wrote Goethe 15 —and few fathers could
have felt that sentiment more deeply than Kōan in a hierarchical
society that had frustrated many of his own efforts to achieve
fame. Accordingly, Kōan gave the newborn his own infant name,
Yasokichi. 16
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The young Yasokichi’s formal education began at age four,
when his father commenced oral instruction in such classics
as Hsiao ching (“Classic of filial piety”) and San tzu ching
(“Three character classic”), requiring that he memorize major
sections of each work by rote in the manner of the day. Most
biographers, following traditional stylistic clichés, have the lad
reading Chinese and practicing calligraphy by age five. In 1848,
when Fukuchi turned seven, they relate that Kōan sent him to
the prominent Osagawa household to begin studying history.
Fukuchi spent nearly a decade at the Osagawa school, develop-
ing a fascination with Japanese history that would prompt him
in later years to describe himself as “not so much a journalist,
nor a politican nor dramatist, as an historian.” 17

The fact that Fukuchi excelled in his studies at the Osagawa
school is important largely because this early grounding in tra-
ditional Confucian ideals, though submerged during most of
his young manhood by Western learning, would vividly color
his mature philosophical concepts. Although a knowledge of
the West was to be the chief support of his drive to national
prominence, Eastern concepts would moderate and bend that
knowledge once the drive itself had brought him success. Many
of Fukuchi’s adult contemporaries would puzzle and argue over
the reasons for his refusal to join them in demanding rapid west-
ernization. An important reason lay in the solid traditional edu-
cation he had received in Nagasaki.

His life would be dominated by two worlds: the East and the
West. One of the early indications of that fact was the tradi-
tional poetry for which he grew mildly famous at the Osagawa
school. Written in classical Chinese, again and again it evi-
denced modern themes unimaginable at the time of his father’s
adolescence. One of the best examples was composed when he
was just fifteen:

Masts of barbarian ships Isen no hanshō
Line up in the channel. Kaimon ni

tsuranaru
A soldierly mood, evoking trees in a
forest,

Shinzen taru heiki

Falls darkly across the waves. Nam i o asshite
kurashi.

Jackals and wolves Sair ō gi naku
Know neither justice nor propriety. Kanete rei nashi
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How oft’ they plunder our fuel and
water—

Shinsui ikukai ka

All in the name of kindness. Nao on o karu. 18

Fear and resentment would not, however, remain dominant
for long when Fukuchi saw the “barbarian ships.” After the
forced opening of Japan by Comdr. Matthew C. Perry in 1853,
his father gradually began to sense that success could not much
longer lie solely in the study of Chinese classics. The barbarians
might be “jackals and wolves,” but they were also shrewd plun-
derers who had introduced unsettling elements into the tradi-
tional political equilibrium. The man who knew their ways and
tongues might find in that knowledge the key to the future.
As a result, Kōan decided late in the summer of 1855 to place
Gen’ichirō in the home of his friend Namura Hachiemon, one of
Nagasaki’s best Dutch interpreters. His son would learn a new
language. The Western world would replace the East, for a time
at least, as his consuming passion.

Namura, a senior translator and interpreter for the Na-
gasaki shogunal commissioner ( bugy ō ), was known locally
as both a boisterous man and a “Very strict” mentor—a superb
teacher. 19 That fact did not intimidate his new pupil, however;
for if Namura ranked among the best teachers, Fukuchi soon
became one of the teacher’s favorite students. So impressed
was Namura with the young poet’s language aptitude that when
his own son was summoned to bakufu service in Edo, he pro-
posed that Fukuchi be adopted into the Namura household, with
the prospect of eventually marrying the master’s daughter. That
Kōan would agree to such an adoption hardly seemed likely,
given the fact that Gen’ichirō was the first Fukuchi male heir in
three generations. Yet consent he did, due to the ambition he
harbored for his son, 20 and early in January 1856 Fukuchi took
a new name—Namura—writing a fitting poem that referred to
his new “father and teacher” from whom he got “warm, pure
knowledge.” 21

By 1857, Fukuchi’s knowledge of Dutch had progressed suf-
ficiently to enable him to teach at the Namura school and begin
translating for the shogunal office. In the latter capacity he
went regularly to Deshima, the island where the Dutch resided,
and where he encountered his first newspaper, an event of no
little signficance for a teenager who would one day be known as
father of the modern Japanese press. As Fukuchi later recalled,
Namura was responsible at that time for translating the annual
fūsetsugaki, or summary, of the state of the Western world pre-
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pared for the shogun by the Dutch at Deshima, and on occasion
he would ask the teenage Fukuchi to take notes as he trans-
lated. When he was first asked to do so, probably early in 1857,
Fukuchi puzzled over the document’s wide range of subject
matter and asked how a single person, particularly an isolated
captain living at Deshima, could know so much about the world.
Namura replied that “in Western countries they publish daily
what is called a newspaper, a sheet that informs men of the
events of other lands and, of course, of their own country. The
captain reads these newspapers and roughly summarizes their
most important items for presentation to the shogunal adminis-
trator.” 22

It was a startling explanation. Never had Fukuchi heard of
such a thing. Few in all Japan had so much as encountered
the notion of newspapers. When sensational events such as
earthquakes or fires occurred, enterprising people would occa-
sionally print the facts on a sheet called yomiuri, then hawk the
sheet through the streets for a small fee. But Japan’s first sus-
tained news publication was still half a decade away, and the
nation’s first daily newspaper did not appear for nearly fifteen
years. Adding to this the fact that no Japanese, except a few
shipwrecked sailors, had been abroad in well over two hundred
years, one can readily understand the effect Namura’s explana-
tion had on the impressionable Fukuchi.

After thus introducing him to the idea of Western journal-
ism, Namura picked up a discarded Amsterdam paper and gave
it to Fukuchi. “Again and again I attempted to read it, consulting
a dictionary,” the youth recalled, “but the prose was difficult
and the events hard to understand. So, lacking sufficient skill, I
abandoned it.” 23 With that, his first involvement with the press
ended. But the initial contact was important, the earliest link in
a chain of experiences that eventually would convince Fukuchi
that newspapers were essential to the development of effective
government.

The next year, in mid-1858, another of Fukuchi’s procliv-
ities—a proneness to abrasive self-confidence—also surfaced.
But instead of firing his imagination, this quality simply forced
him out of the Namura household and threatened to cut off
his career as a Dutch scholar. Like so many of the scheming,
climbing young samurai of late Tokugawa Japan, Fukuchi
boasted openly about his intellectual abilities, and as a result
he frequently stirred the ire of his language-school col-
leagues—particularly those who were his seniors in age and
experience but his juniors in talent and position. Thus, when
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Namura was summoned by the bakufu to Edo in mid-1858,
leaving Fukuchi alone in charge of the Nagasaki household, sim-
mering resentments boiled over into a fierce power struggle.
Members of the household and school, including even his
promised wife, accused him of arrogance and irreverence. They
refused to submit to his leadership, and normal activities slowed
nearly to a halt. When Namura returned to the confused scene
some months later, he was faced with a choice of either dis-
missing Fukuchi or losing all his students. He chose the former
course, although reluctantly, and severed familial relationships
with Gen’ichirō, asking him to resign from the interpreter’s
role. The seventeen-year-old lad accordingly returned to Kōan’s
household, taking back the family name of Fukuchi. 24

Fortunately, however, demands for the use of Dutch were too
great and translators with his ability too few to bar Fukuchi long
from public service. So work quickly resumed. He began teach-
ing one group of interpreters at the Nagasaki bugy ō and super-
vising another group involved in Nagasaki’s foreign shipping.
But, despite the resumption of work, the ambitious teenager
began to find Nagasaki life less and less satisfying. Perhaps it
was the proximity of so many colleagues with whom he had
quarreled at the Namura school that disturbed him. Perhaps it
was Nagasaki’s declining role, as the focus of international af-
fairs began shifting to Edo, the bakufu headquarters a thousand
miles to the northeast. He became especially aware of this shift-
ing role when he was assigned about this time to teach Dutch
to the ambitious young samurai at the government’s new iron-
works in Nagasaki. Their talk was of power, of driving the
Western barbarians from Japan; and the locus of their conversa-
tions was the bakufu in Edo.

Stories of Edo pointed to a place where bright youths, espe-
cially those who knew Dutch, might advance further and faster
than they could in Nagasaki. They spoke of adventure, of the ex-
citement of a new life among hundreds of other idealistic young
patriots, the freedom of living in an area where many of the
old restraints had been removed. As an old man Fukuchi might
recall his Nagasaki youth as “a full moon in a clear blue sky,”
25 but now, late in his teenage years, that city began to suggest
a fading moon in a heaven rife with storms. The morning, he at
length concluded, lay to the east. So in January 1859 he boarded
the Kanrin-maru in Nagasaki harbor 26 and set sail for a new
life in Edo. He arrived there within the month and, on disem-
barking, left the innocent years forever behind. 27
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AN EDO DILETTANTE
Historian George B. Sansom has pictured the Japan of Fuku-
chi’s youth as a country “full of restless spirits, dissatisfied with
their condition and thirsting for activity.” It was, he said, a
land where nobles “wanted independence and foreign trade,”
samurai “wanted opportunities to use their talents,” merchants
“wanted just a little freedom”—a land where “every force but
conservatism was pressing from within.” 28

If such could be said of the nation as a whole, the mood
of unrest was doubly intense in the Edo to which Fukuchi now
came. No longer was the bakufu a unified or stable force. No
longer were the stronger han, or fiefs, willing to submit passive-
ly to every shogunal desire. The increasing difficulty with which
the Tokugawa administration found itself confronting econom-
ic and international problems highlighted a marked deteriora-
tion in leadership. The result, particularly in the power center
of Edo, was a new assertion of vitality and competition among
those outside the shogunal administration. Even the imperial
court, which for centuries had submitted docilely to bakufu rule,
was beginning to assert itself, encouraged by rival lords who
sought not only the expulsion of the West but the accumulation
of greater personal influence in the rule of Japan.

In the year before Fukuchi’s arrival, for example, combined
court, antiforeign, and anti-Tokugawa pressures had forced the
bakufu to stall and compromise on the signing of its first com-
mercial treaty with the United States and to dismiss the senior
minister, Hotta Masayoshi, for his role in supporting the treaty.
Even a number of high-handed, forceful moves on the part of
Hotta’s successor to power, Ii Naosuke, had served primarily to
emphasize the increasingly tenuous nature of shogunal rule. For
despite Ii’s near dictatorial assumption of administrative con-
trol, his main effect was to stir antibakufu resentments and re-
sistance to new peaks. In the month of Fukuchi’s arrival in Edo,
the Kyoto court had granted its “forbearance” in the opening of
treaty ports only after receiving bakufu assurances that Japan
would be reclosed to foreign intercourse as soon as possible.
Even then, the once pliable court had to be strenuously coerced.

Nor was Edo’s dynamism and appeal at the time of
Fukuchi’s arrival limited to high-level political intrigue. The
youth’s new home also offered the attractions of a massive pop-
ulation (well over a million); 29 lively entertainment areas with
drama, geisha, and ample companionship; fine eating; ostenta-
tious estates of leading daimyō , or feudal lords, from each of
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Japan’s han; the congestion that comes from packing too many
people into a limited area. 30 By 1859, it had become home to
an assortment of new groups that a youth like Fukuchi was to
find stimulating. Many of the country’s most ambitious young
samurai, for example, were coming to the capital in search of
quick routes to personal success. Shishi, young anti-Tokugawa
zealots willing to sacrifice life itself in their struggle against the
old regime, gathered in Edo’s fencing schools. Institutions for
instruction in gunnery and swordsmanship flourished. Slogans
like “expel the barbarians” (j ōi) and “revere the emperor” (
sonn ō ) were heard everywhere. Dutch-language schools pro-
vided havens for those who wished to learn about the West.
Shibusawa Eiichi, Fukuchi’s friend who would later become one
of Japan’s leading businessmen, proclaimed himself more “over-
whelmed” by an initial visit to Edo about this time than by
his first trip to New York a few years later. 31 It was this en-
vironment in which the seventeen-year-old Fukuchi, away from
his hometown for the first time, found himself in February 1859.

During the first weeks in Edo, he slept nights at the home
of Yadabori Keizō, the Kanrin-maru captain, and he spent the
days in an aggressive effort to contact various persons to whom
his father or Nagasaki friends had sent letters of introduction.
Among them were such bakufu officials as Mizuno Tadanori,
lord of Chikugo; Iwase Tadanori, lord of Higo, several Confu-
cian scholars; and a number of former Nagasaki friends, includ-
ing Moriyama Takichirō, now the bakufu’s leading interpreter.
32 Mizuno, who had become one of Kōan’s friends during a stint
as shogunal commissioner in Nagasaki, invited Fukuchi to live
with him; soon the two became fast friends, consulting together
on everything from currency problems to Tokugawa resistance
at the time of the Restoration. 33

Most of all, Fukuchi spent his early months in the capital
tasting the pleasures, the freedom, the anonymity. Until now he
had lived under the rigid discipline of parents and teachers, all
of them hard taskmasters and stern disciplinarians; and though
he had shown few signs of rebellion, the new freedom and
range of opportunities at first intoxicated Fukuchi. He became
known among young companions as a brash, bright climber,
a “leader of mischievous students,” 34 as well as an expert at
divination and palmistry. He loved to sit and argue, to dazzle
(and irritate) Dutch scholars with individualistic, flashy transla-
tions. Also, he rapidly developed a fondness for the Yoshiwara
prostitute quarters. In later years Fukuchi would be known as
a dandy, a man entertained by no fewer than three thousand
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women during his life. 35 From the day of his first introduction
to brothel life—reportedly by a doddering old Confucian classics
teacher—he quickly developed a reputation as a “first-rate stu-
dent of the Yoshiwara.” 36 Indeed, the pseudonym Ōchi, by
which he was later known as a Meiji novelist, likely came from
the name of Ōji, a geisha to whom he was particularly attracted.
37

Fukuchi began his formal studies at the school of Asaka Gon-
sai, a gentle, aged Confucian scholar known primarily for never
scolding his disciples. 38 He had decided, before reaching Edo,
that it would be wise to continue the pursuit of Eastern scholar-
ship, at least until he could test the direction of the city’s intel-
lectual winds. Thus, he entered the Asaka school shortly after
arriving in the city and began, somewhat sporadically, to study
the Confucian classic I Ching (“Book of changes”). He showed
considerable aptitude, and early in the spring a scholar-friend
named Hayashi urged him to put his knowledge of the classics
to use as a means of entering the bakufu and starting on a
“rapid road to success.” “Buy connections into a group of vas-
sals as a lowly kurokuwa,” suggested Hayashi, “then request an
examination right away. With your ability you are sure to pass
and thus raise your status at a bound…. There is no better way.”
39 Becoming a kurokuwa, or menial laborer, he assured Fukuchi,
would be the easiest possible way to enter the Confucian-ori-
ented Tokugawa house. Once inside, he would be in a position
to commence a rapid climb on the ladder of success.

It was not an unreasonable suggestion. The problem, how-
ever, was that, to a somewhat iconoclastic idealist like Fukuchi,
Confucian studies—at least the traditional, staid kind taught
by Asaka—offered little real excitement or enticement. Once
the source of Japan’s greatest scholarly creativity and even yet
the nominal support of philosophical “orthodoxy,” Neo-Confu-
cianism had grown moribund. As Maruyama Masao has so inci-
sively pointed out, Neo-Confucianism’s evolution had been con-
stantly downward since the heyday of Ogyū Sorai’s articulation
of “ancient studies” early in the eighteenth century. Ogyū’s as-
sertion that the once normative ancient Way had relevance only
as reinterpreted within the historical context of one’s own day
had robbed Neo-Confucianism of its absolute nature and had led
to the rise of a myriad of schools and forces outside the rigid
early Tokugawa Confucian framework. 40

As a result, by the time Fukuchi reached Edo, the most
creative intellectual developments were no longer in tradition-
alist schools, such as those to which Fukuchi was introduced
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by Asaka, but in the spin-offs and in non-Confucian intellectual
traditions. Advocates of Dutch learning, or rangaku, for exam-
ple, had developed a heterodox tradition calling for trade and
intercourse with other lands. National learning scholars (koku
gakusha) had grown more and more vociferous in demanding
new respect for the emperor, contending that the imperial insti-
tution merited recognition as the Japanese equivalent of the an-
cient Chinese Way. Scholars from the Tokugawa family han of
Mito were even now insisting on a restoration of the traditional
order, emphasizing antiforeignism and more respect for the im-
perial institution. 41 And charismatic individuals like Yoshida
Shōin were making powerful waves by demanding both loyalty
to the throne and greater personal commitment or action. 42 The
staid images of an all-pervasive, early Tokugawa intellectual or-
thodoxy may themselves have been illusory. But by Fukuchi’s
day even the illusion was gone. With the very pretense of ortho-
doxy now a sham, its adherents looked, at least in his eyes, more
like anachronisms than champions of The Way.

What was more, Fukuchi quickly came to realize that Edo so-
ciety precluded the simultaneous study of both Chinese classics
and Western languages. Hayashi’s eagerness for him to become
a Tokugawa vassal, he saw, stemmed as much from a desire to
remove Fukuchi from the influence of Western ways as from any
wish to help him along the path of success. For the enmity be-
tween Eastern and Western orientations was keener in Bakuma-
tsu Edo than any quarrel born of mere theoretical dis-
agreement. It involved maneuverings for influence, challenges
to time-hallowed traditions, warfare over the very way of life in
which men now found or envisioned themselves. As Fukuchi put
it:

Chinese and Western scholars became bitter enemies. The
Chinese scholars would ridicule Western scholars as “alien bar-
barians,” while students of the West would call their Eastern
counterparts “old fashioned round-abouts.” … Since I was not
yet twenty years old and had become a leader among the
brattish, bohemian student types, I began to sneer at the idea
of using Chinese learning to achieve success. When I observed
the traditional bakufu students in their peaceful havens of tran-
quility, I saw that no one was pursuing anything worthwhile;
so I decided that I would not waste my life by advancing with
them. I rejected Hayashi’s advice and began taunting those
peace-loving traditionalists with heterodox ideas. It got so bad
that I became estranged even from Asaka. 43
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To most, it would have seemed more sensible for Fukuchi to
have followed the course suggested by Hayashi, since Chinese
scholars enjoyed far brighter prospects in the bakufu circles of
the 1850s. But, as a youth, he valued ideas and ideals more than
“sensibility.” And in the long run it was to Fukuchi’s advantage
that he rejected the Confucian world. For, as it turned out, the
bakufu would last less than another decade, and after its fall
only those Tokugawa retainers with a knowledge of the West
would have much prospect of success, a point to be discussed
later. His apparent “mistake” actually proved auspicious. And
that too, it should be noted, was an eventuality that would re-
peat itself in Fukuchi’s career.

Fukuchi also acted wisely in choosing a specific field within
the realm of Western studies. For while nearly everyone else
studied Dutch, Fukuchi, having observed the widespread use of
English by foreigners in Nagasaki, decided to take up the lan-
guage of the United States and Great Britain. In this respect,
the friendship of his old master Namura with the interpreter
Moriyama proved helpful. Moriyama was one of only two Edo
residents “proficient in English‚” and for this reason he was
kept too busy as an interpreter to have much time for teaching.
Indeed, even as bright and persistent a young man as Fukuzawa
Yukichi would be totally frustrated in a series of efforts to se-
cure lessons from the willing but “always-too-busy” Moriyama.
44

Thus, Fukuchi was elated when Moriyama invited him in
May to enter his household and learn English while assisting
with interpreting duties and serving as head of the master’s
Dutch school. At the same time, Moriyama also suggested that
he study English on alternate days at the home of Edo’s other
English teacher, Nakahama Manjirō, a shipwrecked fisherman
who had spent ten years in the United States and then returned
to Japan to become an English instructor at the bakufu’s Naval
Training School in Edo. Realizing (gloating in!) his favorable sit-
uation, Fukuchi would comment later that many future leaders,
includiing Fukuzawa, Tsuda Sen, and Numa Morikazu, came
and went at his gate “seeking the benefit of Moriyama’s in-
struction.” 45 But Fukuchi alone received it.

With entry into the Moriyama household, Fukuchi took a
decisive step toward becoming a bakufu vassal. As a foreign
office interpreter, Moriyama was deeply involved in negotiations
over the scheduled opening of a Yokohama harbor in July and
the expected arrival of Rutherford B. Alcock as England’s first
full-fledged foreign minister in Japan. Quite naturally, Moriyama
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enlisted Fukuchi’s aid in translating materials related to these
negotiations. So in less than two months the young scholar,
newly turned eighteen, found himself enmeshed in foreign of-
fice work. He was not yet a Tokugawa vassal; but once the value
of his services became known, official entry into the shogunal
administration would be but a formality.

It was, as has been suggested, a turbulent government that
Fukuchi’s master, Moriyama, was now serving. The commercial
treaties had drastically changed life in the capital. Plans were
under way to send a mission to Washington to ratify the U.S.
treaty. Jōi hotheads were engaging in more and more violent op-
position to the bakufu’s stance toward the foreigners, arguing
that advocacy of “Western science and Eastern ethics” was like
saying that “although the source of the river contains poisonous
water, there is no poison in the lower tributaries so it is alright
to drink the water.” 46 Han such as Satsuma were carrying out
internal reforms that appeared to be strengthening their hand
vis-à-vis the Tokugawa. 47 The intellectual world was in ferment.
Yoshida Shōin described Japan during this very summer as “an
old, decaying house” ready to be “blown down by a great wind.”
48

It was the seething nature of these very times that was re-
flected in the eighteen-year-old Fukuchi as he concluded his
student life in mid-1859. He was ambitious—because the tur-
bulence gave energetic, talented iconoclasts a feeling that they
might be able to “make a difference.” He was Western-ori-
ented—due to his birth in Nagasaki, his study with Namura,
and his enmeshment in the chaotic life of Edo. Yet he remained
rooted in traditional philosophy—because his education had
begun in a home and at a time when traditional values still
held sway. Fukuchi was, moreover, brashly self-confident, both
because of success in his studies and because he had already
enjoyed sufficient close contact with upper-echelon officials to
become convinced that they were no more capable than he. He
was enamored of gaudy, promiscuous living, because that was
the style of Edo’s “male culture.” Fukuchi had become, in short,
a promising product of numerous worlds: of the West and the
East, of the feudal and the progressive, the traditional and the
modern, the scholarly and the pragmatic. Each of those worlds
would play its own important role in the renaissance-like versa-
tility, the personal flamboyance, the gradualist orientation that
would typify him in the years to come.
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A NOVICE BUREAUCRAT
Fukuchi’s actual entry into the bakufu came on June 26, 1859,
when he was but eighteen years old. He entered as an interpret-
er for the foreign office (gaikoku bugyō) at Shinagawa on the
day that Rutherford Alcock sailed into Edo Bay as Japan’s first
official foreign minister. 49 It was the beginning of an important
period for the youth—an incubatory period of alternating suc-
cesses and failures, a period in which the yin-yang contradic-
tions of Eastern and Western thought would begin to become
integrated into something approaching a recognizable system.

That the youthful Fukuchi should have been asked to enter
the foreign office was natural, since in 1859 the number of Jap-
anese even slightly acquainted with Dutch or English was far
from adequate for all of the diplomatic work being forced on the
bakufu. Furthermore, most of Fukuchi’s friends were affiliated
with the foreign office, and few routes to government position in
those days were more direct than that of personal sponsorship.
Yamagata Aritomo, for example, had been boosted into public
recognition by a personal friend who recommended him to the
influential Chōshū revolutionary, Yoshida Shōin. 50 Shibusawa
Eiichi’s early climb in the bakufu was facilitated instrumentally
by the personal patronage of an adviser to the shogun. Fukuchi
was to find a similar situation pivotal in his own life. In 1859, his
first mentor, Mizuno, was a commissioner of the foreign office;
his second patron, Moriyama, was chief of interpreters. Thus,
when the foreign bugyō learned of Alcock’s coming and the im-
pending arrival of the U.S. minister Townsend Harris, who had
been vacationing in Shanghai, it was quite natural to summon
Fukuchi into service.

The freshman bureaucrat worked for just one week at the
Shinagawa office before being sent to the new port site at Yoko-
hama. But before that week was out, he already had begun to
develop a rather arrogant contempt for bakufu officialdom, a
contempt that ultimately would prove his undoing as a bureau-
crat. He was disillusioned first of all, he said, by the private lives
of the officials, especially by their “secret” affairs at Shinagawa
brothels despite regulations against prostitution while on offi-
cial assignment. He was also “disgusted” by the “mediocrity” of
most of his colleagues. Even as a teenager he saw himself as
their intellectual superior. Most, he felt, were incapable of deci-
sive action and devoid of administrative talent. 51
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On Saturday of his first week as a bureaucrat, after having
helped to make domestic arrangements for Alcock’s movement
to Edo, 52 Fukuchi was ordered to report to Yokohama, site of
Japan’s newest commercial port and source of the ministry’s
first intense dispute with the new foreign envoys. The dispute,
in which Fukuchi’s mentor, Mizuno, was centrally involved, cen-
tered on the specific location of the new port on Edo Bay. The
treaty of 1858 had called for a port at Kanagawa, 53 and for-
eigners quite naturally inferred that the first trade relations
would be opened at the town that bore that name. The Japanese
officials, on the other hand, decided to build the port some three
miles away from Kanagawa station, at the small fishing village
of Yokohama. When Alcock and Harris arrived at the end of
June, they found Yokohama ready for trade, complete with “res-
idences for the Consuls and merchants, shops, a custom house,
a governor’s office” and two landing docks. 54

Both Alcock and Harris reacted angrily to the shift in sites,
calling it a blatant violation of the treaty. In Alcock’s view,
Yokohama was nothing but an isolated outpost (more than a
mile away from the major traffic route, the Tōkaidō) designed
by officials to prevent “any communication with the foreigner,
except such as they might choose to allow, and under such con-
ditions as the Government might see fit secretly to impose.” 55

To Harris, it was a “second Deshima.” 56

The Japanese, on the other hand, argued more or less
candidly that the choice of Yokohama, originally the vegetable
field of a bakufu foot soldier, was based simply on a desire to
find the site most advantageous to foreigner and Japanese alike.
As Mizuno outlined the bakufu case: (1) Kanagawa, located di-
rectly on the heavily traveled Tōkaidō, was too easily accessible
to antiforeign (j ōi) zealots; (2) the selection of Yokohama did
not violate the spirit of the treaty, since it was located in the
general area commonly known by local residents as Kanagawa;
(3) Yokohama, possessing greater land area and a deeper
harbor than Kanagawa, would make a better port. 57

Logical as Mizuno’s arguments may have sounded, they
failed to satisfy Harris and Alcock, who continued throughout
July to press for the Japanese to move the port back to Kana-
gawa. In August, however, Ii Naosuke decided finally that the
port would remain in Yokohama, dismissing Mizuno from office
to placate the foreigners. Before many weeks had passed, the
practical Western merchants had moved their own residences
to Yokohama, and the issue had died a natural death, though
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the bakufu continued to the end to call its Yokohama office the
“Kanagawa bugyō,” to avoid accusations as “treaty violators.”
58

The brash youth who made his way to this controversial site
on July 3 was, in so many ways, more naive than his Japanese
superiors must have imagined. The story of Fukuchi’s first of-
ficial trip to Yokohama stands in delightful contrast to the self-
confidence for which he was well known. As he described it,
he returned home on Saturday night, July 2, after receiving the
commission to Yokohama, packed his clothes and a few books,
and retired. The next morning, unaware that bakufu officials
were allotted two coolies and a horse for such trips, he rose at
dawn, had his baggage sent ahead, and began walking toward
Shinagawa. The Shinagawa attendants refused to believe him
when he claimed to be “Mr. Fukuchi, the official.” He was too
naive, too young and unpretentious. “I hadn’t conjectured, even
in dreams, that as an official I should be allotted horses and
men,” he later recalled. “I wondered why the coolies didn’t
demand money.” 59

The young Fukuchi’s assignment to the Yokohama Customs
Bureau (Unjōsho) was a significant one; for it was there, at one
of the most hectic offices in the entire Tokugawa bureaucracy,
that he began more seriously than ever before to adopt the
attitudes, form the friendships, and develop the life-style that
would characterize his role in Meiji Japan. By now, he already
had formed most of the basic skills on which his contributions
would depend; from this summer on, he would seriously begin
gathering the practical knowledge and forming the philosophies
that would shape those contributions.

One of Fukuchi’s first practical lessons—and frustra-
tions—was the absolute necessity of becoming proficient in
English. According to a clause in the treaties, Dutch and
Japanese were to be the official languages of diplomacy and
trade until 1864, but since most Western merchants could not
use Dutch and refused to hire translators, it proved an un-
tenable article. The Japanese could have insisted on the letter of
the law, but, as Fukuchi noted, to have done so would have been
“extremely difficult for both sides. It seemed better, instead, to
learn English.” 60 Interpreters like Fukuchi thus were forced to
put as much effort as time would allow into improving their
knowledge of the lingua franca of Western commerce. In the
process, Fukuchi learned a rather important lesson on the ne-
cessity of fitting the ideal to the possible—a concept that would
forever dominate his thinking.
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A second lesson, equally important, was that Western “prog-
ress” was a two-sided phenomenon, not entirely admirable but
not completely reprehensible either. Fukuchi’s writings show
an admiration for the merchants’ levelheaded, no-nonsense ap-
proach to business. They got things done, refusing to be intimi-
dated by meaningless traditions. Unlike traditional Japanese,
they recognized the practical need for commerce and respected
those who engaged in it. Even their contempt for Japanese insis-
tence on form at the expense of efficiency won Fukuchi’s admi-
ration.

On the other hand, that same hard-nosed practicality fre-
quently came through to Fukuchi as crudeness or insensitivity.
In Japan, merchants were supposed to remain standing on the
earthen portion of a bureaucrat’s office when dealing with gov-
ernment officials. Yet Western merchants not only walked onto
the tatami, or matted flooring; they let their dogs accompany
them. And the Westerners showed themselves completely lack-
ing, at least by Japanese standards, in subtlety and public re-
finement. They even expressed anger openly, noted Fukuchi. As
he described the tensions at Yokohama:

We officials grew indignant, some of us angrily declaring the
barbarians’ haughtiness and rudeness toward officials to be
simply monstrous. There was a very real danger that the vi-
olent murder of foreigners would not have to await the coming
of irresponsible j ōi rogues; it appeared that it might occur at
the hands of the very officials working at the foreign office and
the Kanagawa bugyō. But the foreign merchants also frothed in
indignation. Prevented by the difficulties of language from fully
understanding commercial operations and suffering from indis-
cretions on the part of customs officials, they often reacted in
anger. They protested vigorously against the constant procras-
tinations in negotiations. And they were not always unjustified
in those protests. We did many things to invite their scorn. The
only thing that kept matters from getting out of hand was the
samurai spirit of the Japanese, the tendency of even lesser offi-
cials to bear the situation quietly and with dignity.

Foreign ways and attitudes, he concluded, were a mixed bless-
ing—not to be scorned but not to be aped either. 61

The last half of 1859 also proved significant in providing Fu-
kuchi’s initial introduction to the complex world of economics.
Both his writings and his practical involvement in the world of
finance would make him one of Japan’s most influential eco-
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nomic spokesmen during the first decade and a half of the Meiji
era. For that reason, the problems that first piqued his interest
at the Yokohama customshouse in 1859 deserve at least cursory
consideration.

Most important among these problems was the currency
question. According to the treaties, all foreign coins were to
be exchanged by the government for Japanese coins, weight
for weight, during the first year of commerce. 62 Accordingly,
in preparation for the coming of foreign trade, the bakufu de-
cided to mint a new coin that would, hopefully, offset a recent
inflation-induced plunge in the value of Japanese currency vis-à-
vis the standard Mexican dollar. What the Japanese officials de-
cided upon was the dainishi, a coin somewhat heavier but worth
only half as much in token value as the silver ichibu that had
been current until then. As a result, when the foreign merchants
took their Mexican dollars to the customshouse for exchange,
they received (in keeping with the treaty’s “weight-for-weight”
stipulation) just two of the dainishi, instead of the three ichibu
they had expected—yet found the new coins worth only half as
much as the ichibu. This meant, in concrete terms, that a three-
ichibu vase, which could have been purchased for the equiv-
alent of one Mexican dollar with the old coin, now cost three
dollars with the new dainishi. 63

The westerners reacted furiously. The Japanese move might
be “legal,” they admitted, but it was unethical and unaccept-
able. And by the time Fukuchi arrived in Yokohama, they had
forced the foreign ministry to begin negotiations over what to
do about the new coin. The Japanese remained intransigent for
a time, but by mid-July it had become clear that the new daini-
shi would not be accepted on domestic markets. So, with great
reluctance, Mizuno agreed to its discontinuance. 64

Even more of a problem, Fukuchi found, was foreign exploi-
tation of Japan’s “abnormal ratio of silver to gold.” 65 Else-where
in the world, silver was normally exchanged for gold at a rate of
16 to 1, whereas in Japan the rate was nearer 6 to 1, and since
the treaty stated that foreign gold and silver “may be exported
from Japan,” 66 the resultant gold drain hurt Japan seriously—so
seriously that it concerned Harris nearly as much as it did the
Japanese. On his advice, the Japanese gold was recast to alter
the ratio. But parity with Western standards was long in coming,
and the Japanese suffered severely.

Unfortunately, neither Fukuchi nor available records shed
much light on his specific roles in connection with these prob-
lems. But that he became deeply involved with the issues them-
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selves is clear from the great detail he devotes to them in
his memoirs. At the very least he spent long hours discussing
them with his mentor, the foreign bugy ō , Mizuno, and his po-
sition in the customshouse most assuredly meant that he often
heard (and most likely took part in) the acrimonious disputes
occasioned by the currency issues. But the most significant
aspect for us is the role these episodes played in introducing
Fukuchi to an area that would one day become one of his
fortes—economic analysis. His own Kai ō jidan (“Recollections”)
makes it clear that already, in his first summer as an official, he
was gaining an unusual grasp of the nature and complexity of
economic affairs. 67

Fukuchi also learned practical lessons about the internal
workings of the bureaucracy, and much that he learned dis-
heartened him. He came to hate the petty bickering and clique
rivalries that characterized and often paralyzed the bakufu bu-
reaucracy. Promotion, he found, depended more on patronage
than on talent. Decisions related more to the groups espousing
a solution than to the merits of their proposal.

Fukuchi noted in Kaiō jidan, for example, that since the
treaty had forbidden the export of copper coins but not of
copper utensils, customs officials approved the export of scores
of heavy copper tools, such as fire shovels. The censor’s office
(ōme tsuke), on the other hand, saw this as a violation of the
spirit of the treaty and frequently seized items that had already
passed through customs. “It became absurd,” Fukuchi said. The
customs office continued approving the utensils, and the indig-
nant censor’s office kept right on seizing them. 68

A second feature of clique politics affected Fukuchi more
personally. When he entered the bakufu, members were already
being selected for an embassy that would go to Washington
the next year to exchange ratifications of the 1858 commercial
treaty. According to the initial plans the leader of the mission
was to be Mizuno, commissioner of both the Kanagawa and
the foreign offices. Included in the party would be his protégé,
Fukuchi. But as a result, first of the dispute regarding the
placement of the new port at Yokohama, and second of the em-
barrassing August murder of two Russian sailors by antiforeign
zealots, Mizuno was dismissed from office. This dismissal, in
turn, forced a change in leadership of the embassy to the United
States; and when the new makeup was announced, it did not in-
clude Fukuchi.
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The omission bitterly disappointed the young interpreter
who had seen the trip as a chance to help make history as one
of Japan’s first official foreign travelers. As he wrote to a friend:
“I will never be able to make a name for myself unless I travel
abroad…. I cannot sleep on these winter nights.” 69 But it was
also a significant lesson in the realities of Bakumatsu politics,
the importance of fostering the “right” alliances.

It seems clear then that the initial baptism into the world
of Edo officialdom left Fukuchi a markedly changed man by
the end of 1859. Chronologically he had advanced by less than
twelve months, but psychologically he had spanned a chasm.
Until the move to Edo his intellectual quest smacked largely of
the simple search for “warm, pure knowledge,” a search soured
only by occasional personality disputes. But by the end of the
year curdles of disillusionment and cynicism had begun to ap-
pear. The West no longer seemed so utterly good; Confucian
studies (if not traditional ideals) had become a sham; the bakufu
seemed overburdened with incompetents and indecisive offi-
cials. These feelings were not yet dominant or well articulated,
partially because the day-to-day work load was heavy enough
to demand most of his attention, partly because mentors like
Mizuno and Moriyama continued to provide support and en-
couragement. But their very appearance meant that Fukuchi
would not always be able to work easily within the bureaucracy.
That fact, as we shall see, would have important bearing on his
career and contributions.

The omission from the trip to the United States was an im-
portant source of this awakening disillusionment, but viewed
in hindsight it also had its auspicious aspects; for antiforeign
sentiment increased so sharply in Japan throughout 1860 and
1861 that, given his propensity for unguarded conversation, a
foreign trip likely would have made him a sharp target of the jōi,
or antiforeign zealots’, wrath, perhaps immobilizing him before
his public work had really begun. As it was, Fukuchi’s life in
1860 and 1861, like that of most Japanese officials involved with
foreign affairs, was shaped and shaken more by the tense, xeno-
phobic atmosphere in which he was forced to work than by any
of the immediate or specific problems of diplomacy that faced
him day after day at the foreign office.

A major explosion came on March 24, 1860, with the assassi-
nation of Regent Ii Naosuke by antiforeign extremists. Fukuchi
was in Edo when the bloody attack occurred, enjoying a brief
holiday. On seeking out his young samurai friends to discuss
the incident, he found them overjoyed. Most progressive young
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bureaucrats saw Ii’s administration as reactionary in intent, a
severe impediment to long-term improvement in international
relations. The only “mourner” Fukuchi encountered, in fact,
was Mizuno, who feared that the leadership vacuum caused by
Ii’s death would give extremists a chance to create even more
havoc. 70

Mizuno’s fears proved correct. Throughout 1860 and 1861
foreign office work was hindered constantly by the agitation of
jōi extremists. Interpreters came to be “ostracized like a special
breed of people.” The translators’ office was known as “outcast
village” (eta mac hi ). Foreigners were subjected to threats and
assassination plots. Fukuchi even found old friendships sudden-
ly evaporating in the heated atmosphere. Once, when he made
a lighthearted call on his old Confucian scholar-friend Hayashi,
Hayashi sent a servant to the gate with the message: “I don’t
deal with barbarians like you…. Don’t ever again disgrace my
place of learning by setting foot in this gate.” 71

Fukuchi’s most direct personal encounter with this new jōi
sentiment came on the night of July 5, 1861, when he was
working as an interpreter at the British legation. “There had
been a great deal of confusion that day,” he recalled, “but after
dusk things quieted down amid a gentle rainy season shower.”
About 10:00 P.M. Fukuchi and his associates had just hung mos-
quito netting in preparation for going to bed when they heard a
sharp commotion outside, followed by shouts: “Ruffians! Break-
in!”

Dashing barefoot into the courtyard, Fukuchi was startled
by the sight of a panting guard striking down one of the rōnin‚
or masterless warriors, who had broken into the legation. “A
blood-stained sword in his hand, [the guard] took the freshly-
severed head from which blood was gushing and put it on the
veranda‚” Fukuchi said. “It was a meritorious deed; for he was
a guard, … but this was the first freshly-severed neck I had ever
seen and, at the time, I was stunned.” 72

It became clear in the aftermath that the attack had been
carried out by a group of rōnin from the xenophobic Mito han‚
and that the Japanese guards had fought them off vigorously
and effectively. Nonetheless, the fact that twenty-three persons
had been killed or wounded left both the foreign community and
gaikoku bugyō employees more jittery than ever. 73 A knowledge
of things Western might one day ease the route to success and
political influence for men like Fukuchi, but in the summer of
1861 it provided excitement at best and alienation or death at
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worst. One wonders if Fukuchi ever questioned the wisdom of
his decision two years earlier to opt for a career in Western
studies. 74

One other significant development during Fukuchi’s first
two years as an interpreter was a revival of his interest in
newspapers. Now, for the first time, he had a chance to see
a wide range of papers. He would borrow newspapers occa-
sionally from foreign legations to study the development of af-
fairs in the West. But their prose style defied easy reading, and
more often than not he gave up after a paragraph or two. 75

Then in mid-1860, when members of the embassy to the United
States sent back news accounts of their activities, Fukuchi’s su-
periors ordered him to translate them. Seeking help from sec-
retaries at the U.S. legation, he finally succeeded in reading his
first articles from start to finish. 76 A deeper understanding of
newspapers would have to await a trip to the West, where he
could peruse them regularly. But his interest was growing.

That trip was not far off. After the U.S. embassy was dis-
patched in 1860, British and French diplomats began calling for
a similar mission to their countries to avoid the appearance of
favoritism. At first, the rōjū, or senior bakufu councillors, ex-
pressed misgivings about such a trip, fearing reactions of the
antiforeign elements. But early in 1861, Townsend Harris sug-
gested that the United States might be willing to postpone the
opening of ports in Edo, Osaka, Hyogo, and Niigata (scheduled
by treaty for 1863); and the r ōjū ‚ afraid of violence if the ports
had to be opened on schedule, responded with an announce-
ment that they would send a mission to Europe to seek consent
there for postponement. Again Fukuchi’s mentor, Mizuno, was
bypassed as mission leader in favor of Takenouchi Yasunori, lord
of Shimotsuke. Fukuchi was more fortunate this time, however,
and when the membership of the embassy was announced his
name was on the list as an interpreter.

From the beginning of preparations, Fukuchi’s attitudes and
comments gave evidence of his already considerable contacts
with Western ways. 77 When others insisted on taking “moun-
tains” of supplies, he was appalled—and said so. He laughed
openly when officials decided to take along a thousand pairs
of straw sandals for “foot travel” in Europe. He also ridiculed
plans to take along javelins, stirrups, saddles, white rice, soy
sauce, and pickled vegetables. And he told his superiors that
their decision to take five hundred bottles of miso (bean paste)
was impractical. They told him, in turn, to remember his rank
and keep quiet. But when the “imperishable” miso began to
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“stink so badly” between Hong Kong and Singapore that they
had to “throw jars and all into the sea,” Fukuchi laughed again.
78

As in the early months at Yokohama, the trip’s importance
lay not in Fukuchi’s particular role (as a twenty-year-old inter-
preter, his opinions hardly shaped Japan’s future!) but in its
impact on Fukuchi himself. This was the youth’s first direct
contact with a foreign land, and as such it provided a welter
of stimulating ideas, new experiences, and puzzling encounters
that would shape his powerfully influential editorials a decade
later. For that reason, it deserves more than passing notice.

The itinerary of the trip was exciting. In early March the
mission landed at Suez, giving Fukuchi and his colleagues a
chance to take their first train rides, across Egypt. On April 3
they docked at Marseilles, and two weeks later met Napoleon
III. From France they went to England in May; to Holland in
June; and then to Russia, Germany, and Portugal before re-
turning to Japan in late December. 79

The diplomatic efforts of the group yielded rather positive
results in England. The British government, at the belated
urging of Alcock, agreed in June to a five-year delay in opening
the ports, and the other treaty powers followed suit. Fukuchi
was not totally happy with the agreement, since it included
patronizing warnings about Japanese maintenance of each
clause in the 1858 treaty and proposed additional items for in-
clusion in a 5 percent tariff limit. 80 But he saw it as the best so-
lution possible, the only way of “extinguishing the sparks before
our eyes,” and accordingly declared himself satisfied. 81

Far more frustrating to Fukuchi were the delegation’s ef-
forts at diplomacy in Moscow. For years Japan and Russia had
disagreed over the right of suzerainty and the boundaries of
Sakhalin (Karafuto), 82 the island north of Hokkaido where a
number of Japanese hunters and fishermen lived. In Moscow,
the Russians rather unexpectedly offered to accept the forty-
eighth parallel as Sakhalin’s Russo-Japanese boundary. Since
Russia had always before claimed the entire island (it extends
from the forty-sixth to the fifty-fourth parallels), while the
Japanese had claimed only the portion south of the fiftieth par-
allel, it seemed a reasonable compromise.

The Takenouchi mission had not, however, been formally
commissioned to deal with the Sakhalin issue; so a major dis-
pute arose over whether they should assume the authority and
sign an agreement or wait for specific authorization from the
home government. Takenouchi favored the former position, but
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several of his subordinates argued that to make such an
agreement would be traitorous, equivalent to giving up national
territory without proper authority. Fukuchi took an active part
in the debate, arguing in a rather lengthy memorandum that
the Russian offer was eminently fair and should be accepted,
since such an opportunity might not soon come again. 83 To
his dismay, the advocates of caution triumphed, and Japan and
Russia agreed merely to send plenipotentiaries to Sakhalin for
on-site inspections before the conclusion of any treaty.

To Fukuchi, this incident was another example of general ig-
norance and ineptness on the part of Japan’s leading diplomats.
He referred to the three leaders of the embassy, none of whom
knew any Western languages, as “blind- deaf pilgrims.” 84 Early
in the Moscow negotiations he had cringed when the Russians
“sneered” at the Japanese offer of an ancient Dutch map as se-
rious evidence that world geographers recognized the fiftieth
parallel as Sakhalin’s proper Russo-Japanese boundary. 85 Then
the embassy’s “weakness” in refusing to sign an agreement
seemed but an embarrassing capstone. As a powerful news-
paper editor, Fukuchi would call often for diplomats to be more
decisive, better informed about the ways and techniques of the
West—a point that will become clear later on. It was in Moscow
that such ideas began to take new root.

Even more important than these diplomatic lessons, to
Fukuchi personally, was the face-to-face confrontation the
months brought with the great technological and cultural gap
between Japan and the Western world. In Hong Kong, he saw
Western dancing for the first time—that form of entertainment
where “several couples come forward, … separate and meet,
assemble and disperse, advance and retire, then suddenly went
[sic] swiftly round and round” to music that sounded “very die
away.” 86 In Egypt he took his first train ride, saw “lightning-
news-long” telegraph wires, and went through a tunnel. In
Paris, he expressed astonishment at the size of hotels (“thou-
sands of rooms and dining halls capable of serving 3,000 peo-
ple”); at the gas lights (evening streets “looked as if it were
daytime”); at the cameras, the circus, the kangaroos at the zoo,
the theater. 87 And in England, he and his companions were
amazed at such things as an international exhibition; weapons
factories; the British Museum; a Birmingham glassblowing fac-
tory; and, most confounding of all, British politics. 88 “Truly,”
commented Fukuchi in a letter to his father, “I could not possi-
bly record in my diary all the strange talk and rare things I daily
encounter.” 89
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Everywhere Fukuchi encountered newspapers. On getting
up in Ceylon on Friday morning, February 28, embassy
members were dumbfounded to see, already delivered to their
hotel, a newspaper account of their entrance into port on the
previous day. This newspaper “is very light and flimsy, and not
to be relied on; but the quickness of its appearance was as-
tonishing‚” observed one of Fukuchi’s companions. 90 Fukuchi
reported buying an English-language paper after arriving in
Paris and being amazed at the rapid printing, as well as at the
detailed knowledge reporters had gained concerning the em-
bassy. By the time he reached London, where he visited his first
newspaper office, he was reading newspapers frequently, inter-
viewing reporters, and “envying” the freedom and skill of the
British press. 91

It was, in fact, a different Fukuchi, a radically altered young
man of twenty-one, who returned to Edo at the end of 1862. He
had read as much as possible while abroad about the history
of England, the United States, and France. He had seen the
power of the Western military, and he had encountered new and
difficult political concepts—democracy, republicanism, indepen-
dence, freedom, elections, people’s rights, representative gov-
ernment. He had seen Japan’s own diplomatic “weakness,” born
both of ignorance and of a lack of military and economic
strength. He had seen, at first hand, the Western press—its
speed in reporting, its detailed coverage, its freedom. Not
everything appealed to him; but there was no denying the tech-
nological superiority of the West, no denying that Japan could
learn much from her new international “friends.” He would, he
decided during the trip, become a more active proponent of that
Western learning.

A FRUSTRATED BUREAUCRAT
The dreams that occupied Fukuchi on his return voyage were
exhilarating. Unaware until near the end of the journey of the
growth of antiforeignism at home, he gave himself to bright
speculation about the future. There would, he imagined, be a
“promotion in rank.” There also would be a significant new lead-
ership role in foreign office decisions, perhaps even a hero’s
welcome. And surely his tales would enrapture friends for
months into the future.
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Being of low rank, I did not entertain the thought of being
queried by the shogunal family, but I was sure I would be
asked about Western conditions … in intimate conversations
with some rōjū. For though it may be rude to say so, we trans-
lators and interpreters were really the only ones capable of
drawing a true picture of the situation in the West since the
leaders of the mission could neither speak nor read in Western
languages. 92

One can imagine what must have been his surprise, then, on
returning to work the day after arrival in Edo in January 1863,
when “only two or three friends, besides my wife and an old
servant … came by to visit, while the others acted as if they
did not know me.” Even when it came time to leave the foreign
office that day, “not a soul asked me about foreign matters.” 93

They acted as if he had never left the country. Yet it was
not the same country. If the antiforeign sentiment had seemed
like an erratic but spreading bonfire before, it now had become
a blazing conflagration, fanned by a series of incidents and
developments during 1862, all of which had given the jōi forces
increasing confidence. In February of that year, for example,
several shishi had made an attempt on the life of rōj ū Andō
Nobumasa. Early in May the modernizing Tosa leader, Yoshida
Tōyō, was assassinated by loyalists. The bakufu itself had been
forced by court factions in Kyoto to promise the eventual expul-
sion of all westerners—despite the mission’s commitment in Eu-
rope to prevent obstacles to foreign trade. Even the marriage
of the royal princess Kazunomiya to the Tokugawa shogun had
merely agitated jōi sentiments, since some shishi saw it as an
evidence of bakufu strong-arm tactics and others interpreted it
as a sign of shogunal weakness. The sensational killing in Sep-
tember of Britisher Charles Richardson by members of the Sa-
tsuma daimyō’s procession had inflamed passions among Japa-
nese and foreigners alike.

In short, what had essentially been a relatively unorganized,
extremist force when the embassy left early in 1862 had by
the end of the year become a powerful, increasingly well orga-
nized movement supported more and more openly by several
powerful han, as well as by the court itself. Kyoto, rather than
Edo, “had become the center of national politics,” 94 and jōi
forces, as Mizuno told Fukuchi, were now pursuing a “scorched-
earth” policy, intent upon driving out the foreigners at any
cost. 95 Moderates in both the court and the bakufu were in-
creasingly showing themselves impotent before the spreading
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flames. In fact, by March 1863, violence would reach a peak
where extremists would act with impunity in killing three re-
tainers of leading probakufu nobles, in each case sending the
victim’s severed ears or head to the “offending” courtiers. 96 The
bakufu, not strong enough to openly oppose the foreign forces,
now was finding its authority equally endangered by antiforeign
forces at home. It was not a period for passionate—or even dis-
passionate—talk about foreign affairs.

Members of the returned embassy thus found themselves in
the frustrating position of possessing exciting new knowledge
about which they could engage no one in conversation. Most
precarious of all, perhaps, was Fukuchi. He had become too en-
amored with Western progress to join the xenophobes. At the
same time, he was temperamentally unfit to be as “moderate
in speech and manner” as his colleague on the trip, Fukuzawa
Yukichi. 97 A braggart, a frequenter of geisha quarters, an argu-
mentative type who “loved” to “engage in such sharp debates
that even my colleagues began seeing me as an enemy,” Fuku-
chi became a threat both to the bakufu and to his own advance-
ment. 98 On at least three occasions following the mission’s
return, extremists made attempts on Fukuchi’s life, in one in-
stance inviting him to a “group discussion” to hear his views,
then later telling him they had planned to murder him after the
session and had changed their plans only because his direct
conversation (he had been warned by a secret friend in the
group to be “most circumspect”) had convinced them that he
was “loyal.” 99

As a result, Fukuchi spent most of the remaining Tokugawa
years in varying depths of depression and personal frustration,
a victim of the explosive nature of rapidly changing times. Early
in 1863, the foreign office ordered him not to speak about for-
eign matters, even in private, 100 and instructed Moriyama that
Fukuchi “should, as much as possible, do his investigating at
home … and should be told not to meet with other people.”
The instructions were carried out, and although he continued
to receive periodic raises in rank and salary, most of his work
for the next five years had to be done away from the official
spotlight. Such restrictions were, of course, excruciating to an
extrovert like Fukuchi. But what made them even worse was
the fact that once removed from opportunities for direct contact
with the official world he also tended to be forgotten. The result
was half a decade of eclipse. Records show him called to work in
times of diplomatic crisis such as the negotiations over the Rich-
ardson affair in the summer of 1863. They also point to a cer-
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tain amount of involvement with old friends like Mizuno, even
taking part covertly in an attempted probakufu march on Kyoto
led by rōj ū Ogasawara Nagamichi. 101 And they reveal a number
of private projects launched by Fukuchi, the most significant of
them being the creation in 1866 of a French-and English-lan-
guage school. The school quickly attracted over fifty students,
but it too proved abortive when bakufu officials, noting the
presence in its ranks of a number of anti-Tokugawa students, or-
dered it to close. 102 On the whole, Fukuchi’s life from 1863 to
1867 was thus one of nearly unmitigated frustration. Damned to
the realms of oblivion, he described life as being “like a prison.”
103

The one escape from all this frustration came in 1865, when
he spent half a year in Europe again, this time as an interpreter
for the Shibata Gōchū mission that had been commissioned to
lay the groundwork for the construction of a naval shipyard
at Yokosuka. 104 Even on this trip, his services were not overly
taxed, partly because naval matters were outside his ken, and
partly because the Frenchman Francois L. Verney accompanied
the group and handled most of its business affairs. Leisure in
Europe was different, however, from leisure in Edo, and instead
of complaining Fukuchi professed those months to be “among
the most enjoyable” of his life. He gave his time to studying in-
ternational law (until he found it “too difficult” for his limited
French); to sampling such Western thinkers and writers as Her-
bert Spencer, Thomas Henry Huxley, Alfred Tennyson, and John
Stuart Mill; to spending long hours in conversation with an ec-
centric Frenchman named Leon de Roni, who taught Japanese,
spoke Japanese (“thirty percent was understandable”), drank
Japanese tea, smoked Japanese tobacco, and grew indignant
if anyone criticized Japan; 105 to attending the theater; and to
studying the press. It was this last activity that was to have the
most direct bearing on his later life. As Fukuchi put it:

I was not particularly pressed with official duties; so, finding
time on my hands, I questioned a number of leading men in
London and Paris about the newspaper world. I learned just
how powerful a newspaper could be in shaping public opinion
about domestic and foreign political issues. And, as a result,
I began pondering the thought that, should I have the op-
portunity and should my literary talents prove adequate, I
might sometime become a newspaper re porter myself, so as
to taste the pleasure of discussing current events in public. In
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other words, I envied the newspaper reporters of France and
England, and as a result I began entertaining new and wild
ideas about my own future. 106

Once back in Japan, Fukuchi’s life returned to its own “new
normalcy” of boredom and oblivion, a state not to be fully
shaken off until the fall of the Tokugawa two years later. It
should not be assumed, however, that these years were a total
waste. They may well have played a role almost as significant in
shaping Fukuchi’s later contributions as did the feverish period
that preceded them. Now, for the first time, he found (was
forced into!) time for contemplation, for assimilation and eval-
uation. The pace of his life until 1863 had been frenetic, almost
beyond the point of belief for a lad not yet twenty-two. Busy
studying foreign languages, interpreting and reacting to new
experiences, he had had no time to evaluate or think through
his philosophies. Now, consigned to leisure, he had a chance to
ponder and record his impressions of Europe. He had time to
visit with Mizuno. And after each visit, he also had time to re-
flect on what the senior official had said, to mull over Mizuno’s
exasperation with bakufu unwillingness to take drastic steps
(such as “nationalizing” han military forces), as well as his hope
that the nation’s traditional order could yet be salvaged or re-
vived. “At first I would think him too radical‚” Fukuchi noted;
“but then I would think over what he had said and realize he
was right.” Mizuno, already a professed advocate of “progress
for the sake of order,” influenced Fukuchi most in these years
simply because the youth had time now to listen to his expostu-
lations and then think them through. 107

These years also gave Fukuchi a chance to brood over the
slow pace, the frustrations, and the incompetence one might
expect to encounter if he devoted his career to a bureaucracy.
He saw most officials as “wooden monkeys” who spent much of
their time “bluffing,” too “paralyzed” by traditions, mediocrity,
and fear to act decisively. 108 Their reactions to his own loquacity
did nothing to moderate his contempt. If he would one day ex-
press general cynicism about the bureaucracy, the origins of
that cynicism may well have lain in the broodings of these years.

To overemphasize the role played by periods of idleness
would, of course, be a mistake. But to overlook their impact,
as is often done, is greater folly. It is difficult to say precisely
where they led Fukuchi intellectually, since he left almost no
writings in these years. One can only look at the influences
that touched him—the thought of Europe, the traditional prag-
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matism of Mizuno, the frustrating strictures of the bureaucracy,
the press of England and France—and then look ahead to the
stances of his mature life. As one examines those mature at-
titudes—the dependence on Western logic to support even
Japanese premises, the concern for “progress and order,” the
tempestuous love-hate relationship with the bureaucracy, and
the undying faith in the role of the press—he can only speculate
that the “years of silence” must have had a significant impact,
perhaps even more of an impact than continued frenetic activity
would have had. Perhaps less. This is not a satisfying answer to
the student interested in exact correlations. But it is probably
the only one possible.

Much less uncertain is the question of what was happening
to the bakufu itself in these years. If 1862 had been a pivotal
year in fully igniting the sparks of antiforeignism, the following
year was important in signaling a shift of the sonnō jōi
movement away from antiforeignism and toward “respect for
the emperor”—a circumlocution (at least in the minds of cynics)
for another key phrase of the period, tōbatsu, or “destroy the
bakufu.” Impressed with Western military might during en-
counters at Kagoshima and Shimonoseki during 1863 and dis-
turbed with bakufu ineptitude, the extremists concluded that
Japan’s only salvation lay in changing regimes. Even more omi-
nous for the Tokugawa was the fact that by 1866, the leadership
in the sonnō movement had largely been taken over by estab-
lishment forces, many of which until then had worked with the
government to control extremism. Especially problematic was
the victory of a reformist, anti-Tokugawa government in Chōshū
in 1865 and the obvious, if initially covert, decision of the large
han of Satsuma to align itself with the Chōshū loyalists. It was,
in fact, this alliance that spelled the final doom of a disastrous
bakufu military expedition against Chōshū in the fall of 1866.

Maneuvering was intense throughout these years, with the
bakufu belatedly undertaking active reforms and leaders of in-
dependent or pro-Tokugawa han such as Tosa working to effect
reconciliation. But if inactivity was Fukuchi’s curse in these
years, too much activity was the curse of the government. For
the preponderance of that activity, it seemed, was merely a re-
sponse, an effort to counteract forces both at home and abroad
bent on havoc, if not on total destruction of the bakufu. Few pre-
dicted an immediate Tokugawa fall by mid-1867. Even fewer ex-
pected that things could go on much longer as they were.
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CHAPTER II
The Search for a Vocation:

1868–1874

You don’t accept me…. I state my opinion
of things frankly and win out by force of
rea son. You are incapable of trusting me be
cause my knowledge is a threat. 1

On November 10, 1867, Fukuchi heard a rumor. Shogun Toku-
gawa Keiki, said a friend, had been so badly shaken by the
decline of bakufu vitality and the growing strength of anti-
Tokugawa forces that he had decided to resign and restore
political power to the new boy-emperor, Meiji. Not so, replied
Fukuchi, the story was beyond belief. 2 But Fukuchi, like most of
his colleagues, was wrong, and on November 14, an official an-
nouncement confirmed the rumor: Keiki had indeed submitted
his resignation on the previous Saturday, hoping apparently to
avert a civil war and to facilitate the formation of an imperial
council of daimyō, of which he would perhaps be the head. The
anti-Tokugawa han of Satsuma and Chōshū had, at least for
the moment, triumphed. Imperial rule had been restored, and
Fukuchi’s life was on the verge of a dramatic shift.

Government operations continued largely as usual in the
weeks immediately following Keiki’s startling resignation, with
the Tokugawa foreign office handling most of the diplomatic af-
fairs in the absence of any new government officials with the
experience to do so. As a result, Fukuchi was called to Osaka in
the middle of December to help arrange the peaceful opening of
a commercial port in that area. Events occurred rapidly during
his first six weeks there. On January 3, the anti-Tokugawa han
carried off a coup d’etat in Kyoto, seizing control of the throne.
The new “government,” led by Satsuma and Chōshū men, then
ordered Keiki to surrender all his landholdings. Late in January
the Tokugawa forces commenced hostilities against the new
government’s army at Toba-Fushimi on the road to Kvoto.
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Yet, Fukuchi remained convinced that the Tokugawa castle
in Osaka would never be breached, that it would remain an
impregnable fortress from which the Tokugawa would regain
control of Japan. The final downfall of the 250-year-old regime
had been too abrupt, he thought, to be credible. Indeed, in
mid-January when Fukuchi had drawn up a proposed military
strategy for shogunal resistance, he had been assured by a
commissioner at the foreign office that secret allies in Kyoto
would, at the last moment, forestall any final bakufu collapse. 3

The commissioner’s optimism was misplaced, however, and
as Fukuchi prepared to retire on the night of January 30, a col-
league in the foreign office rushed into his room with a warning
to flee Osaka.

“Don’t joke,” Fukuchi retorted.
“Go over to the council room and have a look for yourself!

Everyone has already fled!”
A quick survey proved the official right. The foreign commis-

sioner’s office had indeed been evacuated, left with nothing but
a few scattered documents, a forgotten pistol in one corner, and
a box lunch on the floor. So Fukuchi fled too (after eating the
discarded lunch!), and as he sailed out of nearby Hyogo harbor
a short time later he saw “black smoke leaping into the sky”
from the overrun castle. “I could not‚” he said, “bear to look.” 4

Back in Edo, Fukuchi found the Tokugawa castle a scene of
confusion. The shogun had returned from Osaka the previous
day (February 5) and convened a conference on the course
of action the fallen regime should take. Keiki himself favored
submission to the new government; but numerous retainers,
including Fukuchi’s old superior, Mizuno, argued heatedly for
intensified resistance. “There was much noisy discussion by
everyone,” reported Fukuchi, but in the end Keiki ordered his
followers to submit peacefully to the new Meiji government.

It was not, however, a unanimous decision; for while a
majority submitted to Keiki’s will, some of them even entering
the new Meiji government, others joined military resistance
units. Some spent the early months of 1868 simply debating,
uncertain about what action to take. A number of older officials
took the course of Mizuno, who invited Fukuchi to “go for a
drink” on the afternoon of February 10. “I thought that strange
for this strict, austere man‚” recalled the protégé, “but I went
along.” Over sake, Mizuno told Fukuchi he had decided to retire
for good. Disappointed in Tokugawa Keiki’s unwillingness to
resist, he would wash his hands of public life. Mizuno shed tears
as he related the decision. 5
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For a time, Fukuchi joined those who simply debated. He re-
mained aloof from the official discussions, and he spurned mem-
bership in a fighting unit. 6 But he was not interested in joining
the new “talent-oriented” government either; for, though frus-
trated with his own bureaucratic experiences, his commitment
to the Tokugawa family had never wavered. Instead, as passing
weeks gave Fukuchi and his friends opportunity to stimulate
each other’s resentments (“to froth at the mouth in indig-
nation,” as he put it 7 ), he thought again of his European expe-
riences with the press and decided to bring a growing dream
to fruition. Events seemed right; he knew he had the needed
talents. So he would act. He would launch his own paper and
fight the new regime with his pen.

A FIGHTING JOURNALIST
The first issue of Fukuchi’s paper, which he named the Kōko
Shimbun (“The World”), appeared on May 24, 1868, just nine
days after his twenty-seventh birthday. From the first, it was
both innovative and “popular,” 8 filled with news of the civil
war, gossip about officials and samurai, “correspondence” col-
umns, translations from foreign newspapers, and memorials to
the government. It sold for one momme per issue, appeared
once every two to four days and aimed to “make private, secret
matters widely known.” 9 It was, in short, one of Japan’s earliest
Western-style papers.

This is not to say that the Kōko Shimbun was among Japan’s
earliest attempts at journalism per se. For at least two and
a half centuries, major incidents had been reported in broad-
sides called kawaraban (slate impression) and hawked or sold
in the street several days after the event. These sheets fre-
quently were referred to by readers as yomiuri (“read and sell”),
and by mid-1868 as many as three thousand of them had been
issued—all on a one-time-only basis. 10 Though they could hardly
be called newspapers, they did serve the important function of
introducing the idea of printing and selling news.

Then, six years before the Restoration, the bakufu’s Yōsho
Shirabe Dokoro (Office for the study of Western writings) 11

had issued Japan’s first “newspaper‚” the Kanhan Batabia Shim
bun. Little more than a compilation of direct translations from
a Dutch paper in Batavia, Java, it lasted less than two months;
but as the first publication of news on a sustained basis, it broke
imporant new ground. 12 It was followed in 1864 by what has
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been called “Japan’s first daily newspaper‚” the Shimbunshi‚ 13

a sheet that also died after a mere two months. Similar crude
publishing attempts continued from time to time until the Res-
toration—most of them coming out irregularly, none boasting
large circulations, their news tending to be more dramatic than
accurate, their delivery methods archaic. Some editors asked
subscribers to pick up their papers at the newspaper office; 14

others hired “delivery boys” who wore dress coats and stopped
to smoke and drink tea at the home of each subscriber. 15 All fell
far short of the press standards Fukuchi had found in Europe.
Yet, despite their lack of sophistication or journalistic expertise,
the editors of these papers performed a significant function:
they introduced to a growing segment of educated Japanese the
concept of printing news and other information in a periodic,
commercial sheet.

With the Restoration of 1868 came Japan’s first great leap
toward the development of a modern press, as well as Fukuchi’s
first chance to become personally involved in the world of jour-
nalism. Numerous bakufu retainers, seething with indignation
over the fall of the Tokugawa yet hesitant (like Fukuchi) to take
up arms, sought outlets for their talents and fervor. Military
skirmishes provided abundant material for reportorial initiative.
As a result, a host of new newspapers sprang up in the first six
months of 1868. The first of these, Chūgai Shimbun, was begun
in March by one of Fukuchi’s close friends, Yanagawa Shunsan.
It styled itself the “father of Japanese journalism” and claimed a
circulation of fifteen hundred within a month after commencing
publication. Two weeks later, the Naigai Shimpō came into exis-
tence, purportedly to supplement Chūgai by printing “the news
from English papers in Yokohama and … all government orders
and reports.” 16 It would publish fifty issues in all, more than any
other paper of the period. 17 These two were followed during the
next three months by at least fifteen other such papers. 18

The Restoration newspapers had much in common. They
were, on the whole, products of former Tokugawa vassals who
still opposed the new government. All were published on an ir-
regular basis, most coming out every four to six days, depend-
ing on the speed with which their staffs could write articles
and prepare woodblocks. Their circulations were quite small,
and the accuracy of their news stories was questionable. All of
them appeared in pamphlet form (indeed, some scholars refer
to them as “newsbooks” rather than as newspapers 19 ); most
issued from the pens of former English students; and by the end
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of the summer, all but one or two had died, victims of the de-
clining interest of their readers and of government suppression.
20

Conditions in the spring of 1868 seemed ideal, then, for Fu-
kuchi to launch his own, rather innovative, newspaper. He was
out of work; his new home across the street from Ueno’s Shino-
bazu Pond was large enough to house a wood-block printing
press; several of his friends had begun papers, and—most im-
portant—he needed both an income and an outlet for his pentup
fury. “I saw a chance to try out my pet theories on society‚” he
said. “So I consulted secretly with Jōno Dempei, Hiraoka Kosuke
and Nishida Densuke,” all literary friends, and on May 24 the
first number of Kōko Shimbun went on sale. Each of its twenty-
two issues consisted of ten to twelve pages, each page a hans
hi (about six by nine and one-half inches). Issues came out as
often as Fukuchi and his assistants could get them ready. Fu-
kuchi drafted nearly all the articles himself and later described
his journalistic product as “a distant relative of today’s news-
papers.” 21

He attempted, quite successfully, to make his newspaper dis-
tinctive in at least two respects. First, its news coverage was
broader than that of other papers. Most editors relied heavily on
official proclamations or on translations from foreign-language
papers, showing little enterprise in the development of their
own news areas and sources. Fukuchi, on the other hand, deter-
mined to include many of the types of news that he had seen in
European papers. Hence his inclusion of detailed battle reports,
drama stories, official decrees, opinion columns, charts and pic-
tures, as well as occasional items about actors, the Western
press, or European royalty. When he noticed items in other
papers that his own Kōko Shimbun had missed, he went so
far as to suggest to his readers that they consult, for example,
“Chūgai Shimbun, which has published this news as an extra.”
22 The content of Kōko Shimbun, said one twentieth-century ob-
server in reference to this breadth, was “quite newspaper-like
for its time.” 23

Second, the Kōko Shimbun aimed at a wider readership.
In the hierarchical society of the Tokugawa era, only educated
male adults were regarded as worthy of attention by serious
writers or scholars. Yet Fukuchi, influenced again by what he
had seen in Europe, announced in his first issue that
everyone—“including women and children”—would be able to
read his paper. 24 It was for this reason that he included
sketches of warriors and castles, pictures of Western maidens,
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numerous maps, and more furigana 25 than did other editors. He
also attempted to write news more simply and understandably
and called on the assistance of his friend Jōno, a well-known
writer of “cheap fiction” (gesaku), to help give the newspaper
a popular flavor. Most other papers of the period were put
out by elitist samurai concerned more with impressive style
than with simple communication. To them, Fukuchi’s techniques
were “heretical, … too frank, not inhibited by taboos.” 26 Yet
that style, the most progressive of the day, “created quite an
audience,” making the Kōko Shimbun one of Japan’s first news-
papers to deserve the label “modern.” 27

The primary characteristic of Fukuchi’s paper, however, lay
not so much in its breadth or simplicity as in its political com-
ment. The Kōko Shimbun opposed the government more reg-
ularly, more completely, and more forcefully than any other
paper. A brief consideration of that comment should, in fact,
throw considerable light on the mind-set of the more enlight-
ened men who held out against the new administration in this
period.

Evidencing the sort of simplistic analysis so often reserved
for “losers,” most scholars have ascribed to the Kōko Shimbun
an undiscriminating, unsophisticated probakufu, anti-imperial
tone. Fukuchi was, after all, a man of deep emotions who de-
spised the Satchō faction 28 that had led the Restoration. So
such a position would seem only natural. Yet a careful study of
the paper shows a much more carefully drawn point of view.
While Fukuchi’s articles did oppose the men who had set up the
new regime and the method by which they had overthrown the
Tokugawa, and while the articles evidenced unshaken loyalty to
the Tokugawa family as Japan’s rightful rulers, they held scant
sympathy for the old administrative apparatus and indicated
no opposition to the ascendancy of the imperial household.
Fukuchi wrote that the bakufu administrative structure had
become anachronistic, too cumbersome and “feudalistic” to
propel Japan into a new age. At the same time, imperial rule was
the historical constant that made Japan unique (a theme that
would dominate his writing for the next twenty years). Thus, the
best system would involve a complete overhaul of the bakufu
system, with the Tokugawa family heading the administration
and the emperor serving as sovereign.

Rather than simply longing for old ways or denouncing the
imperial system, he focused his attacks merely—and specifi-
cally—on the new Satchō-led government that had established
de facto rule, even while defending the Tokugawa family. The
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new government, he said, was not leading Japan toward a true
restoration of imperial rule but toward another bakufu-type sys-
tem with different people in control. As Fukuchi himself de-
scribed his attitude:

From the first, I had not a particle of objection to reverence for
the emperor; nor was I opposed to the shogun’s restoration of
the government to the emperor. But when I observed the actual
situation, I saw that power had been returned not to the court
but to Satsuma and Chōshū. In other words, the Tokugawa had
fallen and Satsuma and Chōshū had formed a second bakufu.
This not only ran contrary to my expectations but opposed the
spirit of the Restoration. 29

This conviction colored everything Fukuchi did at the Kōko
Shimbun. He named his publishing company the Tori Naki Sato
Zappōkyoku, a parody of an old Japanese saying that “a one-
eyed man is king in the land of the blind” (tori naki sato no
kōmori). 30 The paper’s factual reports emphasized the cruelty
of government forces and the victories of the antigovernment,
Aizu-Kuwana resisters. Well over four-fifths of the paper’s civil
war articles, in fact, reported rebel victories, while only one told
of a clear-cut government triumph. 31 Most of the paper’s memo-
rials and petitions dealt with the faults of the new regime.

On July 9, for example, an exchange of correspondence be-
tween two members of the largely progovernment Kamei family
in Tsuwano han spelled out the emotional attachments that in-
spired many resisters. 32 In the first letter, a family patriarch
chided Kamei Yūnosuke, an iconoclast, for efforts he had been
making against the Meiji government and urged him to return
to Tsuwano. “You have held the head family in contempt and vi-
olated our will,” he wrote; “there is no impropriety greater than
this.” Yūnosuke’s reply, which consumed four times as much
space, carefully detailed the rationale for his (and others’) resis-
tance. The Tokugawa, he said, were not enemies of the throne,
even though they had temporarily lost their place of respect.
If loyalty to this family, which had ruled Japan for over two
hundred years, made “estrangement unavoidable, … I accept
it.” Moreover, he refused to admit to having shown impropriety:
“I have had no lord but the Tokugawa, and I do not perceive that
to be disloyalty…. Nor have I ever heard loyalty described as
an impropriety.” He pointedly reminded his elder that Chōshū,
with which Tsuwano had sided, had also been called disloyal a
few years earlier. “So if you think of me as being truly disloyal,
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injust or criminal, that fact can be attributed to nothing more
than a difference of opinion.” The views of both sides were pre-
sented in this exchange, but only those of the (antigovernment)
son received a genuine, full hearing.

The most incisive, controversial expostulation of Fukuchi’s
point of view came on June 24 in an eight-page article called
“Kyōjaku ron” (“On strength and weakness”), in which the
editor explained why genuine peace could not be achieved by
the existing government. As perhaps the sharpest rationale of
the resistance ever printed, it became one of the pivotal articles
in the history of Japanese journalism, leading to Fukuchi’s ar-
rest and goading the government into a policy of press control.
33 Its contents thus deserve examination.

Under an “author uncertain” signature, Fukuchi 34 opened
the treatise with the query of an unidentified “guest”: “Will
there be peace now that the Tokugawa has fallen?” Then he pro-
ceeded to answer the query in negative fashion.

He maintained, first of all, that whereas there was no reason
for an antigovernment han such as Aizu to oppose the imperial
will per se, the despotic nature of the “southwestern clique”
likely would make continued armed resistance a necessity. Un-
fortunately, this resistance could not be expected to bring imme-
diate peace, but instead would probably lead Japan into another
time of “confusion like that of the warring states period.” 35

And who, came the next question, “will be able to pacify the
situation then?”

To which Fukuchi replied: “I do not know.” He then pro-
ceeded to give an answer at great length.

It was clear, he maintained, that the western han could not
do it, since “not one man from the West [Kansai] has controlled
Japan … since ancient times. Think about it,” he said, “Genji
rose in Izu; Nitta and Ashikaga came from Jōshu; Oda and Toy-
otomi were from Owari. The Tokugawa hailed from Mikawa.
Our land’s tendency is to be strong in the East and weak in
the West. By establishing the shogunate in the East [Kantō], the
Tokugawa were able to preserve peace forever—as if holding an
entire country in check by grasping the area of the throat.”

Did this mean that pacification of the country would come
from Aizu? Fukuchi did not think so. Recognizing the fait ac-
compli of the Restoration, he argued that while the Aizu troops
would easily be able to march as far as Kyoto, they would find
it “difficult” to subdue all of Japan. Any such attempt on their
part would split Japan and lead perhaps to another Sekigahara.
36 “And what a great military calamity that would create!” he
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added; for the situation was not the same as it had been a
hundred years earlier when Aizu might easily have won a civil
war.

Nor, in the third place, would it do for a restored
shogunate—or any autocratic government, for that matter—to
wield authority in the name of a titular emperor, since this
would lead to “the kind of mis-government in which one country
would have two rulers,” a system that would bring disgrace to
Japan. Even if such a government were to initiate a period of
peace, he said, “power would merely pass into the hands of the
strong han, leaving the emperor nothing to do but stand by,
impotent.” The result of this would again be a division of the
country.

So what must be done? History dictated that the southwest-
ern han (meaning the ruling Satchō faction) could not unify
Japan. Time had weakened Aizu. A new shogunate would create
only division. What possibilities remained?

“The day of peace will come,” Fukuchi said briefly, “only
after a great hero appears and abolishes feudalism—forsaking
personal gain, unifying the country, assisting in imperial rule
and setting up a representative government.” It was, on the
surface, a vague conclusion, lacking in specifics or concrete
proposals, and strongly reminiscent of Yoshida Shōin’s anti-
Tokugawa calls for “a man like Napoleon … a leader to rise sud-
denly from among the people.” 37 But given Fukuchi’s precisely
stated view that the current government’s leaders met none of
the conditions for his “great hero,” it was clear that he saw ab-
solutely no hope in the new regime (even as Yoshida had placed
no hope in the existing regime a decade earlier). And to those
who knew his feelings, it was equally evident that such a “hero”
would likely be a Tokugawa, a member of that family for which
he sought a new role as head of an evolving representative gov-
ernment.

Finally, “Kyōjaku ron” took up Japan’s international role, as-
serting that commercial development demanded an adminis-
tration led by forces in the northern and eastern parts of Japan.
Foreign trade, he said, centered in the East. Export goods,
such as tea and silk, were produced largely in the North and
East. Therefore, leadership too should center there. Most im-
portant of all, however, economics demanded that unity must
be achieved quickly, since civil war would only aid foreigners at
the expense of Japan herself. “My hope,” he concluded, “is that
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the entire country will work together, combining its forces and
strengthening its prestige in the community of nations. All im-
perial servants must devote their primary efforts to this end.

“Kyōjaku ron” was, in many ways, an incisive treatise. The
theory that only an eastern government could survive may have
sounded contrived (though it must appear more so today than
then, when the imperial capital had not yet been moved to
Edo and when the regime still had not been secured). And his
call for unity rings slightly hollow in light of his vehemently
pro-Tokugawa sentiments. But the recognition of the key role
that trade would play, the admission that rigid, old forms of
government were no longer sufficient, the analysis of the weak-
nesses of the various factions vying for power, and the call
for a representative form of government indicate a rather far-
sighted view, particularly for a former bakufu retainer who still
genuinely hoped that the Tokugawa would regain power. The
treatise pointed out, at the very least, that to resist was not nec-
essarily to grasp blindly at time-worn ideas and ways.

It also illustrated vividly the tug Fukuchi experienced be-
tween the pragmatism demanded by a new age and the loyalty
that bound him to traditions. “Goal orientation” is a phrase used
often to describe the Meiji era. 38 And the prescient conclu-
sions of “Kyōjaku ron” demanding international trade, national
strength, unity, and new administrative structures show clearly
that Fukuchi was not to be outdone by the Meiji ministers in his
quest for a strong Japan. But, unlike some, he was not capable
of easily sacrificing old loyalties on the altar of that strength.
Therefore, even while arguing for renovation of the system, he
would berate the new rulers and dream of the reemergence of
the personnel who ran the old order. To integrate the emotional
loyalty and cool pragmatism was difficult, but in a sense, that
was what “Kyōjaku ron” was all about. Even its insistence on ac-
curacy without full objectivity, a point to be discussed shortly,
evidenced this struggle. Out of this struggle would grow Fuku-
chi’s mature dedication to “progress and order.”

From a professional standpoint, it has often been charged
that the Kōko Shimbun’s strong biases precluded accuracy or
reliability. Fukuchi himself said years later that he sometimes
“made up false reports about the political and military situa-
tion and ran them in the paper.” 39 Most subsequent scholarship
has echoed that confession, claiming that “most of the news
was his own creation” 40 or that the paper consisted “largely of
rumors.” 41 If such charges are true, one might justifiably ques-
tion whether the Kōko Shimbun was truly a “news” paper.
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Yet, a more recent, painstaking examination by Sugiura Ta-
dashi, resident historian at Mainichi Shimbun, reveals a differ-
ent picture. Studying the war reports in Kōko Shimbun, Sugiura
has found that the paper, though biased, consistently eschewed
opportunities to distort actual facts, reporting rebel victories
only when such victories occurred. Of the thirteen battle reports
that could be checked, eleven reported victories or defeats ac-
curately, while just two were in error. 42 Given the handicaps
under which Fukuchi operated—the crude reporting methods,
the tendency of all papers to include rumors in many stories,
the slowness of communication and resultant inability to check
sources—Kōko Shimbun’s percentage of error hardly warrants
the charge of “news fabrication.”

A similar study of the paper’s memorials and petitions 43

shows that while they too were full of antigovernment bias, they
were at the same time consistently accurate on factual matters.
Fukuchi told a government investigator in July 1868 that every
effort had been made to check the accuracy of both news stories
and memorials. “If some news was inaccurate,” he said, “it was
due to my own mistaken judgment. I did not mean to write the
news inaccurately. The inclusion of any news without factual
basis was unintentional.” 44 He made the statement in a de-
fense intended to secure his release from prison; so it could be
charged that it lacked candor. The columns of the paper, how-
ever, would seem to support his assertion.

To say that Kōko Shimbun was objective would be grossly
inaccurate. Antigovernment materials greatly exceeded progov-
ernment reports; manufactured “correspondence” constantly
pointed out the weaknesses and faults of the new government;
the overall trends of the civil struggle were not correctly por-
trayed. At the same time, however, those facts that Fukuchi
did choose to report appear, on the whole, to have been well
founded and, to the degree that he could insure it, correct. That
his sense of responsibility as a journalist had advanced even to
that degree redounds to Fukuchi’s credit, given the fervor of his
sentiments and the times in which he lived.

The times also dictated that Fukuchi’s newspaper would not
live long. Meiji government officials became increasingly an-
gered at the nature of his writing. Though they had warned him
early in June to moderate his tone, successive issues became in-
creasingly strident. What was more, Fukuchi’s influence grew
rapidly, and within six weeks he had issued some ten thousand
copies of the paper. 45 As a result, on July 12, 1868, the young
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editor was arrested, jailed, and forced to discontinue his jour-
nalistic efforts. He became, on that day, a man of history, Japan’s
first major journalist jailed for writing.

The chain of events leading directly to the arrest began on
July 4, with the defeat at Ueno of the pro-Tokugawa shōgitai
fighting squad. The shōgitai, many of whose members had been
responsible for policing Edo under the Tokugawa, had refused
to submit to the new government, deciding instead to entrench
itself at Ueno and fight to the end. On July 3, a Friday, friends
had come to Fukuchi’s home near the squad’s barracks and
urged him to flee. Government troops, they reported, were
planning an attack on Saturday, and if Fukuchi did not flee he
would be in danger. Fukuchi laughed off the warning, calculat-
ing either that the frightened, disorganized shōgitai would
break up on its own or that the government was merely “trying
to scare them with a threat.” But his flippancy turned to embar-
rassment, then fear, the next morning when the whizzing sound
of bullets roused him from a troubled sleep. Flinging aside the
mask of courage, he awakened family members and “hurried
them through the gunfire” to safety elsewhere in the city. On re-
turning home that night after the collapse of all resistance, he
found “bullet holes here and there in the four walls.” 46

The sight gave him pause. “Due to that single day’s battle,”
he later recalled, “the Tokyo situation had changed completely.
It convinced me that there was no chance for a restoration of
the bakufu.” 47 Nor were the prospects bright for his newspaper,
which had published its nineteenth issue on the previous Thurs-
day. That the government loathed the Kōko Shimbun Fukuchi
knew well. Now, with even the protecting shōgitai gone, the
government could work its will in freedom. Even so, he pub-
lished three numbers of Kōko Shimbun the following week, con-
tinuing the ardor of his antigovernment editorials in a tone
reminiscent of the pre-Restoration loquacity that had kept him
incapacitated as an official for nearly half a decade. But on
Sunday afternoon, July 12, 48 a government official came to
inform Fukuchi that he was “under suspicion” of harboring re-
sisters and would have to accompany him to the Wadakura Mon
arraignment bureau (kyūmonjo) at Edo castle. 49 Asking only
courteous treatment and time to change clothes, Fukuchi com-
plied, offering no resistance even though the nervous officer
had brought along “two platoons of troops, all carrying bayo-
nets”—just in case. 50
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At the castle, Fukuchi found many other prisoners, most of
them also jailed for resistance. There was no order, only confu-
sion, he recalled. Everything was “very free,” with prisoners
“drinking sake, smoking and forwarding their bills to the jailer.”
The officials in charge allowed him to send home for underwear
and tobacco.

It was not, however, a freedom from fear. For Japan was
at war and these men were regarded as traitors. Civil liberties
were nonexistent, and punishment tended to follow individual
pique. “If the official in charge heard that someone had com-
mitted a ‘certain crime,’” noted Fukuchi, “that person often
would be sentenced at once to death without a careful investiga-
tion of the real situation‚” a state of affairs that left him in gen-
uine fear for his life. 51 As one Meiji writer observed, “There
were just two kinds of treatment in the army camp then….
Either a man would be beheaded or he would be released. Since
Ochi Sensei was a defender of the bakufu, it was quite natural
to expect that they would behead him.” 52

Fortunately, however, Fukuchi still had a number of well-
placed friends and acquaintances, and when word of his arrest
leaked out they began maneuvering for his release. Jōno, his
Kōko Shimbun colleague, is known to have contacted key
friends in the government. Kamei Yūnosuke wrote a petition
for his release. And, according to most accounts, Sugiura Jō, a
fellow traveler to Europe in 1865 and an intimate of the power-
ful Kido Kōin, worked with particular diligence to secure the re-
lease. 53 In the end, their efforts availed, and eight days after the
arrest he was released. 54 Fukuchi stopped at a Ueno tea shop
on the way home and celebrated the release. Then he went to
Ike no Hata and dismantled the machinery used in printing the
K ōko Shimbun—a condition of the release. It had been a trying
week. His life had been in jeopardy. His future had lost all sem-
blance of certainty. His first attempt at journalism, initially such
a success, had been dashed.

But more important than the personal failures was the
historic significance of the week. He had been forced during the
prison interrogations to transcribe his view of journalism and in
the process had articulated pathbreaking concepts for a profes-
sion yet in its national infancy. 55 The purpose of journalism, he
said, was to “relate the news to an uninformed public” and to
“spread culture and enlightenment, … making the times intel-
ligible even to children.” 56 Reporting must be accurate. And
editors should be energetic, “gathering reports from all over
the country.” 57 His position was not yet fully developed; nor
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was it unique, since other editors such as Yanagawa at Chūgai
Shimbun also had begun advocating a social role for the press.
But he had formulated with unusual force and precision impor-
tant ideas that would undergird the press’ emergence as a pow-
erful institution a few years later.

The week also had a marked (and historic) effect on the im-
mediate development of the press at large. It directly prefigured
the new government’s first general attempt to muzzle the Japa-
nese press. Following Fukuchi’s release, the K ōko Shimbun
was ordered to turn all woodblocks over to the government. A
week later, on July 27, the Dajōkan, or Council of State, ordered
all papers to close down and to secure a government license
before resuming publication. And the first general press codes,
issued half a year later, stated that “anyone who promulgates
his views, accuses others falsely, publishes political secrets, or
makes statements which lead others into lewd practices, shall
be punished.” 58 It was a dramatic series of acts. Only two of the
early 1868 papers (both of them progovernment) ever resumed
publication after that summer, 59 though many probably would
have died anyway due to a fading interest in news as the war
wound down. Not until after World War II did the Japanese press
enjoy such total freedom to criticize the government as it had
experienced for a while that spring. As Fukuchi, who would one
day be damned by competitors as a “kept editor,” put it: ‘The K
ōko Shimbun, which I edited, was the first paper struck down
by the general prohibition of printing…. It is a sad fact, but as a
result of that general prohibition, the earth was swept clear of
all those papers that had so suddenly sprouted, and the earliest
shoots of the modern press were killed.” 60

The long-range impact of this week was thus immense. For
Japan’s press it meant that the old Tokugawa attitudes toward
the control of communication would be continued under the
new Meiji administration; for Fukuchi it meant an end to pub-
lic life as a supporter of the Tokugawa, a temporary suspension
of the philosophical evolution that to date had brought him to
admire the progress of the West, love the old values, and loathe
the usurpation of prerogatives by upstarts from western Japan.
Yet the long-range significance meant far less to him at the time
than the short-range problem of what to do about sustaining ex-
istence. His old benefactors had all fallen or fled; the sh ō gitai
had been crushed, and members of his own social class, the
elevated samurai, were to be seen selling vegetables, running
restaurants, and operating brothels. As Kido Kōin described
Edo in August: “The great castle of the shōgun lay in charred
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ruins, the mansions of the feudal lords were in disrepair, and
even the common people lacked spirit. Their eyes had in them
the look of men ‘in famine years.’” 61 Now, with the demise of
the paper, Fukuchi too would have to come to grips in a person-
al way with the Restoration’s “fearful cost in cultural dislocation
and psychological strain.” 62

I “gnashed my teeth in frustration,” he said of the sad state
of the fallen Tokugawa vassals at this time. “Then when I would
really look at the situation, at how they had gone from the peak
of the mountain to the bottom of the valley in one day…. I would
feel my anger vanishing. I would become convulsed with un-
ending laughter; it was so absurd.” He might have felt differ-
ently had he been able to reconcile himself to entering the new
government, which desperately needed men of his talent. But
he could not. He was ordered to join the government in August,
but his anti-Meiji feeling had only intensified during his days at
K ōko Shimbun and his subsequent imprisonment; so, feigning
sickness, he refused to answer the summons. 63

Instead, entrusting his family to the care of a friend in Yoko-
hama, Fukuchi left Edo for the Shizuoka home of the deposed
Tokugawa, expecting to find some sort of profitable employ-
ment there. Unfortunately, however, too many Tokugawa fol-
lowers had had the same idea, and shortly after arrival he
found himself writing to his wife: “Things are most confused….
Inns are extremely dirty and cramped, just like small beggars’
lodgings. The people here … make a pitiable sight.” 64 After a
month of living “like a homeless pup‚” the twenty-seven-year-old
former editor returned again to Tokyo, 65 ignored another order
to report to the new government, and rented a tiny two-room
apartment in Asakusa; he was determined to bury himself as a
commoner, free of the ways and connections of public life. One
of the pseudonyms he now chose for himself was Dream Hut
(Yumenoya). 66

The next two years were important for Japan, years in which
the new government struggled to revive an administrative
structure that had disintegrated badly, in the process setting
in motion changes that would win the label “revolutionary” for
the Meiji Restoration and its five-year aftermath. 67 For Fukuchi,
however, they merely meant a return of the frustrations and
isolation he had known at the end of the Tokugawa era. Only
this time the isolation was worse because now the separation
from power was complete, the routes to recovering personal in-
fluence seemingly obliterated. He spent some time translating
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and writing cheap fiction; 68 opened another language school,
Nisshinsha; 69 and read a great deal. But mostly the ambitious
young man merely writhed in the sense of being unfulfilled.

A talent like his could not go unrecognized forever, however,
particularly in a society so much in need of expertise to direct
and fuel its drive toward economic and military strength. Still
an ebullient personality, Fukuchi often met—and im-
pressed—junior officials in his visits to the Yoshiwara’s
“nightless quarters”; one of these, a former aide of Tokugawa
Keiki named Shibusawa Eiichi, eventually recommended him to
higher officials, who in turn persuaded him to rejoin the official
world. The specific lure was a request in 1870 that Fukuchi
study Western scholarship and prepare a treatise on Western
banking. Needing money and weary of isolation, Fukuchi
agreed, producing Japan’s first detailed description of a banking
system, the Kaisha ben (“Treatise on banking”). 70 It was an
elementary, concise description of the functions and operations
of such a system. But that was just what Japan needed. Much
impressed, Itō Hirobumi, the assistant finance minister, urged
Fukuchi in mid-1870 to accept appointment in the Ōkurashō (Fi-
nance Ministry). 71 And he did.

That Fukuchi should have accepted has been described as
surprising, even shocking, in light of his earlier defiance of the
new government. Yet such surprise would seem to overlook the
effect two years of bitter frustration were likely to produce on
a man who had known a degree of power and influence. In the
most thorough consideration of his change, Shimane Kyoshi of
Tokyo Gaigo University has noted that it was more “natural”
than “unusual” for Fukuchi to shift. He was, after all, a man still
in his twenties and without high rank when the Tokugawa fell.
He had done “his best” at K ōko Shimbun for the fallen regime.
Prison had taught him the psychological and physical difficulties
that could be provoked by undue resistance. Life as a commoner
had been bitter. Other former bakufu retainers had switched
much more easily and quickly. So the surprise was not that he
switched but that he held out so long. Besides, adds Shimane,
Fukuchi and Itō had much in common: a love of talk, an ener-
getic approach to problems, and a shared affection for brothels.
72 Thus, at the end of 1870, two and a half years after the col-
lapse of Kōko Shimbun, Fukuchi became a Meiji official.
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A PERIPATETIC OFFICIAL
It was a pragmatic, innovative government—and a particularly
energetic ministry—that the twenty-nine-year-old Fukuchi now
entered. The Satchō “rebels” might have mouthed idealistic
slogans prior to 1868, but pragmatic utilitarianism had become
their guiding principle once in power. A “charter oath” early
in 1868 had pledged the new government to such concepts
as “deliberative assemblies” and the seeking of knowledge
“throughout the world.” 73 Movements had been initiated to
abolish the han and weaken the status of samurai. Commerce,
long regarded as a necessary evil, was now accepted as a key
building block in national progress. Kido, who only a few years
earlier had taken a blood oath to destroy supporters of Western
learning, now championed the “promotion of men of talent,” re-
gardless of their former allegiance. 74

Few of the former bakufu vassals found themselves more
sought after in this talent search than those acquainted with the
West. A study of “fifty of the most prominent Japanese leaders
in the early Meiji period” shows that of eleven former bakufu
vassals who became Meiji leaders, nine had traveled abroad
and all had learned a Western language, while fewer than one-
fourth of the nonbakufu men had had such encounters with the
West. 75 Obviously, the new Satchō leaders experienced little dif-
ficulty in finding men from their own ranks who were simply
“talented”; what they could not find was the man who was both
bright and acquainted with the West. Hence, while the typical
Tokugawa retainer fell from personal power right along with his
lord, those vassals with a knowledge of the once despised West
soon found their talents in great demand.

After all, the government was now considering such momen-
tous problems as revision of the educational system, establish-
ment of a central bureaucracy, replacement of the han with
prefectures, eradication of the old samurai class, erection of a
modern monetary system, development of a national army, re-
vision of the tax system, and a host of other measures—all of
them dependent to a greater or lesser degree on a knowledge
of “modern” institutions in the West. A man like Fukuchi, who
not only could speak English and French but had been abroad
twice, seemed indispensable.

One wonders, in fact, whether Fukuchi might not have been
lured partly by the offer of yet another chance to go abroad,
this time to the United States. For no sooner had he gone to
work than he was named one of four officials who would ac-
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company Ito to the New World for a much-needed study of the
U.S. banking and currency systems. He plunged immediately
into trip preparations, and within three weeks of his entry was
off for the United States with Ito. Itō would be, he said, one of
the “most enjoyable and best” experiences of his life. 76

The trip was dictated by the economic situation at home.
The changes now under way demanded massive amounts of
money and, as soon as possible, governmental solvency. Yet,
ever since 1868, the government had been forced to struggle
with meager resources and constant financial pressures. Notes
had been issued from time to time to meet current expenses,
but their effectiveness had been hampered by a lack of popular
confidence in the government’s ability to pay debts. Widespread
use of counterfeit coins had led early in 1869 to a prohibition
on the use of specie, which in turn had created a flood of paper
currency and an instability in prices. In reaction to both of these
problems the government had decreed in the spring of that year
that all outstanding notes not redeemed with specie or silver
coins by the end of 1872 would subsequently earn 6 percent
interest annually. Also, officials had come to the conclusion
that a modern banking system must be established quickly if
the chaotic currency situation ever were to be regularized.
Hence the decision to include the English-speaking translator of
Kaisha ben on the U.S. study trip.

The five-man mission arrived in San Francisco on the
evening of January 17, 1871, and after a two-week overland trip
through Salt Lake City and Chicago, reached Washington, D.C.,
on Monday, January 30. Like most Japanese groups that went
abroad during this period, it was a serious, no-nonsense mis-
sion. The proposed stay was short: just three and a half months.
The goal was awesome: to become familiar with the intricacies
of a nation’s banking and monetary systems. The group’s diary
77 makes it clear that from the day after arrival in Washington
each member of the mission plunged into his tasks with some-
thing approaching feverish abandon. As an illustration of both
the way in which Japanese missions tackled the problems of
foreign study and Fukuchi’s own eclectic, enthusiastic approach
to learning, it deserves more than cursory note here.

At 9:00 A.M. Tuesday, January 31, a letter was sent to Secre-
tary of State Hamilton Fish requesting an interview “at your
earliest convenience,” 78 a reply being received the same even-
ing. On Wednesday, Itō, Fukuchi, and one other member braved
a downpour and went to the secretary’s office for the stated
interview, then were granted audiences with President Ulysses
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S. Grant and members of the cabinet. Each official assured the
group that they would be given “fullest cooperation” in their in-
vestigations, and on Thursday they settled down to their studies
with a visit to the Treasury Department. From that day on, each
week was filled with six or seven days of constant investigation.
A summary of the diary’s record for a typical week illustrates
both the nature and the intensity of their work. 79

March 6. Monday. Clear. Guided by Mr. Fish to the Internal
Revenue Bureau. Studied methods of its establishment.

March 7. Tuesday. Clear. Inspection trip to the office that issues
national bonds. Also went to sec the documents bureau. Fish
took us to both places. A letter for [Itō] arrived from the head
of the nickel mint in Philadelphia concerning the circulation of
nickel coins….

March 8. Wednesday. Clear. Went to the Treasury Department.
Visited receipts and disbursements office, receipts branch,
documents branch, bonds office, etc. Guided by Fish. At 6:30
in the evening, Mr. Stewart, the manager of a New York paper
currency engraving firm, called…. He gave us a box of dia-
grams for Japan’s engraving. He also showed us samples of
various denominations of paper currency, etc.

March 9. Thursday. Clear, with violent rain at night. Learned
about the drafting of national bonds and securities.

March 10. Friday. Clear. Gave Stewart of the New York paper
currency engraving firm drafts of the Japanese government’s
national bonds and securities and of paper money issued by
private companies.

March 11. Saturday. Clear. Went to the Treasury Department
to see the activities of the public bonds department and of the
branch office in charge of receipts and disbursements.

During this particular week, the entire mission stayed in
Washington, studying primarily government securities and cur-
rency. Other weeks, certain members went to Philadelphia to
study banking and minting, or to New York to investigate en-
graving techniques. During the week of February 12, for exam-
ple, Itō and Fukuchi traveled to Philadelphia on Sunday, secured
a room at the Continental Hotel, then spent three days wading
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through deep snow and studying the operation of the local mint.
They encountered the head of the Sydney, Australia, mint, who
was there to learn how U.S. plants analyzed gold and silver
content; lunched with thirty officials—“all of them college grad-
uates”—and visited the Philadelphia National Bank, the local li-
brary, and the “famous Lippincott Bookstore‚” where Itō was
given a series of biographical dictionaries and Fukuchi a geo-
graphical dictionary. 80

Actually, the bulk of the mission’s time was devoted to inves-
tigating four matters: the printing of currency, the minting of
coins, the flotation of national bonds, and the development of
a banking system. They visited at least five different banks,
made a dozen trips to the Treasury Department, went to the
Philadelphia mint no fewer than five times, studied bonds spe-
cifically on fifteen different days, and spent nearly three weeks
(not on consecutive days) in offices and factories dealing with
paper currency. They also visited Wall Street, the Department
of Internal Revenue, the U.S. Post Office, and the government’s
printing office. At each place they studied manufacturing tech-
niques; lunched with and interrogated officials; translated per-
tinent documents; and/or gathered samples of currency, bonds,
and promissory notes. They also sent one colleague to London
early in April to study English banking practices. In short, they
developed for themselves a demanding, effective crash course
on the U.S. banking and monetary system.

Of particular significance to Fukuchi’s career was the inti-
mate relationship he developed during the trip with Itō, the man
who one day would be Japan’s most eminent “great man.” The
official diary shows the two men working in almost constant
tandem: they went together on study trips to Philadelphia and
New York; they made side excursions to museums; they alone
undertook the round of farewell visits. And during these months
together they spent many hours discussing Japan’s political and
economic future. Fukuchi argued repeatedly that Japan must
have an “imperially-granted form of democracy,” that it must
abolish all institutions that “still smack of feudalism.” Itō called
Fukuchi’s views extreme at times, arguing that Japan must
transform, but more slowly. 81 They were not really far apart;
both wanted to abolish the old institutions; neither desired a
European-style republicanism for Japan; both would become
members of the soon-to-evolve “gradualist” faction, calling for
orderly (as opposed to radical or immediate) reform. So the ar-
guments, though heated and prolonged, were “warm and affec-
tionate.” 82 The trip and discussions played an important role in
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solidifying Fukuchi’s commitment to the new regime. They pro-
vided an exhilarating introduction to the official world of Meiji
Japan, and though he would again come to despise bureaucratic
life, his enduring identification with several of the men who led
the government (especially those from Chōshū) may be traced
to this initial encounter.

By the time the mission returned to Tokyo on July 8, Itō and
his assistants were ready to propose three reforms: first, that
Japan adopt a gold standard; second, that the government be-
gin issuing public bonds; third, that companies be established
to issue paper notes. They felt certain that their recommenda-
tions would be promptly enacted. Itō had exerted a powerful in-
fluence in the ministry from the first; now he also knew more
about Western economics than any other leading official; why
should his suggestions not be followed? The Ōkurashō response
was not, however, quite that simple. Two of the ministry’s lead-
ing officials, Inoue Kaoru and Ōkuma Shigenobu, were skepti-
cal, fearful that Japan was too backward for immediate imple-
mentation of the three proposals. Another group, led by Yoshida
Kiyonari, argued for further study of England’s banking
methods, fearing that the U.S. system would just add more
money without solving the problem of inconvertible government
notes.

Itō’s general plan eventually was adopted, early in August,
but even then he and his mission colleagues were not allowed
to carry out their own suggestions. Due as much to factional
infighting as to philosophical differences, Shibusawa was given
responsibility for the plan’s implementation, 83 while Itō was
sent to Osaka to care for local currency problems, then called
back to Tokyo in mid-October to head the new Ministry of In-
dustry (Kōbushō). 84 His economic ideas, it was alleged, leaned
too much to the West. 85

If the shifts were frustrating to Itō (and they were), they
were more so to Fukuchi. He too had strong commitments to the
U.S. banking system; and he too was shifted, ordered to assist
Itō in Osaka. When Itō was recalled to Tokyo, however, Fuku-
chi was left behind to continue the work there—and to ponder
the possibility of a repetition of his earlier bureaucratic experi-
ences, when each foreign trip was followed by workless isola-
tion. A repetition was not to be, however, for within the month
Itō had sent word that he should return to Tokyo “at once, on
urgent business.” 86 He had been appointed a first secretary
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(ittō shokikan) in the Finance Ministry and was about to be sent
abroad again, this time on Japan’s first imperially commissioned
embassy to the West, the Iwakura mission. 87

The Iwakura mission must rank among the most auspicious
foreign trips of world history. It was led by five of Japan’s high-
est officials and included forty-three other luminaries, ranging
from department heads and court nobles to bureau chiefs and
talented linguists. Its goals included the study of Western insti-
tutions and the making of preparations for eventual revision
of the unequal treaties with which Japan had been plagued
since the coming of the West. Its itinerary included no fewer
than fourteen countries, from the United States on the west to
Russia on the east. As Marlene Mayo has noted, the mission
was “unique in world history, for no country had ever before
sent a group of its foremost leaders and ablest administrators
to journey abroad for an extended length of time, sacrificing a
large proportion of its leadership when there were pressing eco-
nomic, political and social problems at home.” 88 To have been a
member was—for Fukuchi—exhilarating.

The actual experiences and outcome equaled (and perhaps
exceeded) the goals and expectations. Sailing from Yokohama
late in December 1871, the group spent more than seven
months in the United States, carrying on instructive though
unsuccessful treaty negotiations in Washington and winning
an abundance of goodwill through such acts as the donation
of a $5,000 check for relief of victims of the great Chicago
fire. Another ten or eleven months in Europe taught mission
members an exceptional amount in areas as diverse as con-
stitutional law and industrial techniques, education and carpet
manufacturing. A rather ominous lecture by Bismarck in March
1873 confronted them squarely with the frightful notion that
“international law was usually insisted upon by those who found
it to be to their advantage‚” whereas “when it was clearly not
to their advantage they ignored it and resorted to arms.” 89 As
Fukuchi later said of the mission:

They brought back to Japan abundant and valuable fruits of
their observations abroad, the first and most important of
which was … the seed of Western civilization…. The enactment
of the nation’s constitution and the establishment of a Diet are
fruits of the mission’s world trip…. I believe it might not be
too much to say that the orderly and systematic cultural devel-
opment of the country thereafter owes much to the influence of
the ambassadorial party. 90
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Fukuchi’s role in the Iwakura mission, unfortunately, has not
been recorded in much detail. He himself wrote only sparingly
about it; others wrote even less. He did spend considerable
time again with his close friend Itō, going with him on several
side tours to study economics and industrial development. He
is also known to have worked, in his role as a first secretary,
with several of the other main luminaries. It was on this mission,
while studying constitutions, that he first became intimate with
Kido, 91 and it was here that he developed an antipathy for
Japan’s finance minister and leading oligarch, Ōkubo Toshimi-
chi, as a man who was “all politician,” “without discernable per-
sonality‚” like a “North Sea iceberg.” During one conversation
in the statesman’s hotel room in London, Fukuchi challenged:
“You don’t accept me…. I state my opinion of things frankly and
win out by force of reason. You are incapable of trusting me
because my knowledge is a threat.” Ōkubo reportedly laughed
and agreed, somewhat sardonically: “As you said, if you know
a secret, you cannot keep it. You’re a talented person in the
prime of life, with great plans for the future. Henceforth, you
should correct your habit of bragging about what you know and
practice earnestly the trait of prudence and mature reflection.
Otherwise … you will suffer the misfortune of being cut off from
society, even while yearning to serve your nation.” 92 It was
incisive advice, not necessarily aimed at cultivating Fukuchi’s
friendship. But the effusive Fukuchi did not—could not—take it,
a fact that helps explain why he eventually left the government
to become a journalist.

The young first secretary’s most significant contribution to
the mission came in its latter months when he was selected to
leave the main group to go to Egypt to conduct a study of diplo-
macy and court systems. Japanese leaders, struggling with the
knotty, treaty-induced problem of extraterritoriality, had heard
that the Egyptians were in the process of setting up a “mixed
court” (konsei saiban) system to deal with similar legal difficul-
ties. So it was decided that Fukuchi, experienced as he was both
in language and in the study of Western institutions, should go
there to study the Egyptian courts. He left the group in Paris on
February 25, traveled through Italy, Greece, and Turkey, stop-
ping in Jerusalem, 93 and spent some two months in Egypt. At
the end of the study, he returned to Japan by way of Bombay,
Calcutta, Singapore, and Hong Kong, reaching home early in
July.
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On arrival back in Japan, he prepared a lengthy report on
the mixed courts for the Gaimushō (Foreign Ministry), de-
scribing his studies, outlining the newly adopted Egyptian
system, and, finally, proposing a treaty under which Japan might
set up similar judicial procedures. 94 He explained that the
“mixed court” system, adopted on the basis of a proposal by
Egyptian diplomat Nubar Pasha, provided that resident for-
eigners would be tried, in civil cases, by a court made up of both
Egyptians and foreigners. The Egyptians had made the sug-
gestion after suffering for years under the “evils” and injustice
of extraterritoriality treaties first imposed on Egypt by Turkey.
Representatives of the foreign powers had conceded that the
idea was a good one. Fukuchi felt that under such a plan, espe-
cially if it were extended to criminal as well as civil cases, the
worst abuses of extraterritoriality would be removed even while
the fears of resident foreigners about receiving a fair trial would
be assuaged. 95 He said it would also hasten the total abrogation
of extraterritoriality by giving Japan a chance to prove its ability
to conduct legal affairs in acceptable fashion.

The report was delivered to Japan’s foreign minister,
Soejima Taneomi, on July 17. But Soejima, like the rōjū who had
read Fukuchi’s report on Europe in 1863, either laid it aside
or lost it, and the suggestions soon disappeared in the min-
istry’s files, not to resurface until uncovered by the scholar Inō
Tentarō in recent years. Fukuchi and others kept “mixed court”
suggestions alive for the next few years, but that was about
all. Unlike Egypt, the Japanese would keep pressing until they
achieved the complete abrogation of extraterritoriality, an even-
tuality that finally occurred in 1894. 96

AN UNFULFILLED OFFICIAL
A vivid illustration of the rapidity of change in Japanese politics
during the quarter century after Perry’s arrival in Japan can
be seen in the events that transpired during Fukuchi’s trips to
the West. Twice—in 1862 and 1872—he stayed away for more
than eight months, and during both of these trips the political
mood at home changed almost beyond recognition. In 1862, he
returned from Europe to find antiforeign extremism sweeping
the ranks of the samurai. Now, in 1873, he found conservative,
expansionist administrators—many of them the most ardent jōi
zealots a decade before—threatening to change the direction of
national reform completely.
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When most of the progressive, pragmatic leaders—men like
Kido, Ōkubo, and Itō—opted to accompany the Iwakura mis-
sion in 1871, conservatives like Saigō Takamori and Soejima
were left in virtual control of the government, checked only by
an agreement that they would make no major changes without
Iwakura’s written approval. Most of these men had already har-
bored serious misgivings about the direction in which the new
government was heading. They had seen the growth of the
movement for the commutation of hereditary samurai stipends,
had felt the suffering of their fellow bushi (warriors) in the
loss of social status. And, increasingly, they had begun turning
a sympathetic ear to the clamor of numerous samurai for a
Korean war that would stir Japan’s martial spirit and punish the
Korean government for its refusal to open trade relations with
Japan.

The result was that on August 17, 1873, the Council of State
(Dajōkan) approved a plan whereby Saigō would go to Korea as
envoy, with the understanding that if he were ill-treated Japan
would attack Korea. The policy could not, however, be carried
out until Iwakura’s approval was secured, and most members
of his mission had become convinced during their travels that
internal reform must precede external aggression. Accordingly,
when the embassy returned on September 12, Ōkubo and Kido
set about trying to reverse the Dajōkan decision, and when they
finally succeeded on October 23, Saigō’s war faction resigned
from the government en masse.

It was a traumatic, government-wrenching series of affairs,
and Fukuchi’s own ministry, the Ōkurashō, was in some ways at
the center of the storm. Its leaders during most of Iwakura’s ab-
sence had been Inoue Kaoru and Shibusawa, men committed to
a belief that Japan must increase its wealth before setting out
on foreign exploits. As a result, early in 1873, when the prowar
minister of justice, Etō Shimpei, requested a budget increase,
they refused it. When the Dajōkan overruled them in May‚ both
resigned, claiming in a controversial letter that the government
would go into debt by ten million yen in the coming year. 97

The result had been a power struggle within the ministry equal
in intensity, if not in scale, to the Korean crisis itself. When
Fukuchi returned in July, his clique in the ministry had largely
lost power; so the demand for his services was limited.

After completing the report on the Egyptian courts, he set
up several interviews with Saigō, hoping to enlighten the
“elder” statesman on the advanced state of Western civilization.
But Saigō was not interested in such “exotic” matters. He
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seemed to “pay no attention to complicated details” of foreign
culture, Fukuchi noted; instead, he grilled the returnee on just
three topics: postwar relations between France and Germany,
the way “people felt about each other” in those countries, and
the policies of Western governments toward Korea and China.
98 Beyond these interviews, Fukuchi had little to do but “await
the return of the mission,” and even when it did arrive he found
himself outside the councils of power. Those who wielded most
of the influence concentrated on the Korea problem, while men
on the second level were forced to look on in frustrated impo-
tence. Fukuchi occasionally discussed the exploding crisis with
his new mentor, Kido, but beyond that he remained an unin-
volved bystander.

With the conclusion of the Korean crisis, work returned to
a more nearly normal state in the Ōkurashō. Yet Fukuchi re-
mained unfulfilled. Ōkuma, the new finance minister, was not
among his favorites, though the youthful minister deigned to
make a place for Fukuchi now that his friends Itō, Inoue, and
Shibusawa were gone. 99 Moreover, in the United States his
pursuits had been far broader than the rather mundane work
now assigned to him. Hence, he began to branch out again.
He started writing anonymous opinion pieces for several Tokyo
newspapers. He began studying and collecting ancient drama
texts (marubon) as a foundation for the writing of his own plays
someday. He began participating actively in Tokyo’s drama re-
form groups. He and Numa Morikazu, a fellow employee in the
Ōkurashō and one of his later opponents in the press, founded
the Hōritsu Kōgikai, a lecture society aimed at stimulating pub-
lic awareness of Japanese culture. 100 As these outside interests
grew, Fukuchi’s emotional ties to the bureaucracy weakened.

Then in the spring of 1874 Kido, the “man with more moral
influence on me than any other‚” 101 withdrew from office over
the government’s decision to placate Saigō’s supporters by
sending a military expedition to Taiwan, 102 and Fukuchi decided
to follow suit. The hour had come, he said, to stop marking
time. Late in the summer he announced his resignation. Nu-
merous friends, including “several cabinet ministers,” tried to
dissuade him, arguing that his greatest contribution to Japanese
history would come through official service. 103 But Fukuchi
was adamant. His bureaucratic career had been nothing but
stormy. Whether under the inert, inept Tokugawa or the inno-
vative but faction-ridden Meiji regime, he had found that bu-
reaucratic decisions and assignments related as often to per-
sonal politics as to rational ideas. When his knowledge and
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expertise were needed, as on foreign trips, he had been fully
employed. When his faction fell or his talkativeness offended, he
quickly found himself on the outside. It was the fate of many a
bureaucratic third-runger. But he was not a proper bureaucrat.
He had neither the patience nor the tact to work smoothly
under superiors he did not respect or like. His decision was
quickly and firmly made. The government might be engineering
sweeping social and institutional reforms. But he would map out
and evaluate those reforms from a position more to his liking
outside the government.

The next chapter of Fukuchi’s life would bring his talents
and contributions into full flower; it would make him a path-
breaker, one of his country’s genuine opinion leaders. For now,
however, the thirty-three-year-old graduate of the bakufu for-
eign office knew only that the preparatory years had brought
him further than he might realistically have expected, yet left
him frustrated beyond what he had dreamed possible. They had
been important years, but in ways that he could hardly have
evaluated at the time.

One of the first things they had done was to give Fukuchi an
unusually insightful understanding of the inner workings of the
bureaucracy and of the things that needed to be done to propel
Japan into the world community. Government service, Fukuchi
had found, was not necessarily the most satisfying work, espe-
cially for idealistic or frank men. Too many bureaucrats still
reminded him of the bakufu’s “wooden monkeys.” 104 Factional-
ism had repeatedly dashed his own hopes—and with them, faith
in the rule of merit. At the same time, the bureaucratic years
had taught him that real progress must stem from the policies
and actions of the government itself, and that certain specific
policies would need to be carried out if that progress were to
be genuine. Like Kido, he had come to feel that the government
should patronize a mass-circulation newspaper to facilitate the
development of public opinion. He saw more clearly than most
that government instruction and aid would be necessary in the
establishment of secure economic foundations. He had become
a firm believer in the necessity of an enlightened approach to
international diplomacy. And he had developed a solid source of
power through his personal friendships inside the government.
Each of these factors and principles would strengthen his in-
fluence in the next ten years.

A second product of the early years, not unique to Fukuchi
but unusually characteristic of him and of his times, was the
growth of a personal tendency to eclecticism. His father and
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the Osagawa family of Nagasaki gave him a lifelong love of
both Confucian ethics and history. Interpreters Namura and
Mori-yama introduced him to the West. Service in the bakufu
stimulated an abiding interest in the workings of power and
politics. The Yokohama coinage and trade negotiations stirred
interests in economics and diplomacy. On his first trip to the
West, he was fascinated by the press and the world of drama.
His second trip to Europe encouraged a curiosity about law
and government, while his last two Western journeys deepened
his involvement with economics and legal systems. Throughout
the remainder of life, Fukuchi would play significant, at times
pathbreaking, roles in the fields of journalism, politics, eco-
nomics, literature, drama—and, to a lesser degree, law and di-
plomacy. Only Fukuzawa Yukichi would equal or surpass him
in breadth of intellectual contribution to his society. While one
might lament the lack of a singular focus in his interests and
contributions, the observer could just as easily see the diversity
as a significant, fortunate springboard to a renaissancelike life
of unique contribution.

And then, in a third area, the preparatory years also had
moved Fukuchi well along the road to becoming a political
“gradualist” or moderate. He had not yet used that phrase. But
its outlines showed up in the tendency, described several times
previously, to struggle with the tension between emotional at-
tachment to old traditions and pragmatic insistence on work-
able new solutions. Early Confucian studies had taught him the
importance of traditional values, of strong governmental institu-
tions, of loyalty both to established structures and to human su-
periors, of highly structured human relationships; while the first
trips to the West had convinced him of the necessity of change.
They had shown him that Japan must be strong and shrewd to
stand up to Western nations, that it must be willing to innovate.
Yet it is worth noting that Fukuchi’s demands for innovation
sprang, not from a belief in the inherent “right-ness” of Western
philosophical underpinnings, but rather from the pragmatism
that seemed to say: The old order cannot be defended unless it
is changed enough to make it workable in a “modern” world. In
other words, the reason for progress or liberalization was not an
ideological concern with “human rights” or “modernity” per se.
Rather, it was a conviction that it was necessary to “strengthen
our national prestige in the community of nations.” 105 Fukuchi’s
most intimate patron of the Toku-gawa period, Mizuno Tadanori,
had, he said later, taught him to “hate extremism and love grad-
ualism, to value order and loathe recklessness.” 106 Years later
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he would support a political platform calling for the nation to
“move forward within the bounds of gradualism,” to “seek the
parallels of progress and order.” 107 His ideas were not that well
articulated in 1874, but the two sides already were much in
evidence, the foundations well laid to make him famous even-
tually as the “champion of gradualism.” All he really needed
now was a platform from which to speak. And that would soon
be available.
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CHAPTER III
Years of Power at Nichi

Nichi:
1874–1881

When I think over the vicissitudes of my life,
I feel like an old man dreaming. Ah! One
should never go into government or political
service; nor should one ever become a jour
nalist! 1

Photographs of Fukuchi Gen’ichirō in the mid-1870s show two
different men. One is a short-statured, brooding young scholar
with penetrating eyes and stiffly disciplined bearing. The other
is a dilettante, with an elegant wardrobe, a full, well-trained
mustache above a dimpled chin, and a carefully styled Western
haircut. The photographs suggest an enigma. Which man is
Fukuchi—the conservative-looking student or the stylish dan-
dy? Those who knew him best probably would have answered,
“Both.” While few personalities can ever be described as sim-
ple, fewer still so completely resist simple, consistent character-
ization as Fukuchi at midpassage.

He was acknowledged to be one of the most talented, bril-
liant men of his age. Iwakura suggested that he could do the
work of four average men. 2 Miyake Setsurei, noted journalist
and critic, said he was “rich in talent, … capable of anything.”
3 Yet, the effect of that talent was all too often dissipated by an
undisciplined, undisguised overconfidence that made enemies
as easily as friends and led him into an unwise diffusion of
effort. Because he felt himself capable in all areas—whether
writing, politics, or business—he spread himself thin and failed
to completely fulfill his potential in any. As Miyake put it: “If
he had concentrated on politics he probably would have ranked
with Inoue and Itō…. If he had emphasized business, he likely
could have equalled Shibusawa.” But he did not, because he
failed to concentrate. 4
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There was also a constant tension between cool ambition
and warm sentiment. The thirty-three-year-old Fukuchi who
quit the Foreign Ministry in 1874 was as ambitious as anyone
alive. He left Nagasaki in 1859 because chances for success
seemed better in Edo. He resented his omission from the first
embassy to the United States most of all because it cost him
a chance for immortality. He went with Iwakura to the West
in 1871 primarily to enhance his personal prospects. Yet his
ambition, like his talent, frequently melted under the heat of
sentiment or withered before a blast of impulsiveness. More
famous officials, men like Itō and Ōkubo, sacrificed friendships
and emotions to coolheaded calculation and ambition. Not so
Fukuchi. He could not keep a secret; nor could he remain quiet
when he disagreed with an official, even when the expression of
his opinion might cost him influence or connections. He loved
children and provided graves in his own family plot for favored
rickshaw men. 5 As Itō once said of his emotional loyalty to old
ways and friends: “If you would just give up being like a feudal
retainer, you would win the post of foreign minister.” 6

Then there was the austere, sternly disciplined side of Fuku-
chi, balanced by the playboy philandering. He won fame as
a teetotaler, worked harder in the office than any of his col-
leagues, demanded absolute loyalty as a supervisor. Said a col-
league: “He was stern and decorous to the point of severity.”
7 Yet again, if Fukuchi at work was “most diligent‚” Fukuchi
off work had long since gained a reputation as one of the
“fastest livers” in the city. Rarely a night passed that failed
to find him at an Asakusa or Shinagawa brothel. An often re-
peated story found him sitting at the deathbed of a favorite
geisha, flipping the lid of a gold watch open and shut. The girl,
it seemed, loved no sound so much as the pa-chin, pa-chin of
watch covers. So until she stopped breathing he opened and
closed covers, ruining more than twenty gold watches in the
process. 8 He also lived, dressed, and ate extravagantly. His
lavish home became known as the Palace of Ike no Hata, a fa-
vorite spot among officials for viewing Ueno’s cherry blossoms
each spring. He owned, in his best years, no fewer than thirty-
five fine-patterned kimonos. 9 Even his underwear was so fine
that a Parisian servant once placed a pair on the dining table,
mistaking them for a cloth napkin. 10

Fukuchi’s two sides showed themselves, finally, in a curious
combination of cynicism and idealism. On the negative side, the
years already had held more disappointment than most men
might expect in two lives—disappointments that would later in
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life make him a philosophical nihilist, scornful of such terms
as “fairness” and “justice.” Yet, on the positive side, there is
no ignoring the idealism that keenly motivated him during his
peak years. For if despair and cynicism helped force him out
of government service in 1874, so did an idealistic belief that
individual men could shape their times. He still believed in the
validity of reform, still believed that there were ways for individ-
uals to influence that reform. Hence the decision to get out and
use other vehicles. His cynicism regarding specific aspects of in-
ternal bureaucratic politics was not directed at the overall sys-
tem or at the government’s general policies. It was his idealism
that told him that “if one could not be prime minister,” one could
exert nearly as much influence as a journalist, the “uncrowned
king” of modern society. 11

Fukuchi was, in short, a complex man; and it was this very
complexity that made him, in so many ways, a complete jour-
nalist even before he became one. The overconfidence that
sometimes obscured his talent within the bureaucracy would
give authority and precision to his editorials. The ambition
would provide motivation and stimulus, while the sentimental-
ity and impulsiveness would give his articles warmth and direct-
ness. The disciplined severity would enable him to write both
adeptly and prolifically, while the dandyism would keep him
from losing either the human touch or the flare for pithy, color-
ful prose. Finally, the cynicism (he would have called it realism)
usually would enable Fukuchi to keep a certain critical distance,
even while the idealism helped him to write with the moral fer-
vor that sways readers. The blend was not, of course, quite that
simple; nor was it always positive. Any one of these traits grown
out of proportion might damage his journalistic contributions.
But at age thirty-three, just out of the government, his perso-
nality clearly was better fitted to the role of a journalist than to
that of a bureaucrat. A call from the Tokyo Nichi Nichi Shim-
bun that fall would give him a chance to prove that fact.

THE MAELSTROM OF THE PRESS
The Japanese newspaper press to which Fukuchi turned his
attention in mid-1874 could hardly have been called robust.
Newspapers had been slow to take hold after the government’s
regulatory laws of 1868 and 1869, and it was not until February
1871 that Japan’s first genuine daily newspaper, the Yokohama
Mainichi Shimbun, was established. 12 It was followed over a
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year later (March 22, 1872) by Tokyo’s first daily, the Nichi
Nichi. Yet, by the time Fukuchi left the Ōkurashō in 1874, the
Tokyo-Yokohama area still could boast only a handful of daily
news publications.

These papers were, moreover, far from modern. Their ed-
itors were haughty and inexperienced, their writers often
mediocre persons who showed little talent or insight in the area
of political discussion. Fukuchi thought the papers looked like
“relics,” 13 and a Western observer noted that “their columns
were always defaced with such filthy paragraphs as to render
them worse than contemptible.” 14 What was even more dam-
aging to their quality and journalistic independence was that
each of them had developed exceedingly close ties to men in
the government. Indeed, all of Japan’s first genuine newspapers
had appeared at the instigation of leading officials, and they had
managed to attain stability only through political patronage.
The Shimbun Zasshi, for example had been patronized by Kido
Kōin as a tool for educating citizens in the modes of civilization.
Maejima Hisoka had arranged a subsidy to launch Yūbin Hōchi
Shimbun. And by 1872, various officials had created similar
government-oriented papers in nearly all of Japan’s present-day
prefectures. 15

Relationships between the government and these papers
were not always smooth, however. As a leading student of the
Meiji press, Albert Altman, has noted, these papers were
“caught in the cross-current of two conflicting demands.” On
the one hand, the Meiji leaders who backed them sought to
control their content, sometimes even to the point of engaging
in Tokugawa-style censorship of any news deemed sensitive. On
the other hand, those same leaders talked idealistically about
the need for widespread dissemination of news “to encourage
identification with national goals.” 16 The result was a sharp
tension over the amounts and kinds of news that should be
made available. The arbiters of these disputes, however, were
the official patrons rather than the editors. Japan’s traditions
included nothing of the concept of journalistic freedom—and,
until at least 1873, her editors showed little inclination to
change that fact.

Following the governmental split over the Korea issue in Oc-
tober 1873, however, the close ties between press and state be-
gan to loosen. Inspired by the disgruntled followers of Saigō,
more and more individuals took to expressing open opposition
to official policies. And when, in January 1874, Itagaki Taisuke
and several others issued a memorial calling for the establish-
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ment of a popular assembly, 17 the government’s ability to con-
trol the expression of opinion all but disappeared. The general
populace of Tokyo began to debate the issue of a popular as-
sembly, dividing between a progovernment, “gradualist” (zen-
shinshugi) faction that maintained that the people were not yet
ready for “representative” government and an antigovernment,
“radical” (kyūshinshugi) faction that demanded an assembly at
once. During the debate, which consumed most of 1874 and
part of 1875, the papers themselves turned to a new brand
of partisanship, many of them severing their ties to the gov-
ernment and creating for themselves an important new role as
opinion molders.

It was in this changing environment that the Tokyo Nichi
Nichi Shimbun really came into its own as Japan’s leading grad-
ualist paper. Established, like its early counterparts, as a voice
for certain officials (in this case, Ōkuma Shigenobu and Minis-
ter of Justice Etō Shimpei 18 ) who desired to “contribute to the
advance of culture,” 19 it had from the first endeavored to intro-
duce the kinds of features that would make it a cultural and
financial leader. The paper’s editors 20 used a better grade of
paper than was then common; they employed the finest avail-
able quality of lead type, and they hired several of the country’s
most energetic reporters, sending one of them, Kishida Ginkō,
abroad in the spring of 1874 to cover Japan’s military expedition
to Taiwan. The result was that by mid-1874 the newspaper’s cir-
culation had reached several thousand, and its offices had been
moved from editor Jōno Dempei’s home to expensive quarters in
the Ginza. One of the more popular plays of the day was entitled
Tokyo Nichi Nichi Shimbun. 21

Despite this modicum of success, the paper found itself
in a rather tenuous position during the early months of the
debate over a popular assembly. Its ties to the government
had precluded it from branching out into any genuinely inno-
vative directions. And, like the other papers, it had no staff
members capable of writing incisive political comment on a sus-
tained basis. Kishida may have been recognized as the country’s
foremost reporter, but he was only that—a reporter and not an
effective editorialist or polemicist. Thus, the Nichi Nichi editors
found themselves dependent on outside contributors for their
preparation of the opinion pieces that the public was coming to
demand.

To their credit, the editors recognized the potential of the
new climate and began to seek means of capitalizing on it. If
Nichi Nichi could hire a writer of political stature, Jōno sug-
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gested to his colleagues, it might score a coup. And the rewards
would be financial as well as journalistic. They agreed, and as
a result the Nichi Nichi invited Fukuchi in the summer of 1874
to become its chief editor and writer (shuhitsu). 22 It was not
an invitation that Jōno necessarily expected his friend to accept,
given Fukuchi’s relative prominence in official and intellectual
circles. But he surprised them and late in October took the leap
into that tantalizing world of which he had dreamed years be-
fore in Europe. 23

Fukuchi’s decision to enter Nichi Nichi was not an easy one.
For one thing, he had received a prior offer from Hōchi Shim-
bun, the paper that would become his fiercest competitor, and
he had turned that offer down largely because he would have
been forced to work under another leading talent, Kurimoto
Jōun, not an appealing idea to the self-assertive side of Fukuchi.
24 For another thing, nearly all his government friends scoffed
at the idea of a ranking official becoming a newspaperman. The
press had not yet become respectable. Few of Fukuchi’s official
colleagues had even dreamed of the “hidden power lurking
in the press or of the way reporters’ opinions might come to
influence public opinion.” They regarded the newspaper as a
“form of amusement.” But, on reflection, Fukuchi concluded
that their evaluations of the press were wrong. He decided
that, more than hurting his own reputation, such a move might
actually raise the reputation of the press. He came to the con-
clusion that “if I were to take up writing with the brush, using
the newspaper as my medium, I might even tually see my ideas
realized in society.” 25 He accepted Jōno’s offer.

Within weeks, Fukuchi had taken complete command of the
editorial content at Nichi Nichi. The names of Jōno and Kishida
continued to be listed as technical “editors” (henshū- chō), but
theirs was a figurehead title; Fukuchi had accepted the Nichi
Nichi offer only on the condition that he receive the title chief
editor and be given control. 26 Even his salary spelled out his
preeminence. Editorial writers normally received somewhere
from 50 to 80 yen a month, with an unusually talented man
occasionally earning as much as 100 yen. 27 Yet Fukuchi went
to work for 150 yen a month, plus two personal shares of the
monthly profits. The paper’s managers reportedly offered him
50 yen less than that, with a promise that the salary would be
increased if his entry caused the circulation to rise three hun-
dred—to which he laughingly suggested that he be given the
higher sum at once, with a promise to take a fifty yen cut if the
circulation gains were not forthcoming. Significantly, the circu-
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lation lists grew by far more than three hundred very soon after
his entry. 28 It was a propitious beginning. “The Tokyo Nichi
Nichi Shimbun is already well founded,” said one observer.
“Now its self-confidence grows even stronger.” 29

THE INNOVATIVE EDITOR
It goes without saying that Fukuchi entered Nichi Nichi with
a well-developed set of ideas about the nature and role of the
press. Like Kido, he considered newspapers indispensable in
contributing to the “enlightenment” of the people and felt that
articles should be “as easy as possible for our people to read.”
30 He believed in keeping a relatively critical eye on government
policies, yet, somewhat paradoxically, saw no value in the kind
of independence that might cut off government sources or invite
punishment. He saw a need for broader coverage and greater
emphasis on reportorial skills. He considered journalism a “re-
spectable” profession that demanded not only competence but
dedication. Most of all, he saw the press as a tool for “shaping
the thinking of the day and controlling the fundamental political
thought of the public.” 31 As a Nichi Nichi editorial put it several
months after Fukuchi took over: “Newspapers are the eyes and
ears of the world, the movers of mankind.” 32

Out of this philosophy flowed a new, precedent-setting edi-
torial style that contributed several innovations to the world of
Meiji journalism. Until the advent of Fukuchi, most papers had
been managed without any abiding philosophy, without com-
ing to terms with the nature of the more advanced Western
press. Fukuchi, on the other hand, knew rather clearly what as-
pects of Western journalism he wanted to introduce into Japan
and, as a result, began at once to make transformations in the
areas of management, editorial publication, news reporting, and
government-press relationships.

The problems most papers then faced in the field of manage-
ment, though perhaps not the most crucial, were numerous.
Friction between business managers and writers (kisha), for ex-
ample, created a constant and serious economic problem, since
writers tended to be arrogant types (“with self-respect higher
than Mt. Fuji” 33 ) who demanded absolute autonomy in their
areas and completely ignored economic realities. The lack of ad-
vertising deprived Japan’s press of one of modern journalism’s
major revenue sources. Inadequate presses forced Nichi Nichi
to make two separate press runs daily after the doubling of
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These stately brick buildings of the downtown Ginza were among
Tokyo’s leading tourist attractions in the mid-1870s—ostentatious
symbols of the nation’s headlong rush of modernization. Of particular
interest to the artist, Hiroshige III, were the Nichi Nichi publishing of-
fices, which he not only pictured but labeled, on the far right. The in-
dividual about to step through the front doorway represents Fukuchi,
while his chief reporter, Kishida Ginko, follows him up the steps and
Nichi Nichi founder Jōno Dempei peers out the window directly over-
head. (Photo courtesy of Mainichi Shimbunsha Shi Henshūshitsu)

the paper’s size to four pages at the end of 1874. And the
unavailability of skilled labor caused papers to hire inexperi-
enced, poorly motivated youths for jobs as difficult as type-
setting. 34

The new Nichi Nichi editor handled most of these areas
with characteristic forcefulness. For the first time in Meiji jour-
nalism, he unified the business and editorial sides of a paper
under a single person’s control, thus eliminating many wasteful
editorial practices. He attempted to educate businessmen to the
value of advertising, even running some ads in the margins of
the paper to make them more conspicuous and conserve space.
He gave hours of his own time to training the troublesome
typesetters to become capable professionals. The result, by his
own exaggerated claim, was fourteen years of management
“without dissension.” 35 Though specific figures are, unhappily,
unknown, it is clear that these new practices did indeed manage
to create a steady and “sizeable” profit during these early years
at Nichi Nichi. 36
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Fukuchi’s second major innovation, the institution of a daily
editorial column, came on December 2, 1874, the day the Nichi
Nichi format was changed to include more (and larger) pages at
a higher price. 37 It became, in many ways, one of his most sig-
nificant journalistic contributions, the medium through which
he ruled the press for a decade. 38 The paper’s editorials began
on page one under the simple but authoritative title “Tokyo
Nichi Nichi Shimbun” and consumed, on the average, one-third
of the paper’s total space. Fukuchi wrote most of them himself
and controlled the content of those he did not write. The column
was, in the words of one historian, “a phenomenal success.” 39

Fukuchi’s editorials broke ground, first, in the breadth of
material with which they dealt. On February 12, 1875, he artic-
ulated his theory that a paper was not a “news” paper unless it
discussed all areas of public life, “whether commerce, scholar-
ship, society or politics.” 40 During that year he followed his
own maxim, running not only one hundred editorials on poli-
tics and government (there was nothing unusual about that in
the press of the 1870s!) but nearly sixty on economics, with
heavy emphasis on trade, shipping, and taxation. Three dozen
more dealt with government-press problems; another thirty-
seven treated general East Asian affairs; nine discussed the
Western world; and some eighty-one others treated everything
from religion and law to education and culture (see Table 1). 41

By mid-twentieth-century standards, it was not an unusual de-
gree of versatility or breadth. In the Japan of 1875, however,
when major newspapers (daishimbun) had heretofore largely
limited themselves to official matters, it was an innovation. 42

At the same time, Fukuchi’s editorial columns set new pat-
terns in journalistic writing styles. Though unsigned, those
written by Fukuchi himself were generally recognizable by the
idiosyncratic use of the term Gosō or Gos ōshi , roughly translat-
able as “We.” 43 It was a new word to the Japanese, borrowed
by Fukuchi from ancient Chinese, and before long colleagues
were referring to Fukuchi as Gosō Sensei (Professor Gosō) and
to the term itself as a symbol of “Nichi Nichi, gradualism, ex-
cellent style and extraordinary use of words.” 44 Fukuchi’s style
embodied a rather terse simplicity—refined yet short sentences
incorporating a colorful but understandable vocabulary. The
“secret of writing,” he maintained, was to shun “ostentatious
glibness” and to simply “make people understand.” 45 Or, as
he admonished a competing editor who loved elaborate prose,
“Embellishment is vain…. If writing simply penetrates what you
want to say, your work is done.” 46 A classic example came
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TABLE 1

Nichi Nichi editorials, 1874–1887, by year and subject matter
Year Government Economics The

West
The
Far
East

General The
World

Law Education Literature-
Culture

Religion Journalism The
Military

Avg. 70 48 13 30 32 9 9 6 8 3 11 6

1874 11 6 0 4 5 4 0 0 2 0 0 0

1875 118 58 9 37 34 4 8 5 16 7 35 7

1876* 79 73 18 22 39 5 15 1 16 2 23 2

1877* 37 63 5 6 19 17 6 0 6 0 13 5

1878 35 87 19 9 34 5 13 3 4 4 1 2

1879 65 13 5 13 18 21 1 1 6 0 2 3

1880 122 29 1 23 32 26 9 0 0 1 0 0

1881 119 40 0 17 36 5 19 5 2 7 20 3

1882 113 39 1 53 28 0 5 21 3 1 4 6

1883 51 52 12 43 44 3 24 12 8 4 27 16

1884 53 52 26 75 32 14 11 8 9 10 4 13

1885 35 46 19 61 33 4 7 8 5 1 2 10

1886 68 41 19 30 56 6 5 6 11 0 10 10

1887 76 79 44 28 33 7 6 10 22 1 7 9

* There were an additional 30 editorials on samurai uprisings
in 1876 and 114 in 1877.

in one of Fukuchi’s better-known editorials on political gradu-
alism: “What is gradualism?” he asked. “It is the philosophy
of carrying out reforms gradually.” 47 That, to him, was effec-
tive writing—sentences that were brief, catchy, and artless. He
worked hard at incorporating that style in his Nichi Nichi edi-
torials and in the process influenced many an aspiring (or com-
peting) young journalist.

How much influence the editorial columns exerted may be
seen in the fact that they were soon imitated in other major
papers. Until Fukuchi entered Nichi Nichi all the daishimbun
had run frequent opinion pieces or essays (ronsetsu), some-
times assigning staff writers to compose them, usually inviting
contributions by scholars or bureaucrats. But they had printed
such essays irregularly, often confining them to the correspon-
dence (tōsho) columns. And none had attempted to maintain
anything resembling editorial consistency. One writer might call
for the immediate opening of an assembly, while the next day
another might urge the Tokyo government to tighten its grip.
But spurred by Fukuchi’s innovation and by the growing politi-
cization of the times, the Tokyo press quickly followed suit and
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by the spring of 1875 most daishimbun were publishing editori-
als with at least relative regularity and general consistency, 48

although most never did develop the breadth or diversity of
Nichi Nichi.

The third Nichi Nichi innovation stemmed from Fukuchi’s
new view of reporting. Reporting had previously been deem-
phasized at most papers because editors and writers thought
the gathering of news beneath their dignity. Under the tradi-
tional system, poorly paid menials called tambōsha (news gath-
erers) were almost solely responsible for collecting news items,
while highly paid writers (kisha) took these items and composed
stories. Since most tambōsha came from the lower classes and
were despised by officials, the news items they gathered were
often spotty and full of errors. The result was that “news,”
according to the understatement of one early journalist, “was
lightly treated.” 49

Fukuchi, though by no means the possessor of a contempo-
rary Western view of reporting, decided to exert greater efforts
in this area. As he wrote shortly after entering Nichi Nichi:

When there is a major event … in foreign countries, the news-
papers report it in detail. This is a newspaper reporter’s duty.
But Japan’s reporters do not do this at all. What can we call this
but a sign of weakness? 50

Nichi Nichi already was known for the most lively news cover-
age among the major papers, thanks to Kishida’s writing. Fuku-
chi resolved to strengthen that reputation by recruiting more
writers of talent and by insisting that kisha, as well as tam-
bōsha, go out regularly to search for news. 51

He led the way in this change by working as a reporter
himself. His ties inside the government were, of course, nu-
merous, and his curiosity was unbounded. So although he did
not include a specific time for developing news sources in his
daily schedule, he made it a constant task, cultivating official
contacts assiduously, using business friends to garner inside
stories, probing for leads during lunches with prominent
friends, even asking acquaintances at brothels to pursue news
items. 52

He drove his staff like a drill sergeant. His newsroom
snapped with rules, some related to writing, some to Fukuchi’s
whims: beards were taboo, as were woolen waistbands and dark
blue tabi (socks); tardiness was not allowed. The odor of sake
usually drew a blast: “Hey! Somebody is drinking! If you want
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to booze it up, do it on leisure time, after you get home!” When
an article or comment unveiled a failure to keep abreast of
the times, he would erupt: “That’s stupid! You can’t do it be-
cause you don’t read.” He made an effort, furthermore, to in-
spect all articles before they went to press. If he liked one, he
would write “excellent” (myō) in red ink, an inscription his em-
ployees regarded as “our greatest honor.” If, on the other hand,
he found the story unacceptable he might spend thirty minutes
instructing the writer on grammar or style. Writing, he would
tell them, “is like marshalling an army. If you don’t plan, what
can you expect? My articles are nothing but a copying down on
paper of compositions in my mind…. I begin my scheme in the
toilet, then work on it in the jinrikisha.” 53

The result of this diligence was that reportorial writing be-
came, by contemporary standards, even more of a Nichi Nichi
forte. Kishida, able to concentrate solely on reportorial writing,
blossomed. Other talented writers, such as Kubota Kan’itsu and
Suematsu Kenchō, were hired. Even scoops became important.
Typical was Nichi Nichi’s coup in the reporting of the collapse
of the Ono group, one of Japan’s most powerful financial blocs,
about a month after Fukuchi joined the paper. The decision to
declare bankruptcy was confirmed on November 21, 1874, a
Saturday, and by Monday morning (a press holiday, due to the
Shinto Harvest Festival), Nichi Nichi was out with an extra, de-
scribing the facts of the failure with surprising accuracy and
detail. Other leading papers, by contrast, failed to mention the
collapse before their Tuesday editions, and even then reported
it superficially or incorrectly. 54

Fukuchi never halted the use of uneducated tambōsha; per-
haps the economics and thinking of the times required their use.
Nor did he ever regard news columns as being as important as
editorials; he would, in fact, have been scandalized by the will-
ingness of contemporary U.S. editors such as Joseph Pulitzer,
Adolph Ochs, and Melville Stone to run sensational news. But
Japan’s press was operating within a different political context
than was that of the United States, a politically charged context
that probably precluded a full-fledged news orientation. By the
mere fact of abandoning the old idea that it was “disgraceful”
for writers (kisha) to gather news themselves, he had raised the
level of Japanese news reporting markedly.

Fukuchi’s fourth innovation at Nichi Nichi involved a new
approach to government-press relations, an approach that
rocked the press world of his day more than had his institution
of editorials, even while illustrating the undeveloped state of
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journalism philosophy in Japan. As soon as Fukuchi joined Nichi
Nichi, the paper began running on page one the label: “For use
in the printing of Dajōkan [Council of State] articles.” 55 Then on
December 2, the day Fukuchi changed the paper’s format, an
editorial announced:

This Nichi Nichi Shimbun, which for several years has been
pains-takingly managed with a view to spreading enlight-
enment, has in name and reality been appointed to the service
of printing Dajōkan articles and will from this day forward
change its format accordingly. 56

At the same time Nippōsha (the corporate name of the Nichi
Nichi publishing company) hoisted a long white banner in its
front hallway stating that the paper had been designated for
“the service of Dajōkan items,” 57 thus formally initiating an era
in which Nichi Nichi proudly proclaimed itself to be the nation’s
foremost “patronage paper‚” or goyō shimbun.

The meaning of the term goyō shimbun was not, however,
quite as clear at Nichi Nichi as the translation, “patronage
paper,” might today suggest. Before entering Nippōsha, Fuku-
chi had admittedly advocated the use of the paper as “an organ
through which I would express the cabinet’s policies,” an inter-
mediary between government and people. 58 But government of-
ficials had not bought that suggestion. They “disliked the idea
of disclosing their ideas to the public through a newspaper” and
feared the ideological straitjacket into which publication of a
party-line, official gazette might put them. 59 Fukuchi, moreover,
would never have been content to have given up editorial in-
dependence. It was important to him that being a “patronage
paper” did not mean “receiving prior knowledge of the gov-
ernment’s policy.” 60 And he frequently invoked the right to crit-
icize government policies, calling at one point for the abolition
of a ministry that was itself patronizing Nichi Nichi, 61 and at an-
other for modification of harsh government press laws. During
1876, in fact, some of his reporters were jailed for breaking
such laws. 62

So it was with a peculiarly early Meiji, non-Western defini-
tion in mind that Fukuchi began to proclaim the official receipt
of goyō status. Legally, the term meant simply that Nichi Nichi
had been granted the right, as of October 27, 1874, to “carry
out the official business of publishing yet-unprinted government
notices,” a right shared with several other papers. Nichi Nichi
also had been designated two years earlier for purchase by all
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prefectural and city governments, but that right too was shared
with other journals. 63 So the technical meaning of the word
goyō was hardly an exceptional one. Unofficially, however, the
printing of the goyō label itself served at least two much more
important functions: it gave an air of prestige and authority to
Nichi Nichi’s articles; and it called attention to the fact that
Nichi Nichi had become, in an informal sense, a “platform”
for the views of leading members of the government’s Chōshū
faction.

Though the term goyō came to be despised in later years
when the idea of press freedom had taken deeper root, and
though competing papers frequently used it as a damning ep-
ithet, the word connoted power and prestige in 1874. People
tended to respect the government more than other institutions
and hence regarded receipt of its sanction as a sign of re-
liability. To be officially accorded a goyō status (even if the
advertisement of that label had more publicity value than
unique meaning) was seen as an indication that a paper had
more dependable sources and wrote more carefully and more
accurately. As one scholar analyzed it: “When Tokyo Nichi Nichi
got a jump on the other newspapers by claiming the Dajōkan pa-
tronage, the other papers had to attack it in order to keep their
own readers.” 64

Actually, Nichi Nichi probably would have become a “Chō-
shū platform” even without the goyō label, given Fukuchi’s
close ties to men like Kido, Itō, Inoue, and Yamagata Arito-
mo; 65 but the goyō designation spotlighted those ties. After
entering Nichi Nichi, Fukuchi continued to foster close relation-
ships with key oligarchs, seeking their opinions, sharing his,
and frequently relating their views anonymously in the Nichi
Nichi. But these opinions were always, he emphasized, “those
of a single minister rather than of the entire cabinet.” 66 And,
despite a popular view that Itō used Nichi Nichi most often, Fu-
kuchi claimed to have collaborated primarily with Kido Kōin.
“I would discuss my views with Kido,” he reported, “and the
matters on which we generally agreed were numerous.” Fuku-
chi’s most candid discussion of the goyō matter suggested that
as Kido became increasingly disgruntled over the direction of
government affairs, he desired a mouthpiece to express his
views anonymously. The friendship with Fukuchi made Nichi
Nichi ideal. 67

To say then that Fukuchi allowed Nichi Nichi to become
a “kept paper” would be to grossly exaggerate the case. To
say, on the other hand, that he kept the paper free from gov-
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ernment influence would be an equal exaggeration. The truth
seems to lie between: he used the official goyō label to raise the
prestige of his paper; he maintained unofficial ties with certain
friends within the government, frequently writing editorials or
columns that coincided with their views; yet he maintained, at
least during his years of greatest influence, a personal indepen-
dence from both the government at large and the Chōshū fac-
tion in particular, insisting on the right to support or criticize
freely. He was, in short, a man whose basic sympathies lay with
the gradualists or moderates inside the government, a man who
often used the government and was at the same time willing to
be used by it—so long as that use was in the service of a cause
with which he agreed. It was a complex arrangement, one that
fit the political atmosphere of the early Meiji era peculiarly well,
and one that would someday bring Fukuchi a great deal of grief.
In the early years at Nichi Nichi, it helped make his name influ-
ential.

THE POLITICAL GR ADUALIST
If Fukuchi quickly set his imprint on the institutional nature of
the press during late 1874 and early 1875, his blossoming com-
mitment to “progress and order” also began at once to exert a
profound influence on the public discussions carried on in that
press. In fact, his participation in the 1875 discussion of the es-
tablishment of a national assembly proved pivotal in inspiring
an era of unprecedented politicization of the Meiji newspapers.
And an exciting era it was, one that Fukuchi would call Japan’s
“most prosperous period” for “freedom of discussion and publi-
cation of lively debate,” 68 because, ironically, even though con-
cepts of journalistic freedom had not yet matured, neither had
the government’s more stringent methods of controlling the
press. As the period, moreover, in which Fukuchi first came to
be known as “the great gradualist,” it demands rather careful
attention.

After Itagaki Taisuke and a number of Saigō’s followers peti-
tioned for a popular assembly early in 1874, officials, scholars,
and journalists alike had begun debating heatedly the question
of when such a body should be opened. Former samurai in
various areas formed rudimentary political clubs such as the
Risshisha and the Aikokusha to push, among other things, for
immediate establishment of an elected assembly. 69 Leading oli-
garchs countered with the contention that the time was not
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yet ripe. Both officials and intellectuals debated every aspect
of the issue in Meiroku Zasshi, the journal of the influential
Meirokusha (Meiji Six Society). 70 By the end of 1874 the con-
troversy had spread, full gale, to the press, focusing public at-
tention as never before on Tokyo’s growing newspapers. As
Fukuchi described it: “The discussion about a popular assembly
has become like Chūshingura [The Forty-seven Rōnin] at the
theater; whatever the date or the weather, there is always a full
house.” 71

Most of the major papers, including Hōchi, Chōya Shimbun,
and Akebono Shimbun, joined the call for an early assembly,
characterizing opponents as “feudal” or devious. Fukuchi’s ed-
itorials, on the other hand, held out for slower, more gradual
movement in that direction, with the result that Nichi Nichi,
already Japan’s largest newspaper, strengthened its influence
with the government and with nonofficial gradualists, even
while earning the epithet “conservative” from competing news-
papers. While other papers tended to lose individual identities
during this “war,” due to the similarity of their arguments, Nichi
Nichi heightened its own identity.

The opposition press articulated three basic themes. First,
they described the ruling faction as a group of self-seeking auto-
crats, men who were moving Japan toward authoritarian mis-
government “like captains of a pleasure boat running their craft
full-speed into a mountain.” 72 Some minor publications went so
far as to urge that state ministers be “executed by the sword.”
73 Second, they demanded that an assembly be convened im-
mediately to counter this government tyranny, claiming that
only those “former lords and councillors” who demanded as-
sembly government “could be called true statesmen.” 74 Third,
they argued that the assembly should be made up exclusively of
the elite nobility, or shizoku, since “the people of our land called
heimin [commoners] are essentially unlearned, powerless fools
who live in the realm of servitude.” 75

Fukuchi’s response to these three criticisms constituted one
of the more incisive political attacks of his life, blending aspects
of both conservatism and progressivism. Beginning with a
discussion of “moral enlightenment” on December 2, 1874, he
ran no fewer than forty editorials in six months on political
gradualism, or zenshinshugi, as it related to popular rights and
the establishment of an assembly. In his first considered attack
on radicalism, four days after inaugurating the Nichi Nichi
editorial column, Fukuchi outlined his general understanding
of gradualism, laying a foundation for later consideration of
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his opponents’ specific contentions. He maintained that kyūshin
(radical) arguments were not consistent with “the tranquility of
a nation.”

Historically, no nation tending to radicalism has long been able
to maintain national tranquility—regardless of its political sys-
tem…. It is true that there are radical factions in Western na-
tions today, factions such as the Democrats in America, the
radicals in England and the commune movement in France.
But a logical consideration of these groups convinces one that
the realization of their aims would be much more harmful than
beneficial. Nor is this my view alone. It is the opinion of wise
statesmen in both England and the United States. If our aims
are similar to theirs, we too should pursue the course of grad-
ualism.

Fukuchi said Japan’s most urgent need was to shift away from
extremism, a course he considered responsible for the 1874
military incursion into Taiwan, and to “move more resolutely
toward a gradualist approach which would introduce enlight-
ened ways to our people in practical affairs.” The populace, he
said, needed to be taught modern methods at the local level, in
everyday life, before being called upon to govern itself nation-
ally. 76

Having thus outlined the essence of zenshinshugi, Fukuchi
proceeded in the following months to meet the specific argu-
ments of his opponents, point by point.

He refused, first of all, to accept the opposition view of the
existing government as autocratic or tyrannical. His hero, Kido,
had indeed left the government, as had Itagaki, the champion of
the radical press. But Kido never rejected the power structure
per se. Neither would Fukuchi. The Nichi Nichi editor, more-
over, remained sufficiently intimate with leading officials to be
convinced that they intended to support oligarchic rule only un-
til representative government became practicable. “If I had not
known the officials’ intentions, I too likely would have fervently
urged fundamental reforms,” he said, “but for three or four
years I had had close, intimate contact with various officials and
knew that they were not themselves comfortable with clique
[hambatsu] government. I knew they hoped gradually to insti-
tute a constitutional system.” 77 The result was that one finds in
Fukuchi’s columns no castigation of the existing regime. He did
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not spend much time actually defending the rulers. Rather, he
made that defense implicit in his carefully reasoned support of
their policies.

There was nothing veiled or implicit, however, in his editor-
ials about the establishment of an assembly—the second line of
opposition attack. Fukuchi made it clear from the outset that
he agreed with the minken, or “popular rights,” movement’s
call for an assembly: a nation did indeed have a responsibility
to “redeem the basic national rights” of “all the people” by
establishing representative government. 78 But on the matter
of when that assembly should be established he attacked the
kyūshin faction vigorously. “People who have been reared under
oppression have little incentive to assume their rights,” he
warned. Hence, advances in popular wisdom, in education, in
enlightenment, must precede nation-wide self-government. 79 “I
have bitterly criticized … the vice of undue rapidity,” he wrote
again. “We must move gradually toward a popular assembly,
opening ward assemblies first, then prefectural assemblies and,
finally, a national assembly.” 80

The reason, he explained more fully late in 1875, lay in the
nature of the recently ended Tokugawa period. “It is doubtful
how much the people (excepting those at the top of society)
really knew about the basis of self-government at the beginning
of Meiji,” he said. And if they were to govern themselves, prin-
ciples of self-government would have to be taught first.

The farmers, artisans and merchants have lived under op-
pression for many years. How can they be expected to under-
stand the fluctuations and struggles of society when they are
not even capable of managing their own economic affairs? To
hurriedly establish a national assembly for these people, weak
as they are in the spirit of self-government, would not be ad-
vantageous…. Let us oppose feudalism; but let us recognize the
present situation as it is. We must move toward such a repre-
sentative assembly gradually. 81

Closely tied to this evolutionary view was Fukuchi’s rather
progressive definition of popular rights, a definition that spoke
to his opponents’ third line of attack. Whereas Hōchi and Chōya
insisted on a democracy of the elite and demanded that the gov-
ernment continue to pay Tokugawa-initiated stipends to the old
samurai class, Fukuchi denounced the stipends as “unmerited”
and called for the inclusion of Japan’s thirty-two million heimin,
or commoners, in cultural and popular developments—thus
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bearing out an assertion by Maruyama Masao to the effect that
the “thinking of those in the government up to 1877 was clearly
more progressive than that of most of the opponents.” 82

Discussions of popular assemblies and samurai stipends
were integrally related, Fukuchi argued first of all, because
stipend-bearing shizoku, or former samurai, could claim no
more inherent right to self-government than the farmers or
heimin who paid those stipends through land taxes. He ran a
particularly incisive series of editorials on this point in March
1875. The elite shizoku, he said, were “parasites sustained by
the people, men who … logically must be regarded as res-
idents of orphanages or poor houses” and therefore had no
grounds for claiming “greater rights than rich or good com-
moners.” 83 Indeed, he suggested, the heimin actually deserved
not just equal, but greater, legal consideration, since prop-
ertyless shizoku had “absolutely no reason to call for the same
parliamentary electoral rights as good commoners who possess
their own family property.” 84

In another installment of the series, he answered Hōchi’s
charge that commoners were “weakminded”: 85 “If you ask why
these heimin are now without spirit and power, it is because
they have had to live in servitude under an oppressive govern-
mental system, an oppression that … resulted from powerful
shizoku pressure on the government.” He asserted that
“shizoku power had become all the stronger since the Restora-
tion,” with nobles and former samurai taking almost complete
charge of official affairs and with the government “straining its
ears to hear the will of the shizoku.”

Yet one can hardly regard the kind of power that springs
merely from hereditary wealth and position as “splendid in
spirit.” … The heimin were not born without spirit and power.
They merely have been oppressed by the so-called spirit and
power of the shizo ku. It is for this reason alone that they have
not been able to make a show of their strength and vitality. 86

The answer to the commoners’ problem, Fukuchi said, hark-
ing back to the question of how self-government should be in-
troduced, was to encourage them to “snatch their rights” by
forming local legislative and commercial bodies and thus giving
them practice in self-government. It would not be a simple task;
the commoners had been “unjustly discarded” for centuries.
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And “vitality is definitely not a quality that develops in an in-
stant. But as we increase the rate of the restoration of popular
rights, their spirit will increase commensurately.” 87

Much of the heat left this early editorial war after April 12,
1875, when an imperial decree was issued, announcing that an
assembly of “representatives from the various provinces of the
empire” would be convened so that the “public mind will be
best known, … the public interest best consulted, and … the
wisest system of administration … determined” 88 The decree
also set up a Senate (Genrōin), in response to demands that
the oligarchs’ personal rule be checked, and it established a
Daishin’in, or Supreme Court, to act as Japan’s judiciary. The
opposition press hailed the move as a victory for democratic
government, 89 while Fukuchi, perhaps understanding the gov-
ernment’s intent more clearly than did his competitors, approv-
ingly called it a “light on the road of progress.” It provided for
an assembly, but a sharply limited one, thus avoiding “the vice
of undue rapidity.” 90 And the Senate was made up of “safe”
nobles and officials—all appointed—who had little authority.

It was thus clear by mid-1875 that Fukuchi’s view of
gradualism involved at least three basics: faith in the existing
government’s intentions; popular rights for heimin as well as
shizoku; and the following of a gradual, step-by-step approach
to the creation of popular assemblies. It could be argued, of
course, that he merely sought to stave off representative gov-
ernment until the oligarchs had had time to consolidate per-
sonal, autocratic rule. But the fervor of his editorials and the
consistency of his views on these matters would tend to dis-
count such a theory, as would his sustained opposition in later
years to all forms of oligarchic absolutism—a point to be de-
tailed later in this study. “Though attacked from a hundred di-
rections,” he hyperbolized, “I never bent the slightest.” 91 Even
his opponents called that a fair analysis. 92

Perhaps the most fascinating aspect of Fukuchi’s position
was its elevation of the heimin to a level equal to that of the
former samurai. Polemical or not, it was in line with the most
innovative political writing of the day. As has often been noted,
even the more advanced late Tokugawa bakufu thinkers had
limited their political visions largely to the elite. Aizawa
Seishisai’s Shinron (“New proposals”), described by Maruyama
as the “bible of the sonnō jōi movement‚” called commoners
“stupid.” 93 Yoshida Shōin, the proponent of new ideas about
“everyone” participating in government, still found it the
“function of the samurai to stand above the three [common]
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classes.” 94 Itagaki’s limitation of “popular rights” to the upper
classes already has been noted. Even Fukuzawa Yukichi, long
hailed as the era’s most influential advocate of rights for the
common man, has increasingly come to be recognized as essen-
tially “a politically conservative ideologue of the samurai class,”
one who addressed himself almost solely “to the aspirations of
that class.” 95 Thus, for Fukuchi to have argued so forcefully for
the heimin places him in the vanguard of the political thought
of his day.

Equally fascinating and, in the long run, even more signifi-
cant is what the debate over representative government showed
about Fukuchi’s evolving mind-set, about his maturing general
approach to the nature of the Japanese state. It was this ed-
itorial campaign that finally stamped him as the nation’s
foremost private advocate of “progress and order,” or gradu-
alism. We have, of course, already seen the implicit rudiments
of this approach, both at Kōko Shimbun and in his role in the
bureaucracy. But now the implicit became explicit. For while
his view of the commoners was very much on the “progress”
side of the ledger, the fact that he made the existing regime the
initiator and object of such progress showed steadily growing
concern about tradition or “order.” In other words, it was above
all national, not individual power that Fukuchi sought. It was
the government that was to “train” the commoners. Tranquility
was essential to national progress—so essential in fact that no-
tions of popular sovereignty could not be allowed to advance to
a point of threatening it. Thus, the great merit of the govern-
ment’s decision to set up an “assembly of representatives” in
1875 was the fact that this privilege would be “given by the em-
peror” rather than forced on him by the people. 96 Fukuchi’s po-
sition may have been—indeed was—more forward-looking than
that of jiyū minken, or popular rights, advocates, but he defined
progress largely in national or state terms, solely within the
framework of national “order.” As that framework became in-
creasingly important in Fukuchi’s thinking, it would eventually
make him look more and more conservative. For now though, it
was very much in keeping with, if not ahead of, the times.

One thing that neither Fukuchi nor his opponents knew at
the time of the emperor’s decree was that it would in certain
ways affect him quite personally. When the Conference of Local
Officials (Chihōkan Kaigi) convened at Asakusa’s Honganji on
June 20 to hear a welcoming speech by the emperor, Fukuchi
was in attendance as secretary. The conference’s reluctant
president, Kido Kōin, 97 noting Fukuchi’s kindred viewpoint and
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his unique acquaintanceship with Western parliamentary ways,
had summoned him to help draw up conference rules and
record the activities of each session. Thus, during the confer-
ence he aided Kido as a sort of de facto parliamentarian, 98

even while filling several colorful conference reports with acid
evaluations of “such and such a governor who was yawning,” 99

or “those absurd arguments.” 100

Despite this intimate involvement, however, Fukuchi’s en-
thusiasm for the conference itself quickly soured. He was not
really upset by the fact that it was an extremely “timid step”
along the road to representative government, 101 convened and
tightly controlled by the oligarchs. But he objected strongly to
the caliber of the delegates, most of whom were prefectural
governors (chikenji) under appointment by the Home Ministry.
They made up, he said, an “assembly of fools,” hardly a good
omen for the future of popular government. 102 He also objected
to the central government’s assumption of two-thirds of the con-
ference’s total cost, as a needless expense on the taxpayers
“from whose blood the money must come.” 103 Most of all, he
castigated the government for excluding the press from the ses-
sions. Perhaps the purpose was to “screen the inexperience” of
officials who might invite “the nation’s ridicule,” he wrote sar-
castically. But the end result was merely to place the govern-
ment in an even more unfavorable light, especially since several
foreigners (who were admitted) reported the sessions fully in
the English-language press. 104 It would appear, in other words,
that while Fukuchi dreaded pitfalls along the path of “undue
haste‚” and although he supported the government’s general
approach, he remained capable of dissatisfaction with the con-
crete ways in which policies were administered. It was an atti-
tude reminiscent of his old frustration over the maladministra-
tion of a Tokugawa government that he abstractly and generally
defended, a skepticism about specific execution of official policy
that would appear again and again.

One area of recurring discontent was the government’s ten-
dency to delay in holding a second Chihōkan Kaigi, a tendency
that held off the second conference until 1878. 105 Another was
the government’s attitude toward the press. He had always
advocated press freedom, despite his professed willingness to
work voluntarily with members of the government. In fact, it
was this independence that had shipwrecked Kōko Shimbun.
Now, on June 9, 1875, he reiterated that view with an assertion
that government interference with the press in a modern nation
constituted “an obstacle on the road of popular progress.”
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Therefore his reactions were strong when, just three weeks
later, on June 28, the government began a policy of serious in-
terference, issuing harsh new press laws that forbade the pub-
lication of anything intended to “revile existing laws or confuse
the sense of duty of the people to observe them,” and threat-
ening offenders with prison terms of up to three years. 106

The effects of these new laws were, in many ways, extraordi-
nary. Suehiro Tetchō of Akebono Shimbun was jailed and fined
for boldly assailing the new laws. At Fukuzawa’s urging, the
influential Meiroku Zasshi stopped publishing altogether; and
the antigovernment Hōchi, cowering in fear, called the new
laws a necessary “omen of cultural progress.” 107 Most of the
editors, however, led by Nichi Nichi’s “champion of gradual-
ism,” drew together in a surprising new display of press unity,
meeting together in Japan’s “first journalistic guild meeting” 108

and agreeing that the country’s leading writers should test the
new laws by composing anonymous articles for presentation to
the government under the heading: “If I wrote thus, would it
constitute slander or libel?”

More than a dozen editors carried through with the assign-
ment and wrote essays variously demanding that the govern-
ment resign or that unskillful “plaintiffs who make a nuisance of
themselves be dismissed.” 109 The anonymous article apparently
prepared by Fukuchi attacked the government’s favoritism
toward the shizoku as a special sort of treatment that “might
have been alright in ancient times … but is definitely improper
in these days when impartiality has become the imperial will.”
It called favoritism “a disgrace that bodes ill for the future of
the great imperial Japan.” 110

The government refused to comment directly on the articles,
replying late in September that it had “neither a responsibility
to make refutations in regard to the newspaper laws nor any in-
structions to give.” 111 Instead it merely acted. Beginning early
in August the Home Ministry instituted a severe new policy of
repression, and by the end of the next year’s “reign of terror,”
more than sixty journalists from all the major papers (including
Nichi Nichi) had gone to jail or been fined. 112 As Fukuchi de-
scribed the period: “It was like a gush of water…. As soon as a
reporter spoke, he was summoned. Many respectable reporters
and gentlemen were fined or jailed.” 113 Not that it was a totally
impossible situation. Newspapers continued to publish, and ed-
itors continued to discuss the issues of the day, but no longer
with the same freedom.
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One significant aspect of the entire episode for Fukuchi was
the role it played in proving that he would not be a kept man,
that he would allow his own reporters to go to jail rather than
involuntarily giving in to the government. He was a dedicated
gradualist; but his gradualism included a higher respect for the
press than did that of many of his official friends. Pressed thus
in a personally significant area, he did not bend.

During the next few years, however, as the shock of the
press laws wore off, Fukuchi turned to a new political topic,
which was increasingly becoming central to the debates of the
official world: constitutionalism. From the year of the
Restoration, the more enlightened in the government, aware of
the absence of any kind of legal or normative basis to rationalize
their ad hoc control, had given at least lip service to the ne-
cessity of governing by the rule of law. And the Iwakura mission
had turned that lip service into conviction for men like Kido and
Itō. Yet during the first decade of Meiji they had taken little
concrete action in that direction. The first five years of the era
had been dominated by the immediate, often frantic, necessity
of devising structures that would simply assure continuation
of their de facto power. Then, after the return of the Iwakura
mission, the Korean and Taiwan issues had sparked four years
of samurai unrest, marked first by several localized revolts in
western Honshu and northern Kyushu, and finally, in 1877, by
a full-scale rebellion centered in the old area of Satsuma han.
When one adds to these the presence of excruciating financial
difficulties, sharp factional divisions within the administration,
the humiliating struggle over unequal treaties, and a massive
invasion of Western culture, it becomes understandable that the
more abstract, legal issues like the creation of a fundamental
law of state were postponed.

From the end of 1877, however, the constitutional issue
became more pressing. With the superficial control structures
quite securely in the hands of a few oligarchs from the Satsuma
and Chōshū areas, there was at last time to plan for the basic
foundations of the state. It may have seemed like a cart-before-
the-horse approach (and it would be a mistake to ascribe delays
solely to the demands of time, since personal power mainte-
nance was always a basic priority); yet, given the sudden nature
in which control had shifted at the time of the Restoration, it
was probably the only approach possible. So from early 1878
on, feeling the combined pressures of political logic, of cam-
paigns by “popular rights” advocates and of demands by for-
eign diplomats that the government be rationalized before they
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would seriously consider treaty revision, the oligarchs turned
more actively to the constitutional issue. By June 1878, the
Genrōin (Senate) had drawn up a draft constitution. And by
the end of the 1870s, the junior councillors had been asked to
submit personal opinions to the emperor on the kind of consti-
tution Japan needed. Few favored a truly democratic document.
In fact, as those opinions came in, all but the one prepared by
Ōkuma supported imperial sovereignty, with a strong executive
and a highly limited legislature. And all except Ōkuma called for
very deliberate movement in the constitutional direction. 114 But
at least the constitutional issue had been actively broached.

Fukuchi generally kept pace with this trend, and although
he did not stop writing about the need for local and prefectural
“assemblies,” the vanguard of his political editorials had shifted
to the constitutional issue by the beginning of the second Meiji
decade. By the year 1880 the issue of constitutionalism—what
it meant, what kind of constitution Japan needed, how it should
be adopted—had become the central focus of his evolving grad-
ualist position.

His discussion of constitutionalism was initiated, in a sense,
by a series of editorials early in 1879 entitled simply, “Zenshin-
shugi.” In them, he broadly defined gradualism as a position
that “reverently accepts imperial authority at the top with a tril-
lion people enjoying freedom beneath to participate in govern-
ment and develop culturally,” a view “based on real situations,”
not on mere theories. 115 Then, after minutely dissecting the
views and motives of his opponents on the right and the left, he
proclaimed the specific goal of zenshinshugi to be “the gradual
establishment of a constitutional system” to replace today’s
“personal autocracy [dokusai seiji].” He admitted that the pace
was tortuous at times and that “we have not yet reached the
hour for offering a song of victory.” But he expressed faith that
the day was indeed coming “when we will attain the merits of a
constitutional system that encompasses the joint rule of people
and sovereign [kumin kyōchi] …, the goal of gradualism.” 116

One of the most significant aspects of this series was that
it highlighted a drift in Fukuchi’s own thought. Disturbed with
a number of specific government acts, cut off by the death
of Kido in 1877 from his most intimate Chōshū tie, and con-
cerned that Satchō men might be intent on establishing a per-
manent autocracy, he had begun showing subtle but clear signs
of increasing liberalism or popular-mindedness by 1878 and
1879. More editorials began calling for “popular rights” or the
“protection of human rights.” 117 He made stinging attacks on
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Ōkuma’s fiscal policies, thus creating a permanent breach be-
tween the two that would never heal. 118 Openness in govern-
ment increasingly concerned him, 119 and more and more he
began looking toward the creation of new vehicles that would
give expression to the popular will. As biographer Yanagida
Izumi has noted: “The very constitutional system planned in the
days of Kido and Itagaki seemed threatened. So Fukuchi de-
cided to abandon his close ties and take a more even-handed
approach. Increasingly, he began wielding his brush in criticism
of government policy.” 120

Before turning to the specifics of this shift, a word of caution
seems essential. One should not assume that this was the kind
of drift that might seriously endanger Fukuchi’s basic “progress
and order” approach to gradualism. For his liberal tendencies,
as we shall see, still focused largely on the maintenance of na-
tional order. As one reads his editorials in these years, it be-
comes clear that he found the main source of popular rights not
in a concept of inherent or contractual human rights below but
in the imperial way that shaped Japanese tradition from above.
Thus, representative government and constitutionalism might
be seen as “modern” and essential to “order,” but they were not
inherent popular rights in and of themselves. Always the focus
was “above” rather than “below.” A constitutional system, he
said, “aims first of all at carrying out the will of the imperial
line.” 121 “A constitution is the key, the passageway, to national
tranquility.” 122 So though Fukuchi shifted leftward, it should be
kept in mind that he never departed from the essential view that
liberal gains would serve above all to guarantee the strength of
the state and the prosperity of the imperial way.

Now, to look at the specifics of his political shift. One of the
clearest signs of Fukuchi’s new concern with “rights” came ear-
ly in 1880 when he began proposing concrete steps to hasten
the day of kumin kyōchi, or joint rule of sovereign and subject.
In the early spring of that year, he wrote a series of editorials
contending that the time had come to “call together representa-
tives from across the country to open a constitutional conven-
tion and draw up a constitution.” 123 There was, he conceded,
a degree of danger in allowing a popular assembly to approve
a constitution, a danger that the people might “extend their
rights too far and even attempt to select and dethrone em-
perors,” an eventuality he genuinely abhorred. But he thought
that the advantages overbalanced any dangers. Draft constitu-
tions and constitutional opinions already had been prepared by
the Genrōin (Senate) and several junior councillors to guide the
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people. An imperial decree would be issued stating that “the
purpose of the constitution will be to revere the succession of
the imperial line and … to grant all administrative rights to
the emperor.” Since “our people possess a depth of respect for
their sovereign, a fervency of loyalty to the ruler unparalleled
under heaven, I have no doubt that those who participate … will
uphold and respect the emperor.”

Moreover, he feared that unless the people were thus al-
lowed to adopt a constitution, they would raise a clamor of
dissatisfaction that would endanger national tranquility or force
the eventual adoption of an unduly liberal constitution, a consti-
tution that might violate imperial prerogatives. Illustrating the
“universal rule” that “if you give people an inch they will want
a foot and if you give them a foot, they will want a yard,” he
pointed to widespread dissatisfaction with limits on prefectural
assemblies that had been created in 1878 “by arbitrary imperial
decree.” The grumbling, he noted, had arisen even though the
people “should have been satisfied” with the imperial benefi-
cence in setting up such bodies. It would be the same with a
constitution. If the people were “given” a constitution rather
than being allowed to adopt it themselves, they would only com-
plain and clamor for “more rights,” regardless of the magna-
nimity with which they had been treated. The preservation of
order called for a constitution adopted at least in form by the
people themselves, a “national contract” (kokuyaku) constitu-
tion rather than the social contract constitution demanded by
men like Ueki Emori. 124 As Fukuchi said that same spring: “The
orderly movement of the past has been awaiting this day…. It is
time to open a convention and adopt a constitution.” 125

Equally important, it was also at this time that Fukuchi
began discussing in some detail the actual nature of a constitu-
tion. A constitution, he wrote in March, must “exalt the way of
the emperor.” 126 It should establish the ruler’s “responsibility
to the people through a prime minister, divide legislative rights
between emperor and people, … establish an independent judi-
ciary.” 127 And it must encourage progress, support Japan’s his-
torical polity, or kokutai, and assure a two-house legislature. 128

Nichi Nichi’s most significant contribution to Japan’s consti-
tutional debate came in March and April 1881, the same months
in which the junior councillors were finishing the delivery of
their own constitutional opinions to the emperor. In a detailed
series of fourteen editorials that sparked almost as much debate
as the 1875 struggle over an assembly, Fukuchi stated his view
of what constitutionalism should mean. Entitling the series
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“Kokken iken” (“An opinion on the national constitution”), 129 he
made it clear that the government had no monopoly on astute
political insight, drawing much attention in the process. As the
first private constitutional draft, the series took a place among
the important documents of the period.

Following a rather progressive introduction that explained
the merits of constitutional government and called for joint pro-
mulgation by the emperor and the people, the editorials of-
fered, and commented on, a total of eight ideal chapters. The
first, most conservative and most controversial of them, estab-
lished the imperial institution as the foundation of all Japanese
government. 130 “The emperor is divine in nature; only descen-
dants of Amaterasu Ōmikami may occupy our imperial Japanese
throne,” it said. Heirs were to be selected by the reigning sov-
ereign, with the upper house of the assembly asked to choose
the successor if a ruler died before making his selection. The
emperor’s powers of administration, deliberation, and law were
in no way to be restrained.

Japan was, in other words, an imperial country, and while
Fukuchi would limit that power by the very fact of stating the
emperor’s rights in a constitution, he intended to maintain the
inviolable, supreme, and divine nature of the emperor forever.
It was a point of view that drew heavy fire from other Tokyo
newspapers, most of which claimed that assertions of imperial
divinity in the modern era were both absurd and dangerous.
But it was also a profoundly significant chapter; for it posited a
position (and an emotion) regarding the emperor that had faded
during the first dozen years of Meiji but would soon reemerge
as the solid-rock foundation of Japan’s domestic nationalism and
foreign expansion.

The second chapter, by contrast, was rather “liberal.” 131

It dealt with public law, maintaining that “the Japanese people
shall possess equal rights before the law, regardless of rank or
social status.” All men were to pay taxes according to the value
of their possessions, to enjoy equal opportunity in military or
government posts, and to be responsible for military service.
Legal punishments were to be meted out “without respect of
persons.” Freedom of faith, speech, and press would be insured
“within the limits of the law.” And the right to own property
would not be disturbed. The chapter showed, in short, that the
same Fukuchi who believed deeply in the conservative tenet of
imperial sovereignty also believed in a fairly broad definition of
civil liberties. That he would limit those liberties if they threat-
ened tranquility was consistent with his “progress and order”
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approach. On the whole, however, chapter II was as progressive
as one could have expected given the times in which he lived
and the associations that had formed his thinking.

Succeeding chapters generally continued this moderate to
progressive tone, patterning Japan’s envisioned government
largely on the English system. Administration (chap. III) was to
rest in the hands of the emperor, with a cabinet responsible for
carrying out his administrative will. That cabinet (chap. VI), in
turn, was responsible to the legislature; ministers could belong
to the assembly and could be impeached by assembly vote. The
popularly elected legislature (chaps. IV and V) would be bicam-
eral, with the lower house maintaining the greater legislative
power and the emperor holding final authority for the sanction
of all laws. Judges, described in chapter VII, were to be ap-
pointed for life, thus assuring the independence of the judiciary.
And a miscellany of “Special Laws” in chapter VIII provided
for such varying matters as the right of petitioning within legal
limits, military pensions, and the administration of Okinawa and
Hokkaido. A concluding statement added that such a consti-
tution would achieve a “balance between the majesty of the em-
peror and the rights of the people‚” serving as a foundation
for the true way of righteousness. Anyone who used the label
“imperial sovereignty” to hinder the progress of popular rights,
Fukuchi explained, was a “traitor,” just as anyone who abused
the imperial prerogative in the name of popular rights could be
called disloyal. 132

And that, to Fukuchi, represented the continuing essence,
the balance, of gradualism in 1881: imperial sovereignty above
smiling on popular rights beneath. It was hardly, for its time,
a thoroughgoing conservative position, though it could not be
called fully progressive either. It included numerous halfway
points: the spirited defense of imperial sovereignty balanced by
clauses pledging the emperor to uphold the constitution; the
provision of suffrage circumscribed by sharp limits; the curbing
of popular rights by the clause “within the limits of the law.”
Yet, more than his friends within the government, Fukuchi sup-
ported basic popular freedoms and rights. His definition of suf-
frage was more liberal than that eventually included in the first
Meiji election law. 133 The emperor’s powers were curbed by
the very fact of legislating them. His view of the judiciary was
relatively liberal, assuring free and independent courts. Civil
liberties were extended rather broadly. And a procedure was
provided for the impeachment and conviction of cabinet minis-
ters. He was bitterly attacked by Tokyo-Yokohama Mainichi for
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his chapter on imperial sovereignty and his restrictions on civil
liberties. 134 Yet it would appear that, on the whole, Fukuchi
in 1880 had found a position much more concerned than the
oligarchs with popular progress, yet very much mindful of the
maintenance of order and tradition. The constitutional draft,
says a leading political scientist, was “a brilliant work.” 135 How
much it influenced the simultaneous moves being made within
the government in the direction of constitutionalism is a prob-
lem to be considered in the next chapter. What is clear is that
Fukuchi had now found his center as a gradualist, a center
highly influential in the circles of public opinion.

“Gradualism,” wrote the Nichi Nichi editor in 1880, “is the
philosophy of carrying out reforms gradually.” 136 Looking back
over the “golden years” from 1875 to early 1881, that definition
generally involved two specific political themes: the eventual
convening of a national, popular assembly and the adoption, at
the right time, of a constitution. He differed from radical oppo-
nents on the assembly issue by pressing for commoner as well
as elite suffrage and urging the prior establishment of local and
prefectural assemblies as training grounds in self-government.
On the issue of constitutionalism, he placed far greater em-
phasis on imperial sovereignty than did other newspaper ed-
itors, even while calling for more guarantees of personal liberty
than might have suited his government allies. “I have never
changed my philosophy,” he asserted in 1880. 137 It was an as-
sertion open to interpretation; yet it approximated the truth.
The specifics of timing and the concrete incarnations of broad
policies might vary for Fukuchi, but always the channels of the
stream had remained consistent: progress and order assured
by measured movement toward constitutionalism and represen-
tative government.

THE INFLUENTIAL CITIZEN
During the summer of Fukuchi’s third year at Nichi Nichi, sev-
eral dozen prominent newspapermen met beneath the massive
old red pillars and flickering ancestral candles of Tokyo’s lead-
ing Buddhist temple, the Asakusa Kannon, for a strangely curi-
ous service. As onlookers packed the hall, Buddhist priests
chanted sutras, musicians played ancient court music, and a
representative from each of Tokyo’s three leading papers—
Nichi Nichi, Chōya, and Hōchi—read Shinto funeral prayers.
Then twenty-six journalists from more than a dozen papers read
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speeches calling for divine aid in their newspaper ventures. The
stated purpose was to petition the kami or divine spirits for jour-
nalistic success, to confess reportorial sins, to mourn for col-
leagues who had died, to honor imprisoned writers, and, all the
while, to “answer the clamorous opinion that newspaper men
were completely mad.” 138

It was a strange meeting, called for fanciful reasons, joining
competitors and allies alike, hinting at the sentimentality that
ever seethes beneath the self-confident masks of hard-bitten re-
porters. It was at the same time both symbolic and illustrative of
the state of the profession, showing the collective pride journal-
ists had come to feel and suggesting the distance the profession
had traveled in just two years both in attracting talented young
writers and in creating a powerful role in Japanese society. It
symbolized, as well, the troubled times in which the press now
found itself, days of open rebellion by disgruntled ex-samurai
and press oppression by a beleaguered government. And it
highlighted Fukuchi’s role in the press. His newspaper helped
sponsor the event; he was on the four-man committee that
planned it; and his speech was chosen to conclude the service.
He had, by now, become the acknowledged “leader of the pro-
fession,” 139 and throughout the late 1870s, even as he was writ-
ing his forceful editorials on political gradualism, he enjoyed the
fruits of power in a myriad of areas.

Even more symbolic of Fukuchi’s success as Nichi Nichi edi-
tor was the transfer of the Nippōsha offices in 1877 to a new
building in the heart of Tokyo’s business and financial district.
The building was impressive, reflecting annual gross profits of
nearly 100,000 yen, 140 and it came to be cited widely as a sign
of the arrival of the press as an influence-wielding institution.
Wrote competitor Narushima Ryūhoku in Chōya Shimbun:

Whose edifice is this, standing on the corner, thrusting itself
high into the beautiful clouds, glistening in the light of the sun?
It could be the home of a nobleman, or the abode of a general.
But no, it is the newly completed office of our comrade, the
Nippōsha…. It is amazing in its grandeur and splendor. It re-
minds one of the golden cavern of a heavenly hermit. 141

A widely circulated cartoon of the period showed rural pilgrims
praying in front of the building, mistaking the gaslights that
etched it on feast days for those of a temple or shrine. 142

Nichi Nichi had become the first of Japan’s powerful “national”
papers.
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One area that caught public attention in these years was the
continuing innovativeness of the Nichi Nichi reporting. In 1876,
for example, the newspaper inaugurated Japan’s first book re-
views and medical articles. It hired stringers in such far-away
places as Australia. In 1877, it launched the press into the field
of foreign correspondence. 143 That same year it engineered the
most dramatic reportorial scoop of Fukuchi’s career with the
editor’s own front-line reporting from the battlefields of the
Southwest (Satsuma) Rebellion.

The rebellion, often seen as the dying gasp of Tokugawa
Japan and of the old samurai class, had been building ever since
the Restoration and particularly since Saigō and his followers
had left the government during the Korean crisis of 1873. Dis-
traught with a series of government moves that had stripped
them of power, income, and prestige, ex-samurai in parts of
southwestern Japan had risen in scattered, relatively localized
rebellions during the years 1874 to 1876. Their comrades at
the center of discontent in Satsuma, meanwhile, had congre-
gated by the thousands in a network of private, peaceful mil-
itary schools and Confucian academies founded by the almost
legendary Saigō. Unfortunately, however, many of the Satsuma
malcontents had deeper interests than mere academic learning,
and when a rumor spread early in 1877 that government agents
were going to assassinate Saigō, they rose in general rebellion.

Back in Tokyo, Fukuchi saw the uprising as a genuine threat
to the existing government, as well as to national order, and ad-
vocated a swift and sizable military response. On February 20,
when he heard the imperial order to attack the rebels, he left
for Osaka to discuss developments with Itō, who was in that
city formulating strategy. When Itō suggested jokingly that the
Nichi Nichi editor might himself go to the front, Fukuchi seized
the idea, secured official permission and suitable clothing from
Itō, and headed for Kyushu without so much as returning to
Tokyo to inform his staff. There, he called on Yamagata, the field
commander, and asked permission to accompany the troops. Ya-
magata explained that reporters were not allowed among the
troops but suggested that he needed someone to write reports
and draft official documents, a job he thought might appeal to
Fukuchi. Fukuchi agreed that it would—as long as he was al-
lowed to write articles in spare time for Nichi Nichi—and thus
began a life as a war correspondent.

Fukuchi’s news reports became a sensation in Tokyo and
boosted Nichi Nichi’s circulation well above ten thousand, a re-
cord for Japanese journalism. 144 They also illustrated in a new,
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Nichi Nichi offices in 1877, described by Chōya Shimbun as
“amazing in its grandeur and splendor.” The man in the middle
on the balcony is thought to be Fukuchi. (Photo courtesy of
Mainichi Shimbun sha Shi Henshūshitsu)

concrete way Fukuchi’s genius as a journalist. His forte to date
had been editorials, almost to the exclusion of personal repor-
torial writing. Now, faced for the first time with the necessity of
composing regular, factual reports, he produced a series of bril-
liant stories equal to the best standards of war correspondence.

Written in the first person, the stories tended to be long, full
of poignant detail, and crisply written. They described the ter-
rain, the condition of the troops, the strategies of commanders,
the weather—everything in precise, yet rarely tedious, detail.
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Excerpts from his March 23 article, describing a trip south from
Fukuoka toward Kumamoto over terrain the imperial troops had
just crossed, illustrate these stylistic qualities:

At one o’clock I arrived at Setaka, a relatively large post town
sandwiched between rivers. Most of the people seemed to have
been evacuated. All the doors were shut, the canopies down;
inside one saw the tatami folded up. A company of troops had
erected a fortress here.

Laborers were gathering from each post town. Most of those
who came from the direction of Minami no Seki were carrying
wounded soldiers (on rain shutters with ropes attached to the
hooks). Others were carrying ammunition. Or bearing loads on
their shoulders. Or riding horseback. The coming and going
was impossibly confusing….

The morning of the eleventh: It had been raining softly since
the previous evening, and the sky still had not cleared off.
The rain turned to light snow, then cleared up about eleven
o’clock. The troops under General Yamagata had now vacated
the Minami no Seki barracks and headed toward Takase,
almost five ri away. 145 Most of the first two ri were mountain
roads and, the way being muddy, extremely difficult to tra-
verse; but from there on the road became easier, though still a
bit uneven. We arrived in Takase at 2 P.M . …

For eleven days the company that I joined had lived in the
mountains, enduring the rain and dew without so much as
a barracks. They could neither sleep nor eat. Consider, my
reader, how bitterly they fought by day and by night, even
while enduring three days of continuous rain. It is impossible
to imagine their hardships. This company’s blood speaks the
glory of patriotism. Its deaths speak the righteousness of na-
tional service…. 146

Life in a soldier’s barracks, where everyone “had to bear
infestation by lice‚” 147 must have been difficult for the luxury-
loving lord of Ike no Hata. Nothing in his past had prepared him
for insects or spoiled food, for mud or foul-smelling latrines; but
the sacrifices were apparently worth it. During the first weeks
of war, he alone among Japan’s journalists was able to report
from the front, and even after the popularity of his reports had
been established, Hōchi was the only other paper equipped to
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send a correspondent to the scene of battle. 148 Nichi Nichi’s re-
ports were, consequently, far more factual than those of others,
especially after Fukuchi sent two more reporters to Kyushu
later in the rebellion. The increased circulation showed that, in
many respects, Fukuchi more than his fellow Japanese editors
“genuinely understood the role of newspapers and newspaper-
men.” 149

The prestige of the press was further highlighted when the
emperor invited Fukuchi to repeat his observations personally
during a two-hour conference at the imperial palace on April
6—an unprecedented honor for a newspaperman. As Fukuchi,
the loyal imperialist, wrote his wife: “I suppose you know that …
I was received by the emperor and given fifty yen and two rolls
of crepe silk. This is the greatest honor I have ever had.” 150

He described the audience in the Nichi Nichi of April 12, con-
cluding:

This honor was not mine alone; actually the glory belongs to
Nippōsha. Nor would it be inappropriate to call it an honor
for all newspaper reporters—or for society in general. When I
actually ponder the reason for which I was so honored, I am
awestruck…. The opportunity resulted from the magnificent
benevolence of our imperial sovereign, a man who grieved so
deeply over the troops’ casualties and the people’s war sacri-
fices that he deigned to listen to the report of a man who knew
the war situation intimately. And he did this even though I was
but a journalist, a common man! 151

Fukuchi had never been one to err on the side of underestimat-
ing his own accomplishments. He was right, however, in assum-
ing an honor for the press at large. In a country of growing
emperor orientation, the mere granting of such an audience in-
dicated to the world that journalists had gained respect as inter-
preters and reporters of significant information.

The emperor also appears to have given Fukuchi a secret as-
signment; for though he had planned to return to Tokyo after
the audience, he instead went back to Kyushu. And although
his battle reports continued for another two months, Fukuchi’s
most significant task this time seems to have been the drafting
of a letter from Yamagata to Saigō. Yamagata’s intimate
friendship with the rebel general had made the prosecution
of the war exceedingly difficult for him. So, drawing on that
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friendship, he decided to send Saigō a (now famous) plea that
might end hostilities. To draft the plea he called on Fukuchi,
whose literary talent he admired. 152

The letter recalled old friendships and stated Yamagata’s
conviction that Saigō was not personally responsible for the
fighting. It concluded with an eloquent plea to end the resis-
tance: “Several months of fighting have already passed; hun-
dreds of casualties on both sides occur daily; friends kill one
another, kinsmen are pitted against each other … yet the sol-
diers bear no hatred. The Imperial troops are fulfilling their mil-
itary obligation while Satsuma men say they are fighting for
Saigō…. I entreat you to take measures to end the fighting both
to prove that the present situation is not of your doing and
to eliminate casualties on both sides as quickly as possible.”
153 It was, unfortunately, an ineffective plea; Saigō continued
fighting until the collapse of the rebellion and his own death
that autumn. But it illustrated movingly the respect in which
most officials continued to hold Saigō and the hopes they held
for a negotiated peace.

After writing the letter, Fukuchi stayed with the troops for
another month, journeying from one battle site to another and
continuing his war reports, then returned to Tokyo early in June.
Two and a half years earlier, he had helped establish the press’s
role as an opinion maker by inaugurating Tokyo’s first daily ed-
itorial column. Now he had illustrated the potential influence of
solid reporting. It was not undignified, he showed, for respected
men to leave their offices and search out facts, even in the
mire and blood of a battlefield. Prima donna writers who relied
solely on tambōsha (news gatherers) to gather their facts would
in time become an anachronism. Fukuchi’s reportorial role in
Kyushu helped point Japanese journalism in that direction.

Even so, it remained the editorial sphere for which he en-
joyed his primary reputation during the late 1870s. One of his
colleagues, looking back to the editorials of these years, wrote
that Fukuchi was “the only man among Meiji writers who genu-
inely epitomized the journalist’s ideal.” He called him “a su-
perior, civilized man, a leader of public opinion.” 154 A scholar
described his editorials from 1876 to 1880 as “the law of the ed-
itorial world each morning.” 155 And a prominent editor of the
next generation, Tokutomi Sohō, copied Fukuchi’s editorials as
a lad in Kumamoto to “learn how to write.” 156

The most distinctive quality of those editorials, beyond the
style of their prose and the logic of their argument, was the
breadth of subject matter about which Fukuchi wrote. While ed-
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itorialists at most papers continued to concentrate on politics
and, to a much lesser degree, on economics, Fukuchi conscious-
ly gave his editorial columns over to discussing whatever issue
seemed newsworthy. This point is clear from even a glance at
the overall subjects on which he wrote. Of 1,230 Nichi Nichi ed-
itorials during the years from 1876 to 1880, 157 some 338, or
27.4 percent, did indeed deal specifically with domestic politics
and government. But another 265 (21.5 percent) discussed eco-
nomic issues; 195 (16 percent) dealt with international affairs;
and some 430 treated such diverse topics as civil rebellion (11.7
percent), law (3.6 percent), journalism (3.2 percent), literature
and culture (2.6 percent), the military (1 percent), education
(0.8 percent), religion (0.5 percent), and miscellaneous matters
(11.7 percent).

A study of the key events of the period—and the paper’s
handling of them—makes the point even more clearly. A list of
Japan’s most important developments during these years would
likely center on: (1) extension of Japanese influence in Asia, in-
augurated by the treaty with Korea in February 1876; (2) con-
stant efforts to revise the unequal treaties with Western powers;
and (3) economic growth, especially as seen in inflation, curren-
cy policies, and the expansion of trade. These are certainly not
inclusive; nor can they be treated exhaustively. Yet even a cur-
sory survey shows just how completely Fukuchi’s Nichi Nichi
kept abreast of every important topic throughout the period.

The 1876 treaty, providing for Japanese recognition of
Korea’s independence from China and for Japanese commercial
and extraterritorial rights, was signed in Inchon on February
26. As early as January 16 Fukuchi began discussing the atti-
tudes of China and Russia toward Korea, and on January 24,
five days after the receipt in Japan of a request for troops to
back up Kuroda in his negotiations, Nichi Nichi ran the first of
two editorials discussing the need for restraint, even if it was
necessary to send the troops. 158 Early in March, a Nichi Nichi
editorial reported at length on Kuroda’s return from Korea, 159

and during the next month the paper ran no fewer than six
editorials expounding on the importance of both military pre-
paredness and restraint in treaty negotiations, on the efficacy
of the treaty itself, and on the inadvisability of making Korea
apologize publicly for the bombardment of two small Japanese
vessels off Inchon the previous September. 160

Nichi Nichi covered other East Asian developments too. In
1879, it handled the conversion of the Ryukyu Islands into Oki-
nawa Prefecture in half a dozen editorials, claiming that the is-
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lands were, historically, “part of our country” and not vassal
states of China, as some had claimed. 161 In all, Fukuchi ran
an average of fifteen editorials a year on East Asia during
this period. And like most gradualists in the government, he
took a relatively moderate stand toward Japan’s northern
neighbors—especially toward Russia and Sakhalin—but re-
mained expansionist in his attitudes toward southern areas such
as the Ryukyus and China.

Nichi Nichi did an even better job in keeping abreast of
the treaty revision movement. From early 1874 on, the Foreign
Ministry had begun actively to seek revision, with a view to
gaining tariff autonomy and, if possible, relief from extraterri-
torial provisions. Negotiations in Washington led in mid-1878
to a restoration of that autonomy, with a proviso that the other
powers must approve the revision before it could take effect.
The British refused, however, and the plan failed. Negotiations
continued, with Inoue and Ōkuma completing a new draft treaty
in July 1880; but this plan also died, from premature exposure
by the foreign press and subsequent British objections—setting
a frustrating, decade-long pattern in which each time Japan
would appear on the verge of success, an obstacle (often in the
guise of Great Britain) would arise.

From 1876 to 1880, Nichi Nichi ran some seventy editorials
on revision, an average of fourteen a year. Early in 1876, for ex-
ample, Fukuchi spent three days discussing ways to lessen the
curse of extraterritoriality. Foreigners could not be expected to
give up that right until they felt absolutely certain of fair treat-
ment in Japanese courts, he maintained in a typically pragmatic
tone. Since that would be a long time in coming, he recom-
mended that a series of “mixed courts”—of the kind explained
in his 1873 report to Soejima—be adopted, allowing Japanese
and foreigners to sit together in trials of foreign cases. 162 More
than a year later, when negotiations with the U.S. representa-
tives were reaching a climax, Fukuchi ran a series of five editor-
ials stating that the public equated treaty revision with both
extraterritoriality and tariff autonomy, even though the govern-
ment had for the present reduced its demands to the latter. The
editorials ran excerpts of an 1875 letter from Townsend Harris
to Edward H. House, U.S. editor of the Tokio Times, describ-
ing the extraterritoriality provisions as “an unjust interference
with the municipal law of a country,” thus supporting Nichi
Nichi’s claim that the original treaties were indeed unfair and
oppressive. 163
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One of Fukuchi’s favorite topics in this area was the tech
niques of diplomacy. Negotiations, he frequently maintained,
should be handled secretly and negotiators should keep a con-
stant and sharp eye for the treachery of foreign countries. “If
the treaty gives them three concessions to our one,” he said in
August 1878, “we would still probably gain more than they, as
long as we received the rights of legal jurisdiction and tariff au-
tonomy.” 164 Beginning late in 1879 and extending into February
1880, he discussed the entire treaty revision matter—its his-
tory, Japan’s rights, its prospects—in great detail in a series of
more than two dozen editorials. The series is not only detailed
but perceptive, a clear indication that diplomacy was among
Fukuchi’s fortes. 165

The late 1870s were also years of economic trial and expan-
sion. A new banking act in mid-1876, which allowed national
banks to issue notes whether they had specie reserves or not,
helped create a serious inflationary problem during and follow-
ing the Satsuma Rebellion. National banks proliferated in these
years, so that by the end of 1879, 153 of them had been char-
tered. 166 The government continued to encourage private in-
dustry. Trade, particularly the export of silk, grew rapidly,
though the tariff restrictions seriously damaged Japan’s balance
of payments, resulting in a drain of gold and silver of some 71
million yen between 1872 and 1881. 167

In no other area did Fukuchi’s editorials so surpass the rest
of the press as in covering these economic issues. Economics
were then (as now) complicated—the more so since the whole
field of modern commerce was new to the Japanese. Hence
the complaint of Fukuchi’s competitor, Yano Fumio of Hōchi,
that “we always felt … inferior in writing about economics.” 168

Fukuchi, on the other hand, was not so timorous. His earliest
work in the Tokugawa bureaucracy had been with problems re-
lated to currency and customs regulations; he had introduced
Western banking concepts to Japan, had worked in the Finance
Ministry, and had accompanied Itō on a trip to America to study
banking and currency. As a result, he regularly wrote influential
editorials on every economic issue of the time—an average, in
fact, of some forty-four a year.

No major economic issue escaped his pen. In April and May
1876, for example, he did a series on monetary policy; the
same year he wrote nearly two dozen editorials on shipping and
trade, another half dozen on stock exchanges. The year 1878
saw major series on the development of national resources, on
currency, and on the use of foreign capital. Other topics ran
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the gamut from banking and agricultural development to indus-
trial growth and general analyses of the state of the economy. In
other words, he was the complete journalist in the area of eco-
nomics.

Most of Fukuchi’s specific economic policies continued the
pragmatic “progress and order” approach seen in his political
editorials. For example, he came out solidly in favor of public
education regarding the value of once despised commercial ex-
changes. When a rice exchange was set up in Tokyo in August
1876, Hōchi ran a Confucian-based series of editorials opposing
market speculation as a form of gambling and a threat to na-
tional morality. 169 Countered Fukuchi: “Where should we con-
tract together on large sales if not in a public market? What
would these theorists use in place of markets or exchanges?” He
claimed that his opponents failed to understand the true nature
of such exchanges—or to comprehend how much they would fa-
cilitate commerce. 170

His view was equally practical on tariffs. Though friends
might label him a “conservative” in politics, they would never
have dared to do so on matters of trade; for he argued consis-
tently (and in a considerably more liberal vein than the “protec-
tionist” Fukuzawa) that the best policy was not one that would
repel foreign merchants by taxing them heavily but a course
that would win goodwill and attract as much foreign trade as
possible. The idea of high protectionist tariffs, even when trea-
ties made them possible, should be thought through with great
care, he admonished. Protectionism could not be called evil per
se; the United States and England had grown rich on protec-
tionist policies. Yet duties should be levied with caution, after
first making certain that they were indeed limited to items that
Japan already possessed in plenty. Since the Japanese govern-
ment still could not be certain “what imports it should decrease
or what areas should be protected‚” it had best exercise re-
straint in considering duties. 171

Closely tied to this view of protection was his opinion that
the government should aid—but not interfere with—fledgling
domestic industries. It had initially been necessary, he felt, for
the Meiji government to show the way in the development of
industry. Commerce had too long been the exclusive domain
of hidebound chōnin, or city dwellers, who were “excellent at
recording daily transactions” or at “using the abacus” but slow
at adopting Western economic practices. So the government
had initially found it necessary to “wake up” the merchants and
point the way to a “new age” by establishing its own model
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bank and industrial plants. 172 Yet, Fukuchi contended, the gov-
ernment must be cautious in this policy of aiding industry. It
must take care not to “shield or protect a certain industry or a
certain person” above others, and it must gradually curtail its
ties to industry as entrepreneurs became better able to stand
on their own feet. 173

Most incisive of all, at least compared with the writings
of other papers, were Fukuchi’s editorials on currency. Unlike
Ōkuma, who headed the Ōkurasho during these years, he be-
lieved firmly that the best way to check inflation and stabilize
the national economy was to decrease the “excessive” circula-
tion of paper money. The nation needed, he said in July 1877,
a “healthy currency,” which meant that the government should
refuse to issue any more currency than was presently in circula-
tion, even though fiscal pressures were intense. 174 His most
comprehensive statement in this area came in a series of
twenty-two editorials on the “handling of government bonds”
during June and July 1880. 175 Financial conditions had, by that
time, reached a crisis, with inflation skyrocketing, interest rates
hitting an all-time high, imports causing a serious deficit in the
balance of payments, gold and silver draining out of the country
rapidly. In an impressive—almost overwhelming—marshaling of
statistics, Fukuchi detailed for days on end the exact nature
of government expenditures since the Restoration, the amounts
and types of national debts, and the various currency issues.

He divided Meiji economic history into four periods: the
“money-issuing years” (1868–1871), the years in which the gov-
ernment tried to reduce the currency in circulation (1871–
1873), the stable period (1874–1876), and the years in which
national debts had soared (1877–1879). The theme woven
throughout this history was that the government, particularly
since 1877, had constantly issued too much inconvertible cur-
rency through its “indulgent money principles,” thus bringing
the current crisis on itself. 176 Fukuchi admitted that the con-
stant expansion of currency and bonds had contributed to con-
solidation of the government and to the growth of industry. But
“on the other hand,” he insisted, “this reckless issue of curren-
cy spurred the increase in imports, the drainage of gold and
silver, the rise in consumer prices. It transformed the people’s
thrift and kindness into haughtiness and flippancy, into a habit
of concerning one’s self always with today and never with to-
morrow. It created today’s serious difficulties.” 177 He did not
ask that Japan try to change directions immediately; that would
be dangerous and inconsistent with his gradualist insistence
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on order. Instead, he called for the nation’s leaders to “solve
our problems skillfully and gradually by adopting a rigid money
policy.” 178

The series quite naturally angered Ōkuma; for it was an un-
usually sharp attack on his policy of frequently meeting crises
by issuing new currency or notes. But it could not be flippantly
refuted, filled as it was with solid research and detailed descrip-
tions and analyses of Meiji monetary history. One might dis-
agree with the conclusions; but one could not question the
sharpness of the presentation. Fukuchi, said one historian, “was
a power in economics‚” a man whose name “must be added to
the ranks of Meiji economic scholars.” 179 The economic editor-
ials of his “golden era” support such a conclusion.

To analyze the editorials in these various areas is, unfortu-
nately, outside the purview of this study. Fukuchi’s overriding
concerns were journalism and domestic politics. Their signifi-
cance, for our purposes, is the evidence they bear of the
versatility and breadth of Fukuchi’s knowledge and interests. If
the private Fukuchi knew the Yoshiwara quarters better than
did any of his contemporaries, the public Fukuchi knew the
nooks and crannies of national life—of culture, of economics, of
diplomacy, even of the arts—with a perceptivity and detail that
frequently left fellow editors distressed. He was known as the
most versatile Japanese editor: there was “nothing, but nothing,
about which he did not write.” 180

Fukuchi’s influence in the late 1870s was enhanced, finally,
by a host of nonnewspaper activities, even a glance at which
suggests a man known for power broking. His official roles in
the first Conference of Local Officials and the Satsuma Rebel-
lion already have been mentioned. In 1878, he served as secre-
tary of the second Conference of Local Officials, this time under
Itō. And late that same year he ran—and won—in Tokyo’s first
city council (fu kai) election, 181 an election that gave him great
satisfaction both because it represented a practical involvement
in the gradualist process he so often advocated and because of
the sense of history involved in being a member of the first such
council. He was even more pleased the following January when
the council elected him its first president in a close race over
Fukuzawa Yukichi, 182 an honor that the critic Miyake Setsurei
described as similar to “being the first head of the House of
Commons.” 183

Fukuchi also took an unusually active part in Tokyo’s finan-
cial world. In 1875, for example, he was appointed a custodian,
along with Shibusawa and others, of the Tokyo kaigisho, a citi-
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zens’ organization aimed at spending or investing public money
for the promotion of public works. 184 A year later, he also helped
Shibusawa and another leading businessman, Masuda Takashi,
launch Tokyo’s first economic newspaper, the Chūgai Bukka
Shimpō (“Price News at Home and Abroad”), a sheet that even-
tually became the Nihon Keizai Shimbun, one of today’s leading
economic publications. 185 And Fukuchi served as a founding di-
rector of both the Tokyo Trade Association (Shōhō Kaigisho), an
organization much like a Western chamber of commerce, 186 and
the Tokyo Stock Exchange (Kabushiki Torihikisho). 187 His name
connoted influence in the late 1870s. Hence, when contem-
porary Japanese sought to launch public, commercial projects
they frequently approached the Nichi Nichi editor for support
or leadership.

Fukuchi’s ready acceptance of many of these positions
might not have been acceptable by the standards of twentieth-
century journalism; they would have been seen as compro-
mising journalistic independence. That philosophical problem,
however, seems never to have crossed Fukuchi’s mind. The
day of the fully independent press had not yet arrived. Jour-
nalists—including Fukuchi’s more liberal opponents—worried
more about political influence than about abstruse relationships
related to independence. While Fukuchi did insist on the
freedom to write as he pleased, he based his independence on
personal strength of character rather than on the erection of im-
personal, external “fences” to prevent outside pressure.

We have already seen that what Fukuchi wanted most was
the orderly progress of his homeland. What he wanted second
was the success of Nichi Nichi; and, to him, the two were
inseparable. If the accumulation of outside responsibilities
would aid in his nation’s development and at the same time en-
hance the influence of Nichi Nichi (both by giving it greater
access to news sources and by giving its articles greater au-
thority), he saw no reason to avoid entanglements. The years
from 1876 to 1880 were probably his best, certainly his most
powerful. Nichi Nichi had become his personal vehicle for trans-
forming the nation’s press and articulating a rationale for po-
litical gradualism. His reporting, particularly on the Satsuma
Rebellion, had become legendary. His editorials, versatile to an
unprecedented degree, were required reading by competitors
and officials alike. So the acceptance of outside responsibilities
and offices seemed at the time but a simple outgrowth of power,
as well as an indispensable ingredient in the accumulation of
more of it. His viewpoint was national and institutional, not
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popular and grass roots. From that perspective, formal and in-
formal ties with established interests seemed natural indeed.
After mid-1881, this approach would cause him troubles, both
professionally and philosophically, but when he laid down the
brush after finishing the “constitutional opinion” series in May
of that year, the potential conflict between independence and
vested interest had not yet crossed his mind.
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CHAPTER IV
Years of Struggle at Nichi

Nichi:
1881–1888

I felt most keenly that I was misunder
stood…. The loneliness of those theorists
who believed in gradualism was not unlike
that of the morning star at dawn. 1

THE TROUBLED LOYALIST
No time in Fukuchi’s journalistic life was more turbulent, no
succession of months more pivotal, than middle and late
1881—the period in which he turned forty. For six years he had
dominated the Meiji press with a vigor that suggested invinci-
bility. Yet, within a few months of his birthday on May 13, he
would find himself embroiled in the most intense, eventually the
most damaging, fight of his career.

Some hints of a shift had begun to show up as early as
1879. He had, of course, always been the target of competitors’
attacks, but those attacks became particularly virulent after
Fukuchi, as president of the Tokyo city council, helped entertain
the United States’ former president, Ulysses S. Grant, during a
visit to Tokyo on his round-the-world trip that year. A farewell
address arranged by Fukuchi and several colleagues “in the
name of the people of the city” was charged with being os-
tentatiously elaborate. Numa Morikazu, a former official in the
Justice Ministry, joined the staff of the Yokohama Mainichi pri-
marily so he could launch a public attack on the Nichi Nichi
editor for self-serving use of “the name of the people.” He said
Fukuchi and his colleagues had acted on their own, not as ap-
pointed or elected representatives of the council. 2 It was basi-
cally a political attack, born more of personal animosity than of
true indignation, since Fukuchi and his colleagues were indeed
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leaders of the council, even if that body had not actually elected
them as an official entertainment committee. Fukuchi said as
much in his refutation, suggesting that Numa “was simply ig-
norant of the true situation‚” 3 and the controversy soon sub-
sided as such matters do. But the nature of the attack, aimed
not only at refuting Nichi Nichi’s positions but at undermining
its editor’s personal reputation, boded ill for Fukuchi’s future.

As has been seen, Fukuchi’s relationship with the govern-
ment also had begun undergoing somewhat of an evolution
during the last year or two of the 1870s. Perhaps nothing high-
lighted this drift more than the attempts of Itō, Ōkuma, and
Inoue to form a government newspaper. Alarmed at the grow-
ing strength of antigovernment sentiment, as evidenced in the
constitutional discussions being conducted in both the press
and numerous lecture societies, they met at Atami near the end
of 1880 to discuss Fukuchi’s old theory that the government
should use its own newspaper to lead the public directly. On
reaching a consensus, they offered the editorship to Fukuzawa,
who agreed to undertake the project after some hesitation. 4

A number of political crises in 1881 eventually wrecked the
scheme, but for Fukuchi the effect was disheartening. No one
had so often urged the government to use the press in leading
the public; no other major journalist had as regularly supported
the government’s general course; nor had any editor apparently
maintained closer ties to Itō and Inoue. Yet when a decision was
made to adopt his plan, he was overlooked by his own close
friends. It may have been a pragmatic move on the oligarchs’
part; Fukuzawa’s voice likely would have carried more weight,
while Fukuchi’s political views had been publicly aired too reg-
ularly in a daily editorial column to claim freshness. Perhaps
Fukuchi’s growing signs of journalistic independence or (from a
reverse point of view) lack of dependability also played a role.
Certainly his opposition to Ōkuma’s monetary policies weak-
ened any chances for such an appointment. At any rate, he
was bypassed, and the result, for Fukuchi, was keen disappoint-
ment. As he rather bitterly commented about the entire epi-
sode: “I wanted to convert my own paper into a channel for
informing the public about the government’s views, to make it
a government paper. But the government would not go along….
So I finally discarded that notion and saw to it that Nichi Nichi
would be completely independent.” 5

With the coming of spring, one might have expected his spir-
its to rise, since no one enjoyed the season of resurrection and
rebirth more than the cherry-blossom-viewing lord of Ike no
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Hata. Yet the irony of the early spring in 1881, the period in
which his “constitutional opinion” was exerting such influence,
was that it simply brought more troubles. In March he became
involved in a legal battle with another powerful segment of the
Meiji establishment, a battle that was to set off the incredible
string of frustrations and controversies that marked the year so
indelibly in his personal career.

In a strident editorial on March 14, he accused Japan’s attor-
neys of “earning personal profits by promoting disputes among
men” and called for legal action to end the abuse. He noted the
steady increase in the number of civil suits being brought into
Japan’s courts and said the increase indicated not so much that
the public had learned to exercise its rights as that attorneys
(daigensha) were taking advantage of the populace. He accused
them even of provoking arguments between “flesh and blood”
and thus perverting the Japanese customs of “humility and sub-
servience.” To remedy this “leprosy,” he said, Japan needed new
regulations that would consolidate civil law and provide for in-
spection and control of legal practices. 6

The attorneys’ response was predictable. Stung bitterly,
they demanded a retraction and apology, but when Fukuchi an-
swered with an editorial repeating the charges, the Tokyo at-
torneys’ association decided to sue. On May 18 two association
representatives began litigation at the Tsukuji ward court, ac-
cusing the Nippōsha president of causing economic injury by
“damaging our honor, the most priceless possession we have.”
They demanded that a written apology be published in Nichi
Nichi, displayed in the Nippōsha offices, and run in other lead-
ing papers throughout Japan. 7

Fukuchi’s response was to countersue, and during the sum-
mer the Tokyo press (rather gleefully, one suspects) recorded
a succession of legal moves in which neither side made much
headway. As one of Fukuchi’s successors at Nichi Nichi, Asahina
Chisen, wrote: “A power struggle between Japan’s attorneys
and Tokyo’s leading newspaper was not likely to end with the
simple victory of one side. So they piled appeal upon appeal.”
8 Both sides eventually reached an out-of-court settlement, 9

which dropped the demands for Fukuchi’s apology. But despite
the agreement, the entire episode won for Fukuchi the lasting
enmity of one of the Tokyo establishment’s increasingly im-
portant groups. 10

Most important of all in the development of Fukuchi’s ca-
reer, however, were the 1881 upheavals within the government
itself. In accordance with the call (noted in the previous chap-
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ter) for the junior councillors to draw up suggestions regarding
the path Japan should follow in the establishment of a constitu-
tion, most ministers had by early 1881 submitted proposals
advocating gradual, orderly progress toward the creation of a
constitutional monarchy, with sovereignty posited clearly in the
emperor. Ōkuma, by contrast, had failed to submit his written
opinion until March, and he then had shocked most of his col-
leagues by calling for a constitution to be adopted immediately
and advocating that the assembly, to be convened in 1883, be
given a great deal of power. His fellow councillors had been in-
furiated by this break in ranks.

Then, a few months later, news leaked to the press of the
government’s plan to abolish its Hokkaido Colonization Office,
which had been developing large areas of land on the northern
island over the past twelve years, and of a supposed agreement
whereby several of the commission’s members and business al-
lies would be permitted to purchase the Hokkaido lands at a
tiny fraction of the government’s investment. The public reacted
with a show of anger, condemning especially Kuroda Kiyotaka,
the opportunistic councillor who had headed the commission.
Before long rumors spread that Ōkuma, with a personal design
on power, had been instrumental in leaking news of the scandal.
The result was a cabinet “compromise” the night of October 11
whereby progressives were to be placated by the dropping of
the land sale and by the issuing of a promise of a concrete date
by which a constitution would be granted, while the more con-
servative oligarchic side won the ouster of Ōkuma and the long-
term postponement of constitutional government. An imperial
rescript the next day promised a constitution within nine years.
11

Although Fukuchi took no direct part in the government’s
decision, his writings and actions played a significant role in the
unfolding of events. That he had already become somewhat dis-
enchanted with the cliquelike nature of power is by now clear.
On becoming convinced that the rumors about Hokkaido were
true, Fukuchi gave vent to the most heated public outburst of
his life. “I had never been so angry as I was at the government’s
slipshod ways in the Hokkaido land deal,” he said. 12 He ex-
pressed his views, as usual, in Nichi Nichi editorials—on August
10 and 11 and again from August 27 to 31. “Thinking it all to be
a false rumor, I did not at first believe it,” he wrote, explaining
an initial silence on the issue; “when I saw how the accusations
diverged off into thirty-one different directions I doubted their
truth.” Once convinced, however, he “could not” remain silent.
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He likened the councillors’ actions to the English government’s
patronage of the hated East India Company and said that no
“discussion of the profits and losses, advantages and disadvan-
tages” was even necessary to show the devious nature of the
deal. 13

This time he did not, however, limit his attack to the specific
misdeed. The time had come, he argued in a momentous de-
parture from his consistent support of the existing institutional
structure, to change the whole system. “It is natural that scan-
dalous things will occur in an oligarchy,” he wrote. “We must set
up a constitutional system as soon as possible, with government
carried out jointly by both rulers and subjects [kumin dōchi].”
The situation was so pernicious, he intoned, that nothing short
of radical change could quiet the populace: “I am firmly con-
vinced that even if my own tongue should fail me and my
brush be broken, public clamor still would not die down.” 14

His subsequent editorials, written after he had had time to
more carefully research the situation, analyzed the facts of the
Hokkaido land deal in great detail, arguing meticulously the
evils inherent in an oligarchy that would thus deceive its cit-
izenry. On September 6, Nichi Nichi ran excerpts from the
Hokkaido commission’s petition and from Kuroda’s supporting
statement to the Dajōkan (Council of State). On September
30 an editorial written by Fukuchi declared that Nichi Nichi,
“though not having changed its basic philosophy at all,” was
no longer obligated to publish official government decrees and
statements. The break appeared complete.

Nor did Fukuchi limit his expression of outrage to the Nichi
Nichi columns. One of the more colorful aspects of the public
outcry over the Hokkaido scheme was the organization of nu-
merous lecture-protest meetings throughout Japan. Fukuchi
quickly became one of the celebrities of these assemblages.
It was as if in the United States in 1860 Stephen Douglas
had abruptly become a vocal antislavery Republican. The
enemy—the very articulate, powerful enemy—had become an
ally. Little matter that his general political philosophy had not
shifted much; he was now willing to speak on a “liberal”
platform; that meant overnight popularity. The most famous of
the lectures was held the night of August 27 at Tokyo’s Shin-
tomiza. Some five thousand tickets were sold, and the audience
so packed the theater that many had to sit on the platform 15 and
speakers reportedly “strained their voices” trying to speak loud
enough that all could hear. 16 Fukuchi entitled his speech, “A dis-
cussion of public finances in the disposal of the government’s
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reclaimed lands.” He said the current hambatsu (clique) gov-
ernment was managing Japan in a fashion that called to mind
what it might have been like had the old Fujiwara family left the
court and gathered forces to topple the government. 17

The reasons for Fukuchi’s sudden switch, though much de-
bated by scholars, were probably not especially complex. He
himself explained it by denying that he had switched at all,
claiming that he had always evaluated issues objectively and
supported or opposed the government at will. 18 To a degree, he
was right. He had always supported constitutional government,
and from the day he joined Nichi Nichi he had clearly opposed
the permanent existence of a hambatsu government; even now
he set no dates for the promulgation of a constitution, though
he did put greater emphasis on its “early” adoption. Yet, no
number of denials could obscure the strange fact that Fukuchi
was suddenly the hero of those liberals he had earlier labeled
“extremists.” His emphasis had shifted, even if not his basic di-
rection.

The most likely explanation would seem to be twofold. First,
he honestly and rationally disagreed with what the rulers had
done. From the outset he had argued that an oligarchy was ac-
ceptable only temporarily. Hearing of the Hokkaido scandal, it
seems he genuinely feared that its current strongmen were now
moving toward permanent consolidation of personal power, a
development he could never accept. Second, the events of the
past year had increasingly alienated him from the government.
The offer to Fukuzawa of the editorship of a government paper
had given him a feeling of isolation. The fight with the attorneys
had heightened his disillusionment and left him psychologically
fatigued, if not emotionally alienated, from the establishment.
Now the Hokkaido scandal finally convinced him that his future
lay outside the power structure. “The government had become
a temporizing, vacillating entity; so I lost my interest in serving
it,” he wrote. 19 It was the rationalization of a disappointed, dis-
illusioned man; but it approximated the truth.

The furor, including Fukuchi’s protests, did (as has been
noted) have its effect. It showed the councillors, in dramatic
fashion, just how intent the opposition had become in its pur-
suit of constitutional government. The presence of Fukuchi in
that camp gave special urgency and conviction to the clamor,
which in turn helped to precipitate the imperial decree on Oc-
tober 12 declaring “that We shall, in the twenty-third year of
Meiji [1890], establish a Parliament, in order to carry into full
effect the determination We have announced” 20
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But Fukuchi’s cooperation with the “liberals” was short-
lived; for at the end of October, after the assurance of a consti-
tution and an assembly, he switched again. On October 14, he
published the imperial decree, with the statement that Nichi
Nichi was not yet ready to comment on it. Then he requested
from Itō an explanation of the government’s true intent. When
Itō asked if he was satisfied with the decree, Fukuchi replied
that 1890 seemed too late. “Although I am not a radical who
hopes for the opening by 1883 like Ōkuma,” he said, “I feel
the preparations should certainly be completed by 1887.” He
added, however, that the important thing was that the opening
had been promised: “Since I have heard of the august imperial
decision, I will respectfully, happily and fearfully submit.” After
further talks, Itō replied, “If that is really the way you feel, we
are of one and the same mind.” 21 Fukuchi also made calls on
Inoue and Yamagata, who expressed similar views and, thus sat-
isfied, plunged back into the “gradualist” mainstream. It was,
said one scholar, his “second tenkō [conversion].” 22

This time public reaction to his switch was different. The lib-
erals who had so enthusiastically welcomed him in August now
denounced his instability, accusing him of deceit, fraud, and
disloyalty. One might question whether he was in truth much
more unpopular than if he had never joined the anti-hambatsu
camp in the first place. But the immediate reaction to his sec-
ond switch was dramatically vocal and vigorous. 23 Contrasted
with the acclaim of the last two months, it seemed like the out-
cry against a traitor.

Actually, his return to the establishment camp should not
have seemed much more surprising than his desertion two
months earlier. That earlier move had resulted from anger over
a series of specific government acts, not from a philosophical
rejection of the gradualist way. Indeed, it had been consistent
with the “pillars” of his gradualist definition. Even when cooper-
ating with the liberals, he had not felt genuinely at ease among
them. 24 Moreover, his old friends Itō and Inoue exerted consid-
erable pressure early in October, chiding him for abandoning
old allies, arguing that the government had not forsaken grad-
ualism, apparently even hinting at official patronage or use of
Nichi Nichi as an unofficial mouthpiece (a move designed to as-
suage Fukuchi’s pique over the earlier offer to Fukuzawa of the
editorship of the proposed government newspaper). 25 At any
rate, one can hardly conceive of Fukuchi remaining long outside
the establishment camp once the emperor had announced the
government’s intention to move toward the adoption of a con-
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stitution and representative government. This was, after all,
the policy he had advocated since the Restoration; constitution-
alism and popular representation had often been declared the
pillars of his gradualism. Moreover, it was “order” consistent
with imperial sovereignty that he most demanded, an order that
would have been endangered either by oligarchic tyranny or by
full popular sovereignty. Any suggestion of Nichi Nichi being
used as a government voice would only have added incentive,
since government use of the press (as long as the editor con-
sented of his free will) was a policy he had long advocated.

Accordingly, on November 14, a Nichi Nichi editorial de-
clared the paper’s intent to again “place itself at the service
of the government,” meaning that it would henceforth give its
columns over to a defense of general government policies and
actions—probably in a more consistent way than ever before. A
related editorial a week and a half later discussed the govern-
ment’s need of a paper to publicize its views. It still warned
against the danger of unduly harsh press laws, but in a tone
reminiscent of the middle 1870s, it said the use of a goyō paper
would “enable the government to educate the people without
necessitating the suppression of competing newspapers.” 26

Fukuchi was ready to fill that role, although the failure to insist
on press independence would this time bring him grief—partly
because his envisioned government ties were much closer than
even the oligarchs themselves had in mind.

To remove any potential internal obstructions to Nichi
Nichi’s assumption of the new goyō role, Fukuchi reorganized
Nippōsha in December—bringing the paper under more com-
plete personal control than ever, making every department an
extension of his own personality. The first step in countering
radicalism, he declared, was to “gain complete freedom in us-
ing Tokyo Nichi Nichi as I felt best.” 27 Accordingly, the officers
of the paper were formally released, making it possible for
Fukuchi to buy up all company stock and resell it to thirteen
carefully chosen men for a total of 62,500 yen. 28 The list of new
stockholders was made up entirely of old friends or solid sup-
porters of his plan to now make Nichi Nichi a solid party-line
publication (shugi shimbun). The company’s economic position
might possibly be hurt by such a shift in the paper’s editorial
policy, Fukuchi admitted prophetically, but he thought the times
demanded a paper that would support the imperial intent and
fight liberalism regardless of economic consequences. 29
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Popular rumors, not surprisingly, tied the reorganization to a
secret deal whereby the government had paid Fukuchi as much
as 100,000 yen for his support. 30 Fukuchi denied these reports,
and the most likely explanation of the reorganization is that
Itō and others encouraged certain sympathizers to buy stock in
the reorganized company and thus carry out an early version
of Japan’s traditional style of kinmyaku or “money-vein” pol-
itics, 31 a policy that would have been legally defensible even if
ethically questionable. 32 Whatever the reasons, Fukuchi clear-
ly set his paper on a new course during that December. Until
now he had been a “true journalist,” devoted to most govern-
ment policies but equally devoted to the development of a pro-
fessional press. For the next year and a half, by contrast, the
Nichi Nichi would become something approaching a true goyō
newspaper, a seldom swerving defender of the government and
its policies. The lip service to “independence” would continue,
but the reality would not. 33 The result, as we shall see in the
following pages, would be bitter.

THE PARTISAN “CONSERVATIVE”
Symbolic of the shift in Fukuchi’s professional orientation was
the public promulgation on January 4, 1882, of the highly con-
servative “Imperial precepts to soldiers and sailors” (Gunjin
chokuyu), a brilliant, influential, and markedly traditional doc-
ument that Fukuchi helped shape. The Precepts, issued as an
imperial decree at the urging of Yamagata, 34 blended “the tradi-
tional samurai ethic and imperial nationalism” in what a leading
scholar has labeled a personification of the “Meiji spirit.” 35

It asserted, unequivocally, the eternal supremacy of the em-
peror over all Japanese military forces, then urged the troops
to practice five precepts: loyalty (“duty is weightier than a
mountain, while death is lighter than a feather”); propriety
(“always pay due respect”); valor (“never despise an inferior or
fear a superior”); righteousness (“the fulfillment of one’s duty”);
and simplicity (lest you “become effeminate and frivolous”). 36 It
urged military men not to interfere in politics and encouraged
them to value the nation’s interests above personal freedom or
rights. Though aimed directly at the military, it “helped to form
the basis of the official popular ideology: duty and loyalty to the
emperor, the spirit of courage and sacrifice.” 37 And coming, as
it did, less than three months after the imperial promise of an
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assembly and a constitution, it was seen by many as an effective
counterweight to the “popular rights” sentiments unleased by
that earlier promise.

The significance of the document for our present study lies
in the fact that Fukuchi was partly responsible for its conser-
vative ideological tone and its literary elegance. The original
draft, prepared by Yamagata’s right-hand man in the Army Min-
istry, Nishi Amane, had inculcated similar principles but in
milder prose and with only a weak assertion of the emperor’s
supremacy. Thus Yamagata, not totally satisfied, called on
several others to rework the draft. 38 Fukuchi’s main contri-
bution was to give it a ringing admonitory tone and to
strengthen its emphasis on the emperor’s divinity and inviola-
bility. He also added the warning against military interference
in politics. It was not a difficult task, given Fukuchi’s skill as
a writer and his deep commitment to the concept of imperial
sovereignty. But the additions took on “important historical
meaning” in helping provide key underpinnings for the imperi-
alism that would characterize later Meiji Japan. 39 He wrote the
draft, ironically, in 1880 when his gradualism had begun more
and more to emphasize the importance of popular rights, but
even then his “progressive” tendencies had been balanced by
an unshakable faith in imperial supremacy and in the centrality
of the state. The fact that the Precepts were announced in the
early weeks after Fukuchi had declared his fervent rededication
to government gradualism seemed an ironic coincidence.

It was this view of the emperor, moreover, that sparked the
sharpest political debate of early 1882, a debate over the locus
of sovereignty that would eventually draw Fukuchi actively into
the partisan political arena. The sovereignty issue actually had
been introduced to the public in the fall of 1881, sparked by
the government crises described above. Newspapers across the
political spectrum began publishing discussions of the ques-
tion, with some positing sovereignty in an abstract quality of
“justice,” 40 some declaring that it rested in the people, 41 and
others finding it in the imperial institution. 42 But what was at
first a mild, rather theoretical, discussion evolved into a full-
scale war, reminiscent of the 1875 battle over a popular assem-
bly, after the publication by Nichi Nichi in January of a series of
three editorials 43 outlining in great detail the basis of Fukuchi’s
belief that sovereignty resided exclusively in the emperor. The
Tokyo- Yokohama Mainichi answered the next week with the as-
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sertion that it was shared by both the people and the emperor;
44 thus was born a stimulating, acrimonious editorial war, the
fierceness of which has best been described by Fukuchi himself:

The Tokyo editors took up their brushes and wrote article after
article about the issue. I attacked their views, and before long
it seemed that everyone had become my enemy…. As the at-
tacks on my view of sovereignty increased in both number and
intensity, however, it began to get frightening. I had really not
thought that a controversy like this on the nature of sover-
eignty was even possible in the Japanese empire. Its occur-
rence caught me totally off guard…. It reached a point that I
saw but two alternatives: either I could doff my helmet and
surrender or I could die fighting…. I believed so deeply in my
cause, however, that there really was no alternative. I could
never quit. As long as I had a tongue or a brush, I would have
to continue the battle, even if it meant that Tokyo Nichi Nichi
would lose its readers and have to stop publishing. So I just
fought harder. 45

The heart of Fukuchi’s position lay in his defense of absolute
imperial sovereignty as the only system suitable to Japanese
tradition. He defined sovereignty as “the nation’s chief power,
which represents the highest, the supreme, independent au-
thority of the country.” “From the international perspective,”
he said, “sovereignty expresses the nation’s independence and
defends its honor. In domestic politics, sovereignty refers to
the center of the supreme legislative, executive and judiciary
power.” 46 And that “center,” he reiterated in some thirty edito-
rials during late 1881 and 1882, could neither legally nor prac-
tically be attributed to any but the ruler himself. Since states
functioned “organically,” since the political community was like
a “great body which must have a head to govern it,” 47 the em-
peror, or locus of sovereignty, must be seen as the “head and
brains” of the state.

To support this view, Fukuchi raised an issue previously un-
mentioned in the sovereignty debate: kokutai, or maintenance
of a philosophy consistent with “the unique essence of the his-
toric Japanese system.” The word kokutai was not new itself; it
had been coined by the Mito school early in the nineteenth cen-
tury and had been a pivotal phrase undergirding anti-Tokugawa
rhetoric in the 1860s, a code word for men like Yoshida Shōin
and Aizawa Seishisai. 48 Yet, like the emperor himself, its place
in the rhetoric of Restoration leaders had diminished once the
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new government had been consolidated. Now, in the heat of
battle, Fukuchi once again made the emotion-laden term the
chief weapon in the arsenal of the proemperor forces. It was
ironic, of course, that he had been a Tokugawa retainer, a loyal
supporter of the side attacked by the kokutai theorists in the
1860s, while now he was an attacker. But, as we have seen,
defense of imperial prerogatives, which he saw as the key to
Japan’s unique essence, had occupied him increasingly since en-
try into Nichi Nichi. That he should dust off the term now was
both natural and significant for the future of his land.

Sovereignty, Fukuchi maintained, must be determined by a
nation’s individual heritage rather than by any sort of universal
law. To rely on the abstract ideas of Western theoreticians like
Jean Jacques Rousseau or Charles de Secondat Montesquieu
was inadequate, as was undue reference to the present state
systems of the West. Rousseau’s “social contract” might be
novel, but in the final analysis it must be admitted that it lead to
the French Revolution and would be a threat to Japanese tran-
quility and order. 49 Moreover, those who espoused such the-
ories did so without considering the fact that Japan’s kokutai,
or historical essence, differed markedly from that of Europe,
where popular rights sentiments could be traced back for cen-
turies. “To delight recklessly in the systems and customs of
Europe, to embrace arbitrarily the social contract theory and
to say that we must snatch sovereignty from the hands of the
emperor in order to achieve the essence of a consitututional
monarchy is to do violence to the shining spirit of our kokutai.”
50

The heart of kokutai, for Fukuchi, was the manifestation of
loyalty to a sovereign and divine emperor. “It is not of our own
choosing that all government be carried out by imperial will,”
he wrote. “It has been decreed by the gods from the time of the
first ascension to the throne that state affairs should be decided
without bias.” Imperial sovereignty might be another word for
tyranny in Europe where rulers had so often been despotic,
but in Japan imperial rule had been benign and heaven-sent,
as well as immutable. 51 It was important, he added, to make a
distinction between a nation’s political systems and its kokutai.
“Though political systems should indeed advance with the
movement of the times, kokutai is fixed, something that never
changes.” 52 To maintain a fixed principle on which Japan’s po-
litical systems could evolve peacefully, a sovereign imperial in-
stitution was a necessity.
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It is possible that Fukuchi disparaged undue reliance on the
West at least partly as a result of an inability to locate Western
scholars who supported his view of sovereignty. Seki Naohiko,
his assistant at the time, recalled that Fukuchi became ecstatic
to the point of “pounding his desk” one day when he found a
Western work that offered some support for his views. 53 Fuku-
chi himself expressed “complete discouragement” over a failure
to find much assistance in Western writings. 54 But, whatever
his motive for raising the issue of kokutai, it was a forceful
and significant argument, one that would become basic to all of
Fukuchi’s later articles on national development and central to
the nationalistic spirit that began to grip Japan from the 1890s
onward. The intellectual historian H. D. Harootunian has found
the “rhetoric of Japanese jingoism … in the prewar period” to
be “little more than a restatement of the intellectual spirit of
the Restoration.” 55 If that is true, Fukuchi’s role in reviving
the kokutai theme probably formed at least a link in the chain
leading toward that restatement.

This is not to suggest that Fukuchi completely discontinued
his advocacy of the more progressive aspects of gradualism
after the beginning of 1882. If he was now placing more em-
phasis on imperial sovereignty, he continued at the same time
to discuss the need to go forward with preparations for opening
the assembly, 56 to write editorials on popular freedom and lib-
eralism, 57 and to call for a constitution that would make a place
for political parties. 58 It was just that whereas the need for a
constitution had dominated his editorials before 1881, imperial
sovereignty now became dominant. The national assembly’s
power was to be granted by the emperor; the people were not
to “insist on the popular will in defiance of the imperial will.”
59 Even the question of whether Japan needed party cabinets
was to be “left completely to the emperor.” 60 It seems never to
have occurred to Fukuchi—at least in print—that a ruler might
someday be despotic, that the advocacy of both true freedom
and absolute imperial sovereignty could be regarded as a con-
tradiction. That, to him, was what was unique about Japan’s
kokutai: Japanese rulers were benevolent; imperial violation of
the public’s best interests was unthinkable, a contradiction in
terms. Hence, the simultaneous maintenance of popular rights
and imperial sovereignty became not only possible but natural.
It was a concept that would become increasingly important with
the passage of years.
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A key question here is, of course, why Fukuchi’s series on
sovereignty took on a more conservative tone than had the con-
stitutional articles he had written the preceding year. Though
the superficial observer might write the change off to political
expediency, careful analysis seems to reveal at least two more
significant explanations. First, both constitutional government
and the national assembly had now been promised by imperial
decree, thus giving him an entirely new framework in which to
write editorials. This promise assured the realization of those
goals that until then had meant most to him in the stream of
gradualism. Now, in order to keep either the constitution or
the assembly from being influenced too much by liberal or ex-
treme ideas, ideas that still might introduce disruption or rev-
olution, it seemed necessary to call for restraint, to bolster the
foundations of imperial rule, which he thought would prove
Japan’s savior. Second, Fukuchi had always been given to the in-
stinctive weakness of overreacting. Hence, when liberals began
attacking his articles on sovereignty, he defended his position
even more vigorously than his original viewpoint might have
warranted, perhaps creating an unconscious shift in his own
attitudes in the process and letting the conservative facets of
his overall philosophy take on an importance he might not have
given them in calmer times. This is not to say that the con-
versations with Itō and Inoue in October 1881 had not helped
bring him back to the government side. It merely suggests that
the emphasis on sovereignty was quite sincere and within the
perimeters of Fukuchi’s lifelong conception of gradualism. Sat-
isfied with the direction of “progress,” he began to place more
emphasis on “order.”

The year 1882 was not marked, however, merely by theoreti-
cal discourses and intellectual sparring. In that year Fukuchi
became involved in a more practical way than at any other
time in his life in the confused world of politics, both in writing
editorials and in founding one of Japan’s first three political
parties, the Rikken Teiseitō (Constitutional Imperial Party).

His view of political parties, as it showed up in the Nichi
Nichi editorial columns, went through a vague evolution during
the first five months of the year, an evolution that attempted
to balance his own basic support of such parties with the gov-
ernment’s increasingly negative view of them. At the beginning,
he favored a system similar to that found in England, as did
most other papers, arguing the merits of a constitution that
would allow the establishment of party cabinets. 61 During the
week following the launching of the Teiseitō in mid-March, he
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stated publicly that the current government leadership group
might justifiably be called a “party cabinet” since its views co-
incided with those of his new party. 62 That opinion drew di-
rect and heated fire, however, from key oligarchs like Yamagata
who insisted that the only connection between parties and the
government should be indirect assistance and protection of
groups that chose to support official positions. 63 So Fukuchi
began to modify his stand. He called his labeling of the ex-
isting government as a Teiseitō cabinet a “snap judgment on my
part,” admitting that political party cabinets had the inherent
danger of becoming “the haunts of party hacks” and of bringing
government into such subservience to the assembly’s majority
party that “the emperor would possess glory in name only.” 64

Yet he refused to concede that Japan should forever revoke
the possibility of party cabinets. The final decision on the nature
of cabinets, he maintained (with a bit of waffling sophistry),
would have to be left until the promulgation of the constitution
in 1889, since it had already been determined that all cabinet
ministers would be imperial appointees until then anyway. 65 His
paper added later in May that someday in the future, in times
of tranquility and peace, Japan might enjoy the possibility of
occasional party cabinets to insure governmental harmony and
honesty—as long as those cabinets unselfishly observed the “na-
tional spirit.” 66 In other words, though he would not defy the oli-
garchs’ insistence on separation of politics and administration
for the time being, he refused, even as a goyō editor, to simply
parrot their positions.

Fukuchi’s belief in the validity of party politics showed up
most clearly—and most practically—in his endeavors in behalf
of the Teiseitō. The previous year he had vowed that “if my en-
emies make a speech, I shall make a speech; if my enemies
form a political party, I must form a political party.” 67 And
they had done just that. Following the intense political enthu-
siasm of September 1881 and the subsequent announcement of
plans for a constitution, many groups had become engaged in
movements and campaigns (occasionally violent in nature) to in-
fluence political developments and the eventual form of the con-
stitution. As the agitation and turmoil grew, some decided that
mere spontaneity was insufficient to accomplish what they de-
sired. Thus, late in 1881 the government’s more liberal oppo-
nents, following the lead of Itagaki, joined together to form the
Jiyūtō (Liberal Party), a party dedicated to French-style popular
sovereignty and parliamentary government. Soon a number of
newspapers announced that they would lend their columns to
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the Jiyūtō cause. 68 (Nichi Nichi, it should be noted, was thus not
the only party-line paper in 1881.) On March 14, 1882, as the
Jiyūtō movement seemed to be gathering force, the Kaishintō
(Progressive Party) was formed by the somewhat more British-
oriented followers of Ōkuma in order (like the Jiyūtō) to urge
greater recognition of popular rights—and to fight both the gov-
ernment and the Jiyūtō. 69 It too was supported widely in the
press, by such papers as Tokyo-Yokohama Mainichi, Hōc hi , and
Yomiuri. Fukuchi, recalling his views of a few months before, re-
acted predictably:

I shuddered at the radical democracy being advocated by the
newspapers and society at large. I felt that if the mood were
not checked or changed, public opinion would become democ-
ratized to the extreme by 1890. The parties seemed on a col-
lision course with the constitutional monarchy…. So I decided,
rashly perhaps, to shoulder the task, without regard for my
own capabilities. 70

Lofty motives aside, Fukuchi was supported in this decision
to start a party by a number of friends in the government who
were sympathetic with the idea of a progovernment party as
an effective means of checking the liberal movement. Having
failed in efforts to suppress Tokyo’s antigovernment papers by
buying them off, 71 men like Itō, Inoue, and Yamada Akiyoshi,
with Yamagata’s encouragement, had begun secret consulta-
tions early in 1882 about forming a party to “organize non-
official support for the government and thwart the develop-
ment of other parties.” 72 It was a controversial idea, however,
and officials soon found themselves entangled in debate over
whether such a party would accomplish enough to warrant the
expense—or whether it was philosophically consistent with the
kind of government they envisioned.

Fukuchi was among those consulted, and when he became
fearful that the vacillation was hurting the gradualist cause, he
decided to act privately. Joining fellow journalists Maruyama
Sakura of Meiji Nippō and Mizuno Torajirō of Tōyō Shimpō, he
announced independently on March 18 the formation of Japan’s
first progovernment political party, the Rikken Teiseitō. 73

The new party’s platform, published the same day in Nichi
Nichi, 74 pledged the Teiseitō to imperial rule and gradualism,
“neither adhering to conservatism nor disputing with radical-
ism, but constantly seeking the parallels of order and progress.”
It proclaimed eleven basic principles:
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1. It has been made clear by imperial order that a national as-
sembly will be convened in 1890. Our party will observe that
intention; we absolutely will not discuss its alteration.

2. It has been made clear by imperial order that a constitution
will be granted by the emperor. Our party will observe that in-
tention; we absolutely will not violate the rule of the authorized
constitution.

3. Sovereign power in the empire resides, indisputably, within
the sole control of the emperor. The application of his will shall
be regulated by the constitution.

4. We seek the establishment of two branches in the national
assembly.

5. We seek to restrict the parliamentary electorate by require-
ments related to social standing or some such standard.

6. We believe that the national assembly should be granted
authority to enact laws for promulgation throughout the land.

7. The emperor should have the authority to approve or disap-
prove of the national assembly’s decisions.

8. We maintain that naval and army men should not take part
in government or in politics.

9. We seek the independence of judicial officials, in order to
maintain the purity of our legal system.

10. We support freedom of speech and assembly so long as it
does not interfere with national peace and order; we also seek
freedom of public lectures, newspapers and publication within
the limits of law.

11. We maintain that today’s inconvertible paper money should
be changed gradually into convertible paper money by a reform
of the monetary system.

Along with this platform, Fukuchi also published a commen-
tary (engi) on the new party. The platform, he said, had been
shown to several ministers and councillors who said it coincided
perfectly with the aims of the cabinet. Nevertheless, he felt it
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necessary to place conditions on the government-party alliance:
“If the cabinet members always adhere to this philosophy with-
out betraying us, our party surely will support the govern-
ment…. But if the cabinet members should shift or turn away
from our position, we, being ruled by party philosophy, would
no longer be able to assist the government even if we should
want to. The debates and positions of our party serve only the
interests of party philosophy, not of the government or cabinet.”
75 The aim, said Fukuchi, was to serve Japan, not merely to
engage in mutual recriminations, as had the Jiyūtō and the
Kaishintō. “We seek internally to insure the rights, the peace
and the well being of our people according to Japan’s eternal
kokutai, and externally to enhance national sovereignty by de-
fending her glory against all countries. Moving forward within
the bounds of gradualism, … we seek the parallels of progress
and order…. Thus we organize this Rikken Teiseitō, desiring to
move ahead with the support of all like-minded men.” 76

The party formed on this “progress and order” platform
was the smallest of the period’s three political organizations,
claiming the allegiance of some thirty local groups compared
with about forty for the Kaishintō and more than sixty for the
Jiyūtō. 77 Its membership consisted mainly of rising bureaucrats,
Shinto and Buddhist priests, prefectural officials, public school
teachers and a number of businessmen with government con-
nections—mostly men without major national political influence,
though its supporters did include a few prominent leaders like
Sasa Tomofusa in the Kyushu Shimeikai and, initially, some im-
portant behind-the-scenes bureaucrats. 78

The Teiseitō commenced its stormy public history on March
21 with a lecture meeting at Tokyo’s Shintomiza, the same the-
ater, ironically, where Fukuchi had drawn an overflow crowd for
his denunciation of hambatsu politics seven months earlier. All
the organizers of the new party spoke, outlining the nature and
aims of the Teiseitō, as well as their view of imperial primacy
and of the current government. The audience, though neither so
numerous nor so boisterous as it had been the previous autumn,
filled the available seats. 79 Party leaders followed this up by or-
ganizing a supporters’ club in Tokyo, called the Tokyo Kōdōkai,
and arranging lecture tours throughout western and central
Japan. In October, a three-day conclave was held in Kyoto for
several hundred of the party’s supporters. Fukuchi, who lec-
tured at various posts along the Tōkaidō en route, served as
chairman of the gathering and issued a rather platitudinous syn-
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opsis of the “convention,” praising the “intimate friendship of
like-minded men” and calling for another meeting a year later.
80

As one might have expected, however, the Teiseitō was too
closely tied to government positions to become truly popular.
And the indirect linkage of Nichi Nichi to the April stabbing
of Itagaki further diminished the party’s public image. On the
evening of April 6, after one of the Jiyūtō leader’s typical two-
hour speeches at Gifu, 81 a young schoolteacher charged at
Itagaki with a sword, attempting unsuccessfully to kill him.
Reports of the incident—embellished with descriptions of the
falling leader gasping histrionically, “Itagaki may die but liberty
never!” 82 —spread quickly through Japan, and Jiyūtō followers
reacted with predictable fury, demanding recourse and hail-
ing their cause with new fervor. It was Fukuchi, however, who
proved the chief victim of the stabbing. The story spread that
the young teacher’s act had been incited by Nichi Nichi crit-
icisms of Itagaki. Fukuchi made matters worse a month later
with an inflammatory editorial claiming, incorrectly, that Itagaki
had slandered the emperor. 83 The Teiseitō leader apologized
after the accusation had caused a fresh uproar, claiming that he
had received mistaken information. 84 But the cumulative result
was public sympathy for Itagaki and indignation toward the Tei-
seitō and its leader.

The party was even more severely damaged by the govern-
ment’s cool treatment and eventual withdrawal of support, as
well as by the oligarchs’ determined efforts after the summer
of 1882 to weaken the entire political party movement. In June,
they announced a revised law of assembly, providing that all
public meetings be approved and monitored by local authori-
ties and adding severe penalties for defying the law or disturb-
ing the peace. 85 The leading oligarchs also succeeded in getting
Itagaki and Gotō Shōjirō, the Jiyūtō’s other chief luminary, to
make a trip to Europe, thus dividing and severely damaging
that party. 86 Moreover, they initiated attempts to curtail the in-
fluence of Mitsubishi, a pro-Kaishintō shipping company that
had received considerable government patronage over the past
decade, 87 and made efforts, though unsuccessful, to entice
Ōkuma to go abroad too. 88 Then in April 1883 the press laws
were revised to further curtail debate. The net effect was that
the Kaishintō and the Jiyūtō began fighting more within and
among themselves, and though they continued to exist their vi-
tality diminished. 89
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The impact was even greater on the Teiseitō. As the govern-
ment’s overt opposition to the other parties increased, its covert
support of the Constitutional Imperial Party decreased. More
and more, members of the oligarchy began espousing “trans-
cendentalism,” a view that called for cabinets to stand aloof
from all political activities. Fukuchi’s old friend, Itō, became
particularly cold toward the party after his return from Europe
on August 3, 1883, having become enamored with the German
idea of the supraparty cabinet. 90 As the trend became more and
more obvious, even Fukuchi’s own Teiseitō colleagues began
arguing for the disbanding of the party. Fukuchi continued to
hold out for a time, contending that someone must oppose the
other parties. But by late September the means for supporting
the party—both financial and human—had eroded drastically. So
he consented and on September 24 the Teiseitō’s termination
was announced. The government’s role, said Miyake, was that
of “leading a disciple to the roof top, then pushing him off.” 91

It was a disillusioning end—particularly so for Fukuchi, the
Teiseitō’s head and heart. The party had not really gotten off the
ground. Its popular image as an “official” organization, as well
as its final failure, greatly damaged (and eventually wrecked)
Fukuchi’s newspaper career, 92 while the sum he spent pro-
moting it drove him toward bankruptcy. The Teiseitō, moderate
though its platform may have been in most areas, never escaped
the “conservative” label, partly because Fukuchi’s tendency to
overreact in the heat of battle highlighted his conservative de-
meanor more than his popular tenets. Even the political or
philosophical contributions of the party have been questioned
by some, as they were by Fukuchi himself. 93 It was, said one
critic, “a worthless, dream-like thing.” 94 It spent too much time,
said another, attacking the other parties and too little espousing
positive views. 95

Yet, to flippantly write off either the Teiseitō or Fukuchi’s po-
litical contributions in this period would be a mistake. “We may
have erred in raising issues without checking on the cabinet’s
intentions concerning the organization of a political party,”
wrote Fukuchi, “but one cannot say our support of imperial gov-
ernment in the midst of all the storms … did not have a certain
effect.” 96 One effect was just that: bringing the “other side”
into the political debate of the period and thus articulating for
the public certain principles that otherwise might have been
forgotten by most outside the bureaucracy. Fukuchi and the
Teiseitō alone among the disputants vigorously and constantly
advocated such concepts as kokutai and loyalty to the emperor,
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though the underlying Teiseitō demands for “progress and
order” were theoretically not far removed from the Kaishintō’s
own ostensible motto of supporting policies that were “slow and
steady, moderate but sound.” 97 While the other parties were
stirring up passions in support of parliamentary government,
Fukuchi was stressing traditional values. The journalist and
critic Kuga Katsunan declared: “The party’s role in countering
popular trends and cooling down the popular rights fervor and
radicalism was a necessary one.” 98

To Fukuchi also goes some credit for helping to stimulate
public interest in political issues. He and his colleagues pro-
vided a target for the sharp thrusts of the liberal movement.
They called public attention to the issues by their own heated
volleys. If these were indeed years of preparation for constitu-
tional, participatory government, that contribution was not in-
significant. It should be noted too that the policies and concepts
Fukuchi supported during this period generally were enacted or
realized as Meiji Japan ran its course. His forceful articulation
of kokutai foreshadowed the total permeation of that concept
in the following decades. His absolutist view of imperial sover-
eignty showed up clearly in the Meiji constitution, as did his
proposals for a bicameral legislature, an imperially appointed
cabinet, and separation of civil and military bureaucracies.

It would be folly to credit his advocacy with primary
responsibility for the adoption of such policies. But as one of
the earliest Meiji advocates of kokutai and one of the most
consistent private spokesmen for imperial sovereignty, his role
cannot be dismissed. While theorists in the other two parties
equivocated on the role of the emperor, claiming devoted al-
legiance yet often so clouding the meaning of his authority as
to rob that allegiance of much of its significance, 99 Fukuchi
almost alone spelled out a consistent view of imperial sover-
eignty. His ideas were admittedly somewhat absolutistic and
thus unacceptable to twentieth-century liberals; yet as the first
major Meiji journalist to consistently espouse complete fealty to
the ruler from the head as well as the heart, he brought new
meaning to the concept of imperial rule, at the same time of-
fering a foretaste of late Meiji, imperialistic nationalism. The
ultimate collapse of the Teiseitō robbed him of much personal
influence and eventually contributed to his disillusionment with
public life. But by the time of the party’s collapse in September
1883, he had made a genuine mark on Meiji politics.
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THE EMBATTLED EDITOR
Late in December 1881, shortly after the reorganization of Nip-
pōsha, an anonymous caller brought a small package to the
Nichi Nichi offices and requested that it be given to Fukuchi.
Removing the wrappings, the forty-year-old editor found a box
inscribed “ten thousand yen gold‚” with a baked sweet potato
(satsumaimo) and rice cakes (omochi) inside. Immediately, he
said, “I recalled the riddle: ‘Sweet potatoes and the rice cakes
of Hagi’” (satsumaimo to ohagi) 100 —a reference to the leading
han in the hambatsu government, Satsuma and Chōshū (Hagi
was the castle town of Chōshū), and to Nichi Nichi’s rumored
new financial ties to the government. 101 It was an amusing slan-
der, hardly enough to give Fukuchi pause. Yet it was, in many
ways, an omen. For though 1882 would prove frenetic enough to
be mildly satisfying, the two years after that would involve him
in life’s most difficult series of events—events that would leave
him alienated from older government allies, ostracized by rising
younger bureaucrats, and, in the end, disillusioned with public
life altogether.

One blow fell in the summer of 1883, shortly before the
forced disbanding of the Teiseitō, when the government an-
nounced that it would at last begin publishing its own official
“Gazette” (Kampō). 102 Though Nichi Nichi was promised distri-
bution rights (a promise never kept), the government made it
clear that it would no longer need Fukuchi’s paper to publish of-
ficial notices. The financially pressed Fukuchi fought the move,
just as he was fighting at the same time against the demise of
the Teiseitō, maintaining that it would be more economical to
make Nichi Nichi a Kampō. 103 But the fight failed, and by early
fall Nichi Nichi had been forced to revert to a broader style of
journalism than it had practiced over the last year and a half as
a “true” goyō shimbun. Ties to the government, its editor had
learned for the last time, would not work, especially when the
government was itself a changeable, faction-ridden institution.

Unfortunately for Nichi Nichi, one result of this severing of
relationships was that many junior bureaucrats now began to
give voice to their own latent hostility toward Fukuchi and his
paper. A new breed of young officials was beginning to exert
its influence in the various ministries, men who had reached
maturity after the Restoration, who had joined the government
after Fukuchi’s resignation from the Ōkurashō and thus did not
know the Nichi Nichi editor personally. When senior officials
read Fukuchi’s defenses of political gradualism, they envisioned
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an iconoclastic friend, an “idea man” who had made his pres-
ence vividly felt in the government until 1874. The younger offi-
cials, however, saw only the gray conservatism of a middle-aged
establishment figure, a “haughty power seeker” who might
write ringing editorials but would never bother to make their
personal friendship. As long as the official détente between
Nichi Nichi and the government existed, most of them had felt
obliged to conceal their personal feelings toward Fukuchi. Once
the official break came, however, that obligation evaporated,
and the result gave the already frustrated editor more than
ample trouble.

Particularly distressing were the new difficulties it created
in the gathering of news. Prior to the decision to publish an
offical organ, Fukuchi had enjoyed an advantage over other
papers in acquiring official documents and reports, an ad-
vantage he found justifiable in light of his special support of
official policy. After that summer, the favors ended. When he
called at various bureaus, petty officials would either avoid him
or deliver a lecture about the vice of “leaking secrets.” Some
even refused him general, nonsecret information. Their atti-
tudes “shocked” a man who had always preached and practiced
personal loyalty. Had he not stood by the government at the ex-
pense of personal popularity; and did he not, as a result, de-
serve special treatment? As he complained in his memoirs: “It
is hardly appropriate to regard foes and friends alike. How, in
heaven’s name, can that be called true equality?” 104

As a result, at least partly, of the withdrawal of official sup-
port, Nichi Nichi’s circulation also began to decline. Actually all
of the daishimbun suffered a drop in circulation after the po-
litical wars of 1882 and early 1883, but none was hurt more
than Nichi Nichi. From an average daily circulation of 8,547
in 1882, the paper dropped to 5,349 in 1883, a reduction of
37 percent. In the same period, Hōchi dropped by 30 percent,
Chōya by 24, while Fukuzawa’s independent and less political
Jiji tripled its subscription list. By 1885, Nichi Nichi had de-
clined even further, to 4,312 subscribers a day. 105 The circula-
tion loss came in large measure from the failure of officials
and government institutions throughout the country to continue
subscribing to Nichi Nichi. By Fukuchi’s reckoning, the number
of officials taking Nichi Nichi declined by some 40 percent be-
tween 1883 and early 1885, even while Fukuchi’s competitors
were enjoying a 30 percent rise in that category. This develop-
ment, he said, was a “great perplexity.” 106
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It should not be inferred from these troubles, however, that
Fukuchi descended into oblivion. 107 For even though the retro-
spective view shows 1883 to be the year his fortunes started
irreversibly downward, his power and influence appeared very
much intact to contemporaries in the middle 1880s. That he
remained one of Tokyo’s most influential journalists, one of
Japan’s foremost citizens, shows up quite clearly both in the
paper itself and in the responsibilities he shouldered in public
life.

To look at the pages of Nichi Nichi during these years is, in
fact, to see a paper deeply involved in the normal operations of
a leading national publication. Writers often dramatize transi-
tion to the point of obscuring reality; nearly all have done
so with Fukuchi. 108 But in truth the public image of Fukuchi
shifted only slightly after mid-1883. The circulation decline
would have been noticed by a few; certainly the loss of the goyō
columns and the demise of the Teiseitō were obvious. Yet Nichi
Nichi’s editorials continued, as they had before 1881, to sup-
port an independent gradualist course and to serve as a hub
of Tokyo’s political debate—at least into 1887 when Fukuchi’s
slipping grip at the paper become more obvious. And the
paper’s editor himself continued to exert an exceedingly strong
influence in public circles.

Ironically, one of the positive results of Fukuchi’s political
failures was the resumption at Nichi Nichi of efforts to publish
a truly journalistic newspaper concerned not just with politics
but with the broad spectrum of issues that had characterized
its coverage during the 1870s. Editorials on domestic politics
decreased from 40 percent of the paper’s total in 1882 to a
more balanced 15 percent in 1885, while those in other areas in-
creased proportionately. Economics again came to rival politics
for newspaper space, with key topics including everything from
public bonds and railway development to the need for speed
in issuing inconvertible currency. Coverage of such heretofore
minor topics as military affairs and cultural developments in-
creased markedly. And international matters, particularly those
of East Asia, became a Nichi Nichi forte, averaging some 32
percent of all editorials published from 1884 to 1886. 109

In 1884, for example, Fukuchi gave over forty editorials to
a discussion of China’s war with France, advocating above all
that Japan remain neutral, not allowing friendship with China
to draw it into the conflict. 110 The China-Japan-Korea triangle
dominated foreign affairs in 1885 and 1886, and again
Fukuchi’s writings rather accurately reflected major national
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concerns, consistently advocating both military preparedness
and realistic restraint in handling those Korean problems that
threatened so often to spark war between Japan and China.
By 1887, tensions in East Asia had relaxed slightly and Nichi
Nichi’s emphasis shifted to Europe, with some forty-four edi-
torials on such matters as Franco-Prussian hostility and Occi-
dental policies toward the East. Early in 1888, Fukuchi ran an
incisive series on treaty reform in reaction to a much-discussed
article by Edward H. House criticizing the Western powers for
treating Japan unfairly. 111 He thanked the U.S. journalist for his
defense of Japan but maintained in typically pragmatic fashion
that House was by now “out-of-date” and too moralistic, that
Japan must win treaty revision on its own by convincing foreign
powers that she was genuinely ready for it. 112

Moreover, the tone of those political editorials that Fukuchi
did publish called to mind the more independent spirit of the
late 1870s. Though the demise of the Teiseitō had combined
with the decline of popular interest in politics to take some
of the old impact out of his political writing, his articles on
the developing bureaucracy frequently sparked at least hints of
the old combativeness. They were, as formerly, relatively con-
servative in tone, yet purposefully independent. He continued
to insist on imperial sovereignty, allowing that insistence to
color all his other positions. He praised the institution of a
cabinet system late in 1885 as a “major step on the road to
constitutional government.” 113 Yet he defined the ambiguous
phrase “responsible cabinet” conservatively as the responsi-
bility cabinet ministers owe to an emperor, who in turn “bears a
great responsibility to his own good intentions, a great respon-
sibility to history and a great responsibility to the gods.” 114 He
maintained that although “special circumstances” might some-
times call for party cabinets, such cabinets should be regarded
as “makeshift” or temporary. 115

The most spirited and fully independent of Fukuchi’s latter-
year political editorials came in an impressive attack early in
1886 on the ever increasing oligarchic tendencies of the govern-
ment. Called simply “Satchō ron” (“On Satsuma and Chōshū”),
it ran for five consecutive days and stirred enough controversy
to merit reprinting in booklet form. 116 As Fukuchi’s last major
political blast at Nichi Nichi and as one of the period’s more in-
cisive critiques of clique government, it has drawn comparison
to his “Kyōjaku ron” (“On strength and weakness”) at Kōko
Shimbun nearly twenty years earlier. 117 Accordingly, it deserves
consideration in some detail.
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To understand the import and meaning of “Satchō ron,” a
brief description of national political developments after the
demise of Fukuchi’s Teiseitō is needed. With the decline of the
parties and of popular political fervor, the center of political ac-
tivity had shifted to the government itself where a number of
bureaucrats, under the lead of Itō, had begun intensive prepa-
ration for the drafting of a constitution. Following his study of
European constitutions, the once “liberal” Itō (a man described
by one contemporary as a “smooth sailor” who “knows how to
go with the crowd” 118 ) had become an advocate of non-party
government and of a Prussian-style constitution where most
power resided in the executive.

By way of preparation for the constitution, he and other oli-
garchs began in 1884 to set up a number of specific institutions
that would insure a smooth transition to the kind of government
they envisioned. First they set up a peerage of more than five
hundred persons divided into five ranks. Then, in 1885, they
devised a modern cabinet system, headed by a prime minister,
to replace the old Dajōkan, or Council of State, structure. Both
moves served to strengthen the oligarchs’ own positions, the
former by constructing a conservative basis for the House of
Peers that would be set up under the constitution, the latter by
solidifying and more clearly rationalizing the executive base of
power. Other moves included adopting the German general staff
system in the army, making the military directly answerable to
the emperor and creating a national police force under central
government control. By 1886, work was ready to begin on the
actual drafting of the constitution.

At least as significant as the nature of these creations was
the fact of who created them. By the middle 1880s a small,
select group of men including Itō, Yamagata, Inoue, Matsukata
Ma-sayoshi, and Kuroda Kiyotaka had come to completely domi-
nate national policy. Nearly all of them hailed from the Restor-
ation han of Satsuma and Chōshū. Seven of the eight men in the
first cabinet were Satchō men, and all but two of the Meiji era
prime ministers came from there. In other words, it had become
clear by the middle 1880s that without the right geographical
origins one’s hope of attaining power in the government was
slight. Though opinion leaders expressed occasional resentment
against this tendency, the options for checking it seemed to be
diminishing.

It was with this realization—as well as his own disillusion-
ment over the Teiseitō debacle—in mind that Fukuchi thus set
out on January 19, 1886, to discuss the reasons the Meiji gov-
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ernment had come to be called a “Satchō administration.” The
Restoration, he noted, was carried out almost exclusively by
Satchō forces. The consolidation of the government was
planned and executed by men from those two han, with only a
few exceptions. The newly established cabinet excluded nearly
anyone who was not from those regions. There was no question,
he said, about the fact that these men had served their country
courageously, leading in the Restoration battles, encouraging
the development of solid foreign relations, abolishing the decen-
tralized han, and “destroying hundreds of years of feudalism at
a single leap.” The problem was that they had consolidated per-
sonal power to a point where “no man could occupy a strategic
post or attain a position of genuine influence without the power
of this very Satchō clique behind him…. Military and civil power
is now controlled completely by Satsuma and Chōshū.”

The following day, he discussed the conditions that had al-
lowed this situation to develop. He saw the problem as an out-
growth of the fact that the Meiji government took root in a
“feudal” period during which each han had distrusted all other
han. In consolidating power, the Satchō men created wide-
spread distrust among the leaders of other domains and, as a
result, were forced by both custom and prevailing conditions to
man the bureaucracy from among their own associates. This did
not mean that they had desired at the time to establish perma-
nent Satchō rule; it merely indicated that, bred in feudal prac-
tice, they had been unable to escape old ways and ideas. The
men from Satsuma and Chōshū were, he suggested, like those
of Sparta in ancient Greece—men of special “ability and merit.”
And “it is quite natural that great merit begets great strength.
Even in nations like the United States, with pure democratic
systems, the Republican party ruled the country for twenty
years on the basis of having triumphed in the Civil War.” So it
was understandable, in light of both feudal custom and superior
merit, that Satchō should have established a long rule.

But the time had come to end that special privilege. Even
Kido had said that the “work of the Meiji government would
not be fully consolidated until favoritism toward Satsuma and
Chōshū had come to a halt.” And had not Itō, the ruling prime
minister, once called “the evil of favoritism unbearable”? The
Satchō dominance was, indeed, a challenge to true imperial
sovereignty, a point with which Fukuchi dealt at some length
the following day. 119 Then, in a burst of sarcasm, 120 he sug-
gested that having “restrained their personal affection for the
Tokugawa … and their han lords, having suppressed their af-
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fection for their native areas, they had carried out their
meritorious Restoration deeds in behalf of the court”—climbing
of course to their current stations in the process. Now, to prove
that they still were motivated by concern for the imperial wel-
fare, the oligarchs should once again “bear the unbearable and
suppress their affection for their own disciples” in order to
abolish the despicable practice of geographical favoritism with-
in the bureaucracy.

After a reiteration of the many areas of society dominated
by Satchō men, areas ranging from banking to railway con-
struction and shipping, Fukuchi proceeded in the final in-
stallment of the series to suggest means whereby the Satchō
oligarchs could “regulate their preponderant strength.” 121 “I
know that power does not plan its own decline,” he admitted.
But he did think the ruling men had a duty at least to restrain
that power. To do that he recommended that the government
immediately and fully carry out a “General plan for reorgani-
zation” that had been submitted to the cabinet by Itō on De-
cember 26, whereby upper-level offices were henceforth “to be
conferred only on those that successfully pass a Higher Exami-
nation.” 122 “I agree with this plan,” he said. “If we strictly carry
it out, disciples will no longer be tools. Superiors will not be
able to assist them in their climb. We will no longer follow the
patronage road. Men will be promoted simply as a result of their
own superior merit…. They will not need to depend on Satchō
strength.” The result, he concluded, would be a gradual decline
in Satchō influence and a more impartial government.

For a man who had so often been called a goyō, or “kept”
editor, it was a remarkable series, reminiscent of his editorials
in 1880 and 1881, when his gradualism had frequently called
specific government practices into question. In no way could
one say that it departed from his gradualist convictions. What
it did instead was to highlight, in a last grand series, the es-
sentials of Fukuchi’s mature approach to gradualism. Nation-
centered “order” remained basic; the perspective of the articles
was a belief in the use of talent so as to make national struc-
tures strong: indeed, the very stimulus of the series was an
officially published reorganization plan. So he obviously was
not opposing the established “order” per se. At the same time,
“Satchō ron” asserted that still more “progress” was needed to
assure the perpetuation of order and strength. The government
had grown unduly despotic and inflexible. It had an insufficient
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number of valves through which talented men could vent their
frustrations, too few ways to use such persons’ talents. The sit-
uation was, in a real sense, unstable.

One suspects that personal bitterness played a certain role
in inspiring the outburst against favoritism. Certainly Fukuchi’s
experiences with the Teiseitō and the Kampō had given him per-
sonal insights into the darker side of patronage politics. Talent,
he had found, had never been quite adequate to compensate for
his own Nagasaki origins. But the mere accusation of personal
pique hardly explains away the very real nature of the problems
raised in “Satchō ron.” No less a figure than Ōkuma had been
squeezed excruciatingly in the vise of faction politics. 123 So had
Itagaki and Gotō Shōjirō. That these abuses should have been
treated so forcefully by a paper still widely regarded as conserv-
ative and progovernment, however, gave the movement for their
elimination greater impetus. It may have been Fukuchi’s “final
explosion” as a journalist. But it was a powerful one, indicating
the influence the name Fukuchi still exerted in Tokyo’s public
circles.

Equally illustrative of his continued influence were the num-
ber and nature of his nonjournalistic activities. He continued to
live a life of luxury at Ike no Hata. The home, with its massive
gates overlooking the blue-green waters and yellow-pink lotus
blossoms of Ueno’s Shinobazu Pond, had long since become
one of Tokyo’s more famous abodes. 124 It was built in purely
Japanese style, with a mother-of-pearl phoenix crest on each of
the horizontal pillars, specially ordered tatami from Bingo for
flooring, and a perfectly designed tea house in the courtyard.
As the lord of the home, Fukuchi was known for the scores of
servants he commandeered “like an army general organizing
his platoons.” 125 And until late in the 1880s he continued to
socialize with officials and businessmen of the stature of Itō,
Inoue, and Shibusawa, entertaining them lavishly at his annual
cherry-blossom-viewing parties and attending their gaudy mas-
querade balls in return. 126 As Suezo, a hero in Mori Ōgai’s Gan
(“Wild geese”) and one of Fukuchi’s jealous neighbors, sneered:
“How stupid to squander money like some men, like Fukuchi for
example … strutting openly on the streets and followed by … ex-
pensive geisha.” 127

Fukuchi was also much in demand during these years as a
lecturer and a sponsor of philanthropic organizations—teaching
recent history at a widely acclaimed “scholarly research
association” (gakujutsu kōkyū kai) launched in February 1884,
128 serving as a founding director of Japan’s Red Cross in 1887,
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continuing on the Tokyo city council into the 1890s. When Kon-
nichi Shimbun conducted a poll in the spring of 1885 to find “to-
day’s ten most outstanding men,” some 1,406 persons named
Fukuchi first in the field of journalism and second in overall bal-
loting. His 1,089 votes followed only those of Fukuzawa (1,124
votes) and led such men as Itō (leading politician: 927 votes)
and Shibusawa (businessman: 596 votes). 129 It was hardly a sci-
entific poll, yet its testimonial to Fukuchi’s continuing promi-
nence was undeniable.

Prominence was not enough to satiate Fukuchi, however. He
had tasted not just prominence but dominance, and as the sec-
ond decade of Meiji neared a close the old combatant began
showing signs of growing weary of public life. His efforts to
revive Nichi Nichi did yield mild success, as the paper’s circula-
tion increased by about 15 percent between 1886 and 1888. 130

But it was too slight a change for a man whose paper had ruled
society. Moreover, the press itself had begun changing signifi-
cantly in these years, and Fukuchi seemed to lack the inclina-
tion to keep abreast.

By the latter half of the 1880s, a new generation was spear-
heading the drive for journalistic modernization—young intel-
lectuals such as Tokutomi Sohō and Kuga Katsunan, business
entrepreneurs such as Murayama Ryūhei—men who saw jour-
nalism not merely as a step to political prominence but as a
fulfilling profession in and of itself. They, along with the estab-
lished independent journalists at Yomiuri and Jiji, introduced
numerous new elements into the respectable press: cartoons,
novels, serials, interviews, unabashed commercialism. Indeed,
by 1890 nearly all of the old distinctions between the daishim-
bun and shōshimbun would have been obliterated by the spread
of this true commercial journalism. But Fukuchi was not psy-
chologically prepared to keep pace. He could not really bring
himself to publish novels or to edit for the sake of entertaining.
131 Progressive though he was in the field of economics, he could
not escape the Confucian-based view that commercialism de-
based a paper. He had been the servant of political interests too
long to be capable of genuine editorial objectivity. Even news
he still regarded as secondary to political comment. In 1888,
when asked to speak into Japan’s first phonograph machine, he
took the microphone and said: “This sort of invention will make
things hard for a newspaperman.” 132 A decade earlier he might
have hailed its possibilities. But now the innovator had become
a conservator. It was almost as though he had formed his ideas
about the press by age thirty-five, then refused to change.
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To make matters worse, Fukuchi grew poor. He had gone in-
to heavy debt in promoting the Teiseitō, only to see the party
fail. 133 Nichi Nichi’s declining revenues had forced him to take
a salary cut, and by the end of the 1880s he was approaching
bankruptcy. 134 “I was being pressed in every direction by force
of circumstances,” he wrote. “I no longer loved reading as in
the past…. It was not too late to change my line of debate and
join the liberal forces, but it seemed wasteful to turn on friends
of past years and return to old pet theories just to gain per-
sonal fame. So I saw no choice now but to retire from debating
circles.” 135 It was the complaint of a mentally exhausted man.

Yamagata, among others, urged Fukuchi to take a temporary
leave from the paper and travel abroad, a course of action that
might have refurbished both his enthusiasm and his viewpoint
just as it had in 1865 and 1871. 136 But even that failed now
to interest him. Instead, early in 1887, he began relinquishing
control at Nichi Nichi. On January 4, he turned the proprietor-
ship (mochinushi) of the paper over to Ishikawa Shukō, though
maintaining personal direction of the editorial writing. The
company’s announcement of the transfer, published in
Fukuchi’s name, indicated that an internal power struggle had
perhaps already begun. It cited the paper’s “difficult straits” as
the reason for the shift and added, somewhat defensively: “I am
still managing Nippōsha, and I am still carrying on as usual in
matters pertaining to the writing of Nichi Nichi Shimbun.” 137

Just what control Fukuchi actually maintained is unclear, as no
one chose to record the details of internal struggles.

In the middle of the next year, however, Fukuchi, clearly
under pressure, severed all formal connections with Nichi
Nichi. On July 10, 1888, a company advertisement stated: “Nip-
pōsha president Fukuchi Gen’ichirō, being unable to continue
exhausting work due to a nervous disorder, has been dis-
charged. Seki Naohiko has been selected to be in charge.”
Fukuchi would remain as an informal consultant (kyakuin),
willing to give “friendly service,” but his formal ties to Nichi
Nichi were severed. 138 Suematsu Kenchō, a former Nichi Nichi
writer and now an official in the Home Ministry, was at first
invited to assume the editorial reins, and when he declined
Seki was called home from a Nichi Nichi assignment in Europe
to take over. 139 It was a whimpering end to a dynamite
career—surprising in its final suddenness, yet somehow fitting
in the life of a mercurial man.
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THE GRADUALIST JOURNALIST: AN EVALUATION
The discouragement Fukuchi carried with him from Nichi Nichi
was, in many ways, unnecessary. Events of recent years had,
admittedly, been disappointing. Yet the overall effect of his life
since the Restoration had been one of remarkable contribution
and influence, shown as much by the controversies that plagued
him as by the achievements that followed him. Competitors fre-
quently had damned him as a “kept editor‚” an “old-fashioned
conservative” or a powermonger, but friends had described him
as independent, truly civilized, a “man of the century.” Which,
one finds oneself asking, were correct? In what ways did both
groups approximate the truth? More important, what were the
dominant or consistent strands of his thought, the actual contri-
butions he made to the politics and journalism of his day?

Looking first at the specific, evolving meaning of Fukuchi’s
political thought, one finds not only a distinct delineation of
the issues that dominated early Meiji society but also a general
statement of most of the basic principles that underlay those
issues. His view was, with some exceptions, purposefully similar
to that of the government’s leading oligarchs; so his articulation
and defense of gradualism tells much about the general course
the government itself pursued.

First of all, Fukuchi never failed to demand the drafting and
promulgation of a constitution—as soon as Japan was ready for
it. Within a month after initiating editorial columns at Nichi
Nichi, he had begun discussing the need for constitutional gov-
ernment. 140 In 1880 he called for a national assembly to draw
up a constitution under imperial direction. 141 His 1881 outline
of a constitution was one of the first private drafts to appear in
the press. He claimed late that year that it was the emperor’s
concrete promise of constitutional government that made it im-
perative to renew his support of the government. As he wrote in
September 1881: “When we can establish joint rule of the peo-
ple and the sovereign, opening an assembly and establishing a
constitution, then we will have been able to carry out our de-
sires.” 142 That, to him, was the bedrock foundation of gradu-
alism.

Second, Fukuchi’s gradualism never ceased to call for
steady movement toward establishment of a “popular as-
sembly.” The idea of some kind of cooperation between the
rulers and the people appealed to him from the first, though he
felt that heimin were not yet ready to assume major political
responsibilities in 1874. They had been nurtured in sub-
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Fukuchi Gen’ichirō in 1903, at age 62.

servience, he said, hence should be tutored in self-government
by the creation of local cooperatives and assemblies before a
national legislative body was established. In 1879 he illustrated
what he meant by accepting the presidency of Tokyo’s first
drastically limited city council; his constitutional draft called
for a relatively strong assembly; and while his views on the
nature of the assembly narrowed after 1882, bringing him to
warn more and more forcefully against allowing an assembly
to curtail imperial power, 143 never did his support of an as-
sembly system per se waver. “The two most important tenets
of gradualism‚” he wrote, “are the promulgation of a consti-
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tution and the convening of an assembly.” 144 His view of rep-
resentative government may not have been thoroughgoing or
Western; neither could it be shaken.

Third, Fukuchi never abandoned his contention that one of
the prime purposes of the constitution was to insure the public’s
right to “enjoy freedom,” 145 though once again his was a pecu-
liarly Japanese, “order”-oriented definition of freedom. In his
initial argument on a popular assembly, he maintained that the
entire point of gradually developing representative government
was to train people to grasp and maintain their own rights. His
constitutional draft assured the right of people to own property,
to enjoy freedom of speech and religion within legal limits, and
to receive equal treatment before the law. Even the Teiseitō
platform called for “freedom of speech and assembly, as long
as it does not interfere with national peace and order.” 146

Unfortunately, the legal limitations Fukuchi would have placed
on such freedoms indicated a significant inconsistency, a flaw
born of traditional Confucian training, in his stated concern for
civil rights. That he genuinely believed that a government must
serve the populace seems unassailable. But he was not a popu-
list, not a true democrat. He never moved beyond the parallel
belief that the people must also serve the government. Reforms
in the direction of rational, orderly government were essential
to the movement toward a strong nation. But always the em-
phasis was on tenka kokka, the nation above, rather than on
shimin kokka, a nation in which government belonged to the
people. Popular freedom was more a component of moderniza-
tion than an end in itself. But, as a component, he desired it.

The reason for this likely lies in the fourth aspect of
Fukuchi’s gradualism: his emotional and undying support of
Japan’s tradition and historical polity, or kokutai, as an absolute
essential if progress were to be genuine. Perhaps the most
forceful aspect of many of his debates was his assertion that
liberal opponents used “desk top” arguments that ignored
Japan’s distinctive tradition. 147 With the passing of years, few
positions became so fraught with emotion to most Japanese
as the uniqueness of their land, its traditions and history. One
of the Meiji press’ earliest articulators of this emotional at-
tachment to the national spirit, to “all that could not be
touched,” 148 was Fukuchi. From the early Nagasaki days,
Fukuchi regarded himself as a historian. “My impression,” said
one student of the press, “is that his historical view shines
through all of his articles…. I think one root of his gradualism
lies there.” 149 For that reason, it was quite natural that he, more
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than most (and earlier than most), would view progress in the
light of what he saw as kokutai, or the historical Japanese way.
To be a good dramatist, he admonished a student, one must:
“Know Japan! Know Japan!” 150 He felt the same way about the
man who would write a constitution.

Closely related was Fukuchi’s forceful defense of imperial
sovereignty as the heart of kokutai. More than his contempora-
ries, he espoused both of what Robert N. Bellah has referred to
as the “father figure” and the “mother figure” images of the em-
peror. The emperor was, to him, both the essential samurai—the
remote, elevated, demanding hero—and the “warm, accepting
Gemeinschaft,” the “shield from anxiety.” 151 Already at Kōko
Shimbun, his attacks on the Meiji government went to some
lengths to point out that he firmly supported the principle of im-
perial sovereignty. In his first year at Nichi Nichi he declared
the primary purpose of a constitution to be “service to the will
of the emperor.” 152 Some fifteen editorials were given to an im-
pressive, almost reverent consideration of the imperial line in
early 1879. 153 Both his constitutional draft and his contribution
to the “Imperial precepts to soldiers and sailors” highlighted
a fervent loyalty to the “divine emperor.” While the platform
and party prospectus of the Jiyūtō contained “scarcely a ref-
erence to the Emperor,” 154 Fukuchi’s Teiseitō made loyalty to
the ruler basic in its party statements. And his attachment to
that view grew more intense as time passed. “I thought that
public opinion could not disagree with my position” that “sover-
eignty always resides in the king,” he wrote of the 1882 sover-
eignty war. 155 In 1886, he described those who would support
popular sovereignty as violators of Japan’s history. 156

The sixth and final pervasive tenet of Fukuchi’s philosophy,
a tenet that summarized all the rest, was a profound belief in
the orderliness of progress. Undue haste in fostering new ways,
he said so often, would bring chaos and disorder. He found the
middle road “indispensable to the spirit of a nation,” to mak-
ing it possible to support “good and beautiful governmental re-
forms” without introducing unnecessary disruption. 157 That, to
him, meant that Japan must progress into the contemporary
world by drawing up a constitution, opening a popular national
assembly, and assuring certain human rights, but that it must
at the same time safeguard tranquility and all that was good
about Japanese tradition by basing progress on kokutai and
imperial sovereignty—a philosophy, in other words, of specific
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progressive tenets circumscribed by generalized conservative
traditions. As he said in the Teiseitō platform: “We seek the par-
allels of progress and order.” 158

Gradualism, to Fukuchi, was thus a blend—sometimes inspi-
rational and sometimes oppressive, often inconsistent yet
always pragmatic—a philosophy fitted uniquely to the rapidly
changing country and government he served. His early ad-
vocacy of kokutai and absolute imperial sovereignty made him
a forerunner of nationalistic movements that would eventually
sweep Japan and propel it toward a cataclysmic clash with
the Western world. His attacks on hambatsu factionalism pre-
figured the well-known “conservative opposition” of the late
1880s and 1890s. 159 His limited definitions of popular rights
and representative government found general embodiment in
the Meiji constitution itself. If one were to choose a phrase
descriptive of the essence of Fukuchi’s (and, one might say,
the government’s) gradualism, it would be: “orderly Japanese
progress.” Certainly, he felt, Japan must evidence progress if
she were to enter international society. Certainly that progress
must be orderly. And order could be assured only if progress
were consistent with Japanese tradition. With the realization of
these three points Fukuchi would be satisfied.

Turning from the abstract world of political thought to the
more concrete sphere of journalistic practice, one sees at least
as many different evaluations, as curious a blend of the weak
and the strong, the conservative and the progressive, as one
does in the “political” Fukuchi.

One is struck first with the weaknesses that prevented him
from realizing his full potential. Nearly all observers have com-
mented, for example, on his personal eccentricities: the arro-
gance that offended acquaintances and often robbed his writ-
ings of their logical impact; the self-confidence that led him
to spread his talents over too many areas; the tendency to
prodigality that made him vulnerable to attack, to charges of
corruption. Yet at least two other, more basic, weaknesses
appear to have detracted even more significantly from his jour-
nalistic contributions.

The first of these lies in Fukuchi’s failure to develop a clear
philosophy regarding the nature and role of news reporting. He
had, admittedly, studied the Western press more diligently than
had most of his contemporaries; and we have seen that his view
of reporting was well in advance of that of other journalists in
the 1870s. Yet, as in so many of the early Japanese contacts
with the West, Fukuchi seems to have grasped (often intention-
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ally, one suspects) only selective aspects of the institution. He
failed, in the final analysis, to carry even those aspects that
impressed him to logical conclusions. The political influence of
European papers impressed him deeply, the informational role
much less. Consequently, as one reads the pages of Fukuchi’s
Nichi Nichi, one is struck with the constant subordination of
news to opinion. Even if he developed the art of reporting more
fully than did his early contemporaries—and even if the subor-
dination of news might be said to have represented a natural
response to a period of national turbulence and awakened po-
litical consciousness—still, the marked tendency to slight news
coverage cannot be ignored.

The result was a lack (though not an absence) of objectivity
and breadth, as well as an overemphasis on those items that
best coincided with Fukuchi’s gradualist point of view. When
he went to Kyushu in 1877, for example, his reports stressed
government triumphs to the point of inaccurately downplaying
rebel strength. And though he wrote on many topics, his focus
continued always to be those matters most related to politics
and economics. The obscene scandalmongering of the shōshim-
bun was, of course, taboo to Fukuchi; but so was the less polit-
ical news orientation of Yomiuri and Osaka Asahi Shimbun,
which emerged as Japan’s first genuinely commercial news-
paper during the 1880s. Because of this heavy political ori-
entation, Fukuchi was never able to offer his readers a full
complement of news and features, not even a genuine balance
of opinion. A full century later, press critics were complaining
that Japan’s newspapers often denied their readers a broad
spectrum of political viewpoints. 160 Even in that respect,
Fukuchi may have been a forerunner, though one could hardly
call it a salutary distinction.

Second, Fukuchi never seems to have developed a definite
policy regarding the proper relationship between the govern
ment and the press. The early years at Nichi Nichi found him
speaking out for the Kido faction. After Kido’s death he became
increasingly independent, even while identifying generally with
the policies of such Chōshū oligarchs as Yamagata and Itō. In
August and September 1881, he broke completely with the oli-
garchy, only to become its devoted servant during 1882 and
1883. It would appear, in other words, that two forces vied con-
stantly for Fukuchi’s loyalty, creating a struggle that would fi-
nally destroy him as a journalist. On the one hand, there was
his bright vision of the press as a political instrument, his desire
that Nichi Nichi become the people’s window to the government
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and that its editor become the popular articulator of official po-
sitions. On the other hand, Fukuchi ever remained too proud
and self-confident to suppress his own points of view. Hence,
he generally demanded the right to independence even when
supporting the government line, and he always insisted that the
press be accorded the basic legal freedoms then enjoyed by
Western newspapers. It was an anomalous position, born more
of emotional reaction than of philosophical commitment. And it
was a personally ruinous position; for even as it kept him from
establishing the principle of genuine press freedom, it also pre-
vented him from realizing his own dream of establishing a gov-
ernment newspaper. “Being a non-hambatsu official‚” he wrote
in his first novel, “is like walking a tight rope. You never know
on what day or at what time you will fall.” 161 The same might
have been said of a government-oriented journalist who, one
suspects, helped stretch his own rope.

Unfortunately, many press historians become so impressed
by Fukuchi’s final tragedy that they fail, except in the use of a
few sweeping platitudes, to evaluate his positive contributions.
Yet, for all his failings, he was a leader of his times, one whose
contributions dramatically outweighed his failures.

In the first place, Fukuchi, by the very act of becoming a
journalist, had much to do with raising the press from a posi-
tion of social contempt to one of respect. At the time he joined
Nichi Nichi, reporters generally were scorned as mediocrities;
news was unreliable, opinion pieces limited largely to essays
contributed by outside experts. Fukuchi’s courage (and it was
that) in making the leap from the bureaucracy to journalism,
however, influenced others, and within the next few years the
press became a haven for ambitious youths and bright but bitter
bureaucrats—men like Tokutomi Sohō (whose first journalistic
impulse came from a dream of being “like Fukuchi” 162 ), Yano
Fumio, Saionji Kimmochi, Taguchi Ukichi, Inukai Tsuyoshi, and
Hara Satoshi. In the exaggeration of Inukai, by the late 1870s
newsmen had become “the most learned people of the age, …
greatly respected by the public.” 163 In that transition, Fukuchi
must be granted a measure of credit.

He also deserves credit for introducing the daily editorial
into Japanese journalism, and with it the idea of maintaining a
fixed company philosophy. The climate was ripe for the publi-
cation of daily editorials when Fukuchi changed Nichi Nichi’s
format in late 1874. He had been invited to the paper largely
because of the increasing politicization of the press. So once
Nichi Nichi instituted its page one editorials, such columns
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were rapidly copied by other papers. By the spring of 1875,
the editorial, or ronsetsu‚ had become a focal point of Tokyo’s
political discussions. One might indeed say that Fukuchi’s ed-
itorials were too successful. Not only did they draw heated
responses; their influence undoubtedly contributed to the over-
politicization of the press during the first two decades of Meiji,
a politicization that caused the press’ temporary decline when
political fires dampened, and contributed to the relatively slow
growth of other features of modern journalism.

Fukuchi, in the third place, deserves credit for intro-
ducing—at least encouraging—a miscellany of other Western
concepts to Japanese journalism, concepts that he never fully
developed but that came to fruition in the writings and man-
agement of others. “He knew China, the West and Japan like
no other person of his day‚” said Nishida Taketoshi of the Meiji
Shimbun Zasshi Bunko, Japan’s leading repository of
nineteenth-century press archives; “so he was the only one,
except perhaps Fukuzawa, capable of showing newspapers the
way of modernization.” 164 Though his concept of the press’ in-
formational role never matured, he did advance the art of re-
porting to new levels, encouraging highly paid reporters (kisha)
not to consider themselves above digging out facts, and winning
imperial recognition for his own reportorial efforts in the
Satsuma Rebellion. He taught, likewise, the need for versatility
in the press, lambasting those editors who wrote only about
politics, introducing every topic from economics and culture to
journalism and religion into Nichi Nichi’s editorial columns. As
Inukai put it: “When I think about it, no one else was as well
qualified as a newspaper reporter. He excelled in kambun, yet
was well-versed in Japan’s own literature and language. Being
versatile, … he was also intimate with entertainers. The breadth
of his knowledge was frightful.” 165

In many respects, Fukuchi also showed the way in news-
paper management and technology. He pioneered in company
management practices by reorganizing Nichi Nichi as a joint-
stock company in 1877 and by introducing unified control over
the business and editorial sides of his paper. He was the first
editor of a daishimbun to purchase steam-run presses, which
meant that although Nichi Nichi’s circulation in 1881 was
similar to that of its major competitors, Chōya and H ōchi ,
its work force was only two-thirds as large. 166 He introduced
color advertising to Japan. And the result of this willingness to
innovate technically was that Nichi Nichi became, until 1881,
the most profitable daishimbun in the nation. 167 The advantage
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evaporated when men like Murayama at Osaka Asahi began
running papers as truly commercial ventures in the 1880s; but,
once again, Fukuchi had at least pointed the way.

“As long as there are newspapers in Japan‚” said Tsukahara
Jūshien, “Koji will be our honored teacher.” 168 The modern-
izer of the press? A modernizer of the press? The leading voice
of his time? The father of true journalism in Japan? Fukuchi
has been called all of these. Without deciding which label is
most accurate, the best summary of all is perhaps the retro-
spective evaluation of one of his fiercest competitors, Hōchi’s
Yano Fumio:

Fukuchi’s Nichi Nichi Shimbun editorials led and dominated
society…. They exerted an authority unseen among newspaper
editorials elsewhere. The reason was that Fukuchi, having
early traveled to the West and investigated new matters in
various societies and systems, possessed the greatest learning
of the time. Both government and people were overwhelmed by
the feeling that in order to understand the strengths of Europe
and America, it was necessary to look at Fukuchi’s Nichi Nichi
editorials…. I have not in all my life seen a time that a news-
paper’s editorials have so guided society. 169

Fukuchi was thus a complex man, driven as a youth by ambition
and visionary ideas, hindered in his late forties by a seeming
ossification of those ideas. It was almost as though “progress
and order” had become as much the symbols of his personal
life as they were the standards of his public postures. At an
early age he had set goals: he wanted to influence his country,
from as high a position as possible, toward the creation of a
stable, modern state worthy of international respect; he wanted
to edit a newspaper for the sake of shaping political opinion.
When those goals were achieved, he rested. Times and trends,
of course, kept evolving, but his journalistic and political goals
really did not. So, disillusioned by personal loss of influence, he
left those two worlds. There was, however, still another segment
of society—the world of literature and drama—that had not yet
come abreast of all his youthful ideas. So rather than hewing
new courses or dreaming new ideas as a politician or journalist,
he simply switched. He would, he decided, see what could be
done with his ideas in the arts.
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CHAPTER V
The After Years:

1888–1906

People long on talent and rich in knowledge
are likely to be dissatisfied with conditions in
today’s society. Becoming strangely cynical
about the world… they may well find plea
sure in making fun of society … through the
medium of humorous novels. 1

The late nineteenth century in Japan was an era of mind-shat-
tering transformation, a period so dramatic in its introduction
of change that Basil Hall Chamberlain found it no hyperbole
in 1904 to comment that “having arrived in Japan in 1873, we
ourselves feel well-nigh four hundred years old.” 2 Yet, by the
late 1880s, the middle years of Meiji, one also could find a
full complement of feudal remnants, one of the chief of which
was the pervasive tendency to regard men of literature merely
as idle practitioners of a “useless pursuit.” 3 Even the eclectic
Fu-kuzawa Yukichi said of Japan’s first “modern” novelist, Tsu-
bouchi Shōyō: “It is quite beneath the dignity of a person
holding a Bachelor of Arts degree to engage in such a vulgar oc-
cupation as the writing of novels.” 4

Social ostracism was not, however, sufficient cause to keep
Fukuchi out of a profession. At least twice in his first forty years
he had defied friends’ advice, to enter forbidden worlds, first
in 1859, when he forsook the “safe” field of Chinese studies to
become a student of the West and, second, when he left the Fi-
nance Ministry in 1874 to become a journalist. Both times he
had proved his friends wrong and his own instincts right, using
despised talents to win personal success and power. So it was
not out of character that he should hesitate but briefly after
leaving Nichi Nichi in 1888 before plunging into a third for-
bidden world, that of literature. Disillusioned with politics and
journalism, his personal fortune largely dissipated, he saw in lit-
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erary writing the promise of financial (if not social) success. He
harbored, moreover, numerous ideas about the reform of drama
and literature and possessed full confidence in his own ability as
a writer. So he made another dramatic plunge, severing many
of the old ties and creating a new world of friends and acquaint-
ances. Though the years that followed this plunge lie largely
outside the scope of our study of Fukuchi’s public life, they did
bring him sufficient success of a new kind to demand a sum-
mary.

A MAN OF THE ARTS
The development of Fukuchi’s interest in literature and drama
was, as we have noted, not an overnight thing. Like many other
samurai of his own generation, he had approached manhood
under the onus of a paternal admonition “never to set foot in a
theater”; 5 but the trips to the West had robbed the warning of
its impact. In Europe, he was frequently escorted to the theater
by Western officials, and though English or French dramas ini-
tially put him to sleep, in time they came to stimulate his curi-
osity nearly as much as the newspaper once had in Nagasaki.
Soon, he was reading the plots of plays before going to the
theater, and by 1865 he had begun reading such authors as Wil-
liam Shakespeare, Edward Gibbon, and Montesquieu for plea-
sure. 6 He even made some crude efforts at writing fiction in the
years just before the Restoration. 7

Nor did the interest wane once Fukuchi became editor of
Nichi Nichi. He took part throughout the newspaper years in
gatherings of rakugo (comic tale) storytellers, 8 encouraged the
development of several drama reform groups, 9 and published
numerous editorials on both literature and drama. 10 He also
formed the friendship of Ichikawa Danjūrō IX, a famous kabuki
actor whose temperament and artistic outlook closely paralleled
Fukuchi’s. And from 1874 onward he collected over six hundred
old theater texts (marubon), which contained the kinds of his-
torical stories that he hoped would someday become a source
for the reform of Japanese drama. 11

It thus came as no particular shock when Fukuchi’s name
surfaced in the fall of 1888 as the instigator of one of Tokyo’s
most ambitious kabuki enterprises. Specifically, it was an-
nounced that he would team up with Chiba Katsugorō, a relative
of one of his former Nichi Nichi partners, to construct the
largest kabuki theater yet built in Japan, a theater to be named
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simply the Kabukiza. Construction was begun with considerable
fanfare early in 1889, 12 and by the time the doors opened that
fall, the new building was being hailed as an important tribute
to an upsurge of interest in the theater. 13 It was, said an ob-
server, “an epoch-making theater,” 14 larger by far than any pre-
vious kabuki hall, made elegant by the winglike shape of its
front exterior, built over a period of eight months at a cost of
more than 35,000 yen. 15 Its name also standardized for the first
time the kanji, or characters, used in the word “kabuki.” 16

Though the financially pressed Fukuchi eventually was
forced to sell his share in the company to Chiba, 17 he became
the theater’s chief playwright, and between 1890 and 1903
turned out no fewer than forty-four kabuki plays (see Table 2).
18 The plays were written specifically to exhibit the talents of
his friend, the famed Ichikawa, and drew largely on Fukuchi’s
knowledge of history and the tales he had collected from
marubon. Among the better known were Kasuga no Tsubone
(“Lady Kasuga”), first performed in 1891; Gogiwashi (“Mutual
suspicions”), 19 produced in 1894; and Ky ōkaku harusame no
kasa (“Gallant in the spring rain”) and Ōmori Hikoshichi, both
produced in 1897. The last and probably most famous of these
detailed the attempt of a princess to avenge the slaying of
her warrior-father by killing Ōmori, the general responsible for
his death. 20 She failed but came back after her own death
to bewitch the offending general in a climactic demon dance
that sufficiently pleased audiences that the play was still being
performed decades later. So successful, in fact, were many of
Fukuchi’s plays that a European visitor to Japan in the 1890s
described him as “Japan’s most eminent dramatist and the
greatest of living writers.” 21

Fukuchi was regarded in his day as a dramatic innovator.
While still at Nichi Nichi he had called for Japan’s dramatists to
“free our art” from the current tendency “to revel in the impu-
rities of the world and to take pleasure in the rank odor of igno-
bility.” 22 He had taken part in most of Japan’s mid-Meiji drama
reform movements. At the Kabukiza he offered better lighting
and new-style programs. 23 And, more important, the study of
the old marubon and Western theater had convinced him that
the secret to appealing drama lay in “natural” plots where char-
acters did what one might expect them to do in real life rather
than what stylized art forms dictated. Thus, his plays became
somewhat more realistic and episodic. 24 His goal, according to
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his foremost critic, was to use traditional Japanese material and
impose upon it the naturalness and plot of the Western theater,
25 with a result generally known as “Ōchi Kabuki.” 26

No scholar claimed, however, that the old Nichi Nichi men-
tor really took Japanese drama far down the road of reform. He
was much too deeply rooted in traditional Japan, too conserva-
tive in nature to introduce far-reaching changes. In a series of
interviews with British traveler Mortimer Menpes he showed
just how traditional his thinking was. Japanese theater was su-
perior to that of Europe, he told Menpes, because of its re-
volving stage and its hanamichi, the flower path that was of
such “tremendous advantage” dramatically.

He defended the role of the female impersonator and
charmed Menpes with a quaint (though itself rather innovative)
description of his vision of the ideal playwright, whose duty it
was to “arrange everything‚” including stage settings, plot, and
costuming. “If an actor or an actress were permitted a choice
as to the color or form of costumes‚” he said, “the work would
of necessity be ruined”; artistic balance would be lost. “The dra-
matist must be supreme.” 27 He demonstrated to Menpes, in
great detail, how he even insisted on sketching out the stage
settings for the carpenter. To write a play, he said, one needed
to envision a “series of pictures,” then describe those pictures
in writing. 28 Such a view was hardly typical in a land where
kabuki actors had been central. Nevertheless, most of his ideas
were those of a traditionalist, an artist bred in the Tokugawa era
who depended primarily on the acting of one man, Danjūrō, for
his own artistic expression and who actually withdrew from the
world of kabuki when the great actor died late in 1903. Fuku-
chi’s playwriting was more like that of the historian or journalist
than of the gifted dramatist, more, in fact, like the “old-fash-
ioned kyōgen writer.” 29 He was a leader in an important tran-
sitional period of the theater, a prime mover in raising the
prestige of kabuki. But true reform would have to await his suc-
cessors. 30

Fukuchi also left a mark on the world of literature, writing
no fewer than sixty-nine novels in just eighteen years after
leaving Nichi Nichi! 31 Having lost much of his fortune before
retiring from the newspaper world, he badly needed funds to
continue the life-style he had come to enjoy, and the writing of
novels seemed one of the most promising sources of income.
Asahina Chisen, a later editor of Nichi Nichi, recalled that one
day early in the 1890s Fukuchi brought a political novel to the
Nippōsha office, to the same room where “he used to consult
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TABLE 2

Fukuchi’s literary works, 1888–1905, by year and type *

Year Plays Novels:
Political
Satire

Novels:
Romance

Novels:
History

History Total

1888 0 3 0 0 0 3

1889 0 1 0 0 0 1

1890 2 5 2 0 0 9

1891 7 0 4 0 0 11

1892 4 6 0 2 1 13

1893 5 1 7 1 0 14

1894 3 2 4 1 1 11

1895 2 4 2 1 1 10

1896 2 0 2 0 0 4

1897 7 2 2 1 1 13

1898 0 0 1 0 2 3

1899 4 0 0 1 0 5

1900 1 1 1 0 0 3

1901 2 0 2 1 0 5

1902 2 0 2 3 2 9

1903 3 0 1 0 1 5

1904 0 0 0 2 0 2

1905 0 0 1 0 0 1

TOTAL 44 25 31 13 9 122

*Adapted from Yanagida Izumi, Fukuchi Ōchi, pp. 294–316.
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in his golden years,” and asked the paper to serialize it for
two yen a day (“a relatively large sum then”) simply “because
I need money.” Asahina agreed quickly, later claiming himself
moved nearly to tears by the sight of his former hero trying
to sell a manuscript. 32 Fukuchi himself wrote in 1902 that he
was forced to “make up some novels to get enough money to
pay for rice and medicine.” 33 While both statements must be
regarded as exaggerations, reflections both of the period’s pa-
tronizing or derisive view of the literary profession and of an
artistic propensity to self-denigration, they illustrate a financial
condition greatly deteriorated from the blossom-viewing days at
Ike no Hata. Hence, his prodigious average of six novels a year
from 1890 to 1897.

Published initially in such newspapers as Jiji, Nichi Nichi,
Yamato Shimbun, and Kokumin Shimbun, most of the works
fell into three classes: romantic novels, 34 which simply related
old, often moralistic, tales; historical novels, 35 which faithfully
treated such famous events or lives in Japanese history as the
Mongol invasion and Minamoto Yoshitsune; and satirical (fūshi)
or political novels (seiji shosetsu), 36 drawn largely from
Fukuchi’s own experiences.

Of the three groups, the political satires have drawn the
largest share of attention—hardly a surprising situation, since
few men ever stepped onto the literary stage with a richer store
of insights into the operations of all levels of public life. Of
two dozen such political novels, few attracted more comment
or shed more light on its author than the first one, Moshiya
sōshi (“What if …”), a work that sold an extraordinary three
thousand copies after publication late in 1888. 37 Described by
one critic as “a direct expression of the shadows of his heart‚” 38

it probed into an imaginary future to describe the vicissitudes of
one Shimizu Kiyoshi, who supposedly went abroad as a student
in 1888 and returned to Japan in 1903, aiming to become a
scholar. Soon after returning, however, he gravitated to the po-
litical world; then, being too astute and honest a man to settle
amicably into the politicized society of his day, he made a series
of shifts from the Foreign Ministry to the Finance Ministry to
banking to party politics, and thence into commerce, then the
Diet, journalism—and finally back to scholarship. One of his
friends and advisers also followed a similar, though somewhat
less complicated route, eventually becoming a member of the
House of Representatives and, later yet, a social critic, while
Shimizu’s wife became an actress to help lift her husband out of
severe financial straits.
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In each of these occupations (and one could hardly expect a
greater or more varied offering in a single novel!), Fukuchi ex-
plained the foibles and iniquities that trapped men of genuine
talent or integrity. He told of candidates for official posts being
asked to write “joke books” on their civil service examinations.
Nobles were seen as “mere puppets” of crude “mushroom mil-
lionaires.” Diet members were self-seeking manipulators who
staged their legislative debates and hired audiences to listen.
Even newspapers, though claiming to be organs of principle,
switched sides at will for the sake of financial gain. “With this
book at one’s side,” quipped one critic, “even the inexperienced
or unimaginative should be able to become a novelist or a play-
wright.” 39

Fukuchi denied in the introduction that Moshiya sōshi was
meant to “ridicule or insult” society or that it was written to
vent personal frustrations. “I implore my readers,” he said, “to
read it at will and evaluate it freely; but it bears no relation
to Koji.” 40 It was not a convincing disclaimer, however, coming
from a man who had himself worked in most of the professions
described in the book. Much to the contrary, one of the chief
characteristics of his satirical novels was their realistic,
autobiographical nature. They were not, said Yanagida Izumi,
noted student of Meiji literature, truly literary, nor were they
truly philosophical; they merely showed a worldly-wise man
“turning the world inside out.” 41

Fukuchi’s satire frequently was too coarse or too bitter. But
few men in the period knew Japanese society quite so complete-
ly and at the same time possessed a basic literary compe-
tence. Hence, his political novels, even if not masterpieces, have
been described as possessing a depth of social understanding
reminiscent of the works of Charles Dickens. They presented a
“panorama of society‚” as useful in explaining the real world of
Meiji as any formal social history of the period. 42 And “consid-
ering the times in which they were written‚” adds Yanagida,
“they were among the best of all political novels”—works de-
serving of further study. 43

A third literary area in which Fukuchi involved himself after
1888 was the writing of history. His interest in that field actual-
ly never subsided after those early days when his father had
introduced him to Confucian classics and sent him off to study
under Nagasaki’s most prominent historians. During the Nichi
Nichi years, the historian’s method showed up in his annual
“Kiji hommatsu‚” a series of perhaps half a dozen early January
editorials in which he would summarize the developments of the
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preceding year. His forceful advocacy of adherence to kokutai,
or the national essence, also reflected the historian’s view. “My
proper role‚” he wrote in 1889, “is that of the historian. You ask
about drama? It is just my sideline.” 44

That may have been an exaggeration. But there is no
gainsaying the fact that the most lasting of his latter-day works
were his historical writings. He produced nearly a dozen such
works in this period. Among them: Bakufu suib ō ron (“On the
decline and fall of the bakufu”); 45 Bakumatsu seijika (“Political
leaders of the Bakumatsu”); 46 Takashima Shūhan, an 1898 bi-
ography of a famous Nagasaki and Edo military strategist and
artillery maker; and Nagasaki sanbyakunenkan gaik ō hensen
ji j ō (“The vicissitudes of 300 years of foreign exchange in
Nagasaki”). One of his last political novels, Geng ō monogatari,
treated the Mongols’ thirteenth-century invasion and has, ac-
cordingly, been classified by some as a historical work, “one of
the masterpieces of his life.” 47 In addition, he began but died
before finishing monumental histories of the life of Tokugawa
Keiki 48 and of the Tokugawa era, the latter projected to reach
ten thousand pages. 49

Most influential of these volumes was his Bakufu suib ō
ron, a work Tokutomi Sohō felt would bring him “immortality.”
50 Until its publication, Meiji historians had, quite understand-
ably, viewed the Tokugawa era and especially the shogunal
family in an unfavorable light. Fukuchi, deciding it was time to
balance the picture, agreed when Tokutomi asked him in 1891
to prepare a late bakufu history for Kokumin no Tomo maga-
zine. 51 His aim, he said, was to show both the outlines and the
causes of the Tokugawa fall, as seen from the viewpoint of the
bakufu itself. Earlier works “might be labeled histories of the
Meiji Restoration,” he said, “but they could not be described as
records of the Tokugawa demise.” 52 He would correct that.

Accordingly, the book asserted that while it was feudalism
and the seclusion of the country that had maintained the Toku-
gawa bakufu for 280 years, it was also feudalism and isolation
that destroyed it during the reign of the fifteenth generation
of the Tokugawa family. For thirty-three chapters, he attempted
to support that point, discussing first the general nature of
shogunal administration—the foreign policy, reforms, diplomacy
and domestic policy—then outlining each of the significant
events leading up to the pivotal battle of Toba-Fushimi. The
Tokugawa were not opposed to the throne, he wrote; they were
not usurpers or insurgents as recent scholars had maintained.
Indeed, he argued that the Tokugawa had itself fostered devo-
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tion to the emperor, requiring faithful retainers to invoke the
emperor’s name in giving advice to a shogun, requiring imperial
sanction of official appointments. And it was the growth of this
very loyalty to the emperor, tied to the intervention of foreign el-
ements into domestic Japanese affairs, that eventually led to the
Restoration. “Without those two factors,” he said, “ten Satchō
cliques or a hundred Saigōs and Kidos could not have moved the
Tokugawa bakufu.” 53

It had, in other words, been absolutely essential at first to
institute a feudal system and to exclude foreign intercourse in
order to stabilize seventeenth-century Japan. Later, in the days
of Yoshimune, the eighth shogun, it had been further necessary
to encourage the acquisition of Western knowledge so as to pre-
serve order and growth. But this encouragement, along with
growing foreign pressure, eventually led to a fierce debate over
the opening of the country. Once the bakufu decided it was nec-
essary to permit the entry of foreigners, the nonbakufu forces
began increasingly to oppose it; and the bakufu, unable to act
resolutely because of immobilizing feudal attitudes, finally col-
lapsed. To really understand this, he said, one had to look at the
entire 280-year history of the Tokugawa. Only then could one
see that the Tokugawa were not usurpers, that decline came as
much from within a legitimate (even though increasingly inept)
system as from without. 54

Bakufu suib ō ron was not the most balanced piece of histori-
cal scholarship, lacking objectivity and careful reliance on
sources. Nor did it have the depth or prose quality of Gibbon’s
Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire or Thomas Babington
Macaulay’s History of England, the works Fukuchi sought to im-
itate. 55 It was, rather, as a memoir, written to a large extent
“on the basis of my memory,” 56 that it became one of the “more
… influential … productions” of the period. 57 More than most
early and mid-Meiji historical works, it attempted to be fair and
honest; more than most, it included frank analysis. It opposed
the current view, which aimed primarily at legitimating Satchō
involvement in the Restoration, and it refused to dismiss the
Tokugawa as usurpers. It also offered a wealth of source ma-
terial for students of the period. It must be read, said Tokutomi,
by anyone who wants to understand the Bakumatsu period. 58

Clearly, Fukuchi’s post-Nichi Nichi days were not spent in
idleness. In the fifteen years from 1889 to 1903, he published
no fewer than 116 literary works, including more than 40 plays,
9 historical volumes, and more than 60 novels, an average of
nearly 8 works a year. It should not seem surprising that his
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literary output never showed the elegance born of painstaking
care. Indeed, one can but shake his head in amazement that a
single man could write so prolifically and at the same time turn
out as many solid works as he did. Nor were the novels, dramas,
and historical volumes all that he wrote. He also translated sev-
eral Western works into Japanese, 59 lectured frequently on the
arts, and contributed numerous articles to leading newspapers
and journals. 60 And he wrote regular, often daily, articles for
Yamato Shimbun during 1901 and the first half of 1902. 61 Dur-
ing the 1890s, Fukuchi’s lifelong friend, Jōno Dempei, had so-
licited occasional articles as that paper’s chief writer on the arts
and society, and when he died in November 1900, the Yamato
president asked Fukuchi to enter the company in something re-
sembling a supervisor-teacher post. Fukuchi declined formal ap-
pointment, having no desire to become involved again in the
battles he had once fought at Nichi Nichi, but he did consent
to becoming a consultant and regular contributor. As at Nichi
Nichi, his articles covered the gamut from politics and eco-
nomics to international affairs, though now the emphasis was
more on literature and culture.

Late in December 1903, the Tokyo Asahi Shimbun ran an
item to the effect that Fukuchi, “who had been hidden in the
world of drama for some time,” was thinking about “blossom-
ing again in his old age.” He had decided to run for the Diet.
62 The item was correct, and when the voters went to the polls
several months later, they selected him as one of Tokyo’s fifteen
members of the lower house. 63 Unfortunately, however, the
election held more sentimental than real significance for the
much-scarred warrior. Though his political and legislative aspi-
rations were genuine, the prevailing international situation and
increasing health problems prevented him from making an im-
pact. Both of the 1904 Diet sessions 64 were held during the
Russo-Japanese War, a period that provided little chance for po-
litical initiative; and by the time the twenty-second Diet con-
vened on December 28, 1905, Fukuchi had been prostrated by
kidney trouble, tuberculosis, and pneumonia. A week later, at
2:00 A.M. on Thursday morning, January 4, 1906, “Japan’s Pre-
mier journalist” 65 died at the age of sixty-four. “Death,” said one
paper, “overtook him just as a new career of distinction seemed
to be dawning.” 66

Elaborate funeral services were held at Tokyo’s Zojōji
temple two days later. The papers eulogized him as one of
“Japan’s greatest celebrities in the literary world.” 67 Famous
friends mourned his passing. Yamagata Aritomo eventually had
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the fifteen-foot-high marker referred to on the first page of this
study erected in his memory at Tokyo’s largest temple, the Asa-
kusa Kannon. Yet there was no denying the irony, even the
bitterness, of his passing. Life, which seemed promising but
uncertain the day he first sailed out of Nagasaki harbor half
a century earlier, had given him more of travel, of success, of
fame than he might have hoped. Yet when his star had begun
rising fastest at Nichi Nichi, it had fallen, tossing him even-
tually into the world of drama and fiction. Now, as he once again
had begun to experience a measure of public confidence and
a new shimmer of expectation, sickness had felled him; health
had slipped away. Life, for Fukuchi, had never been predictable,
never tranquil. The circumstances of his death were not either.

THE YEARS IN REVIEW
Few people have contributed more to their society than did
Fukuchi. Nor have many contributed in more varied ways. Yet,
in the final accounting, how should one evaluate those contribu-
tions? How, indeed, can one individual ever accurately evaluate
another? Perhaps a man of history can best be measured by the
people he knew, or by those he influenced. Perhaps one should
look at the popularity he gained, the positions he articulated,
the offices he held. Sometimes the influence he exerted on spe-
cific developments is most important. Certainly, all such factors
must be studied in most lives, and even then one must remain
humble about the ability to evaluate. For there is no tangible ac-
counting, no “correct” way to determine an individual’s value.
Yet evaluate one must. History is affected by individuals. The
more one knows about those who influence or represent their
times, the better one can understand the times themselves and
the historical context into which they fall.

It would be reason enough in Fukuchi’s case to have studied
him merely for the inescapable fascination inherent in a highly
unusual life. From the quarrels that drove him from the Namura
home in Nagasaki to the sympathetic efforts of fellow townsmen
electing an old man to the Diet half a century later, from the
lonely entry into the swirl of Edo society in 1859 to positions
of power at Nichi Nichi, his was a life of more intriguing twists
than most novelists would dare to sketch in their more fanciful
works. Even more significant were the specific contributions
Fukuchi made: his authorship of Meiji’s first sympathetic
history of the Tokugawa house, his role in constructing the
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Kabukiza and writing two score plays that helped rejuvenate
the popularity of kabuki theater, his pragmatic leadership in the
fields of economics 68 and diplomacy, 69 and, of course, his num-
berless contributions as the “father” of modern journalism and
the “great gradualist” in politics.

Interesting and significant as these events and contributions
were, however, there remains one more important strand for
the evaluating student to draw from Fukuchi’s life: namely, the
greater understanding his variegated experiences provide re-
garding the nature of human existence itself during the first
half of the Meiji era. More than most men, his activities and
interests spread across a wide range of activity, typifying in
so many ways the spirit of his age—the exuberant quest for
knowledge, the zest for sampling new world pleasures, the
embarrassment at Japanese “backwardness,” the desire to
maintain what seemed best in national tradition, the constant
searching for safe ways to foster enlightenment. In other words,
though Fukuchi’s life is extremely important for its obvious and
direct contributions, it is perhaps almost as much so simply for
its illumination of an age. Through that life we can see in a
clearer, new way several of the most salient characteristics of
the late-nineteenth-century environment. A look at those fea-
tures of civilization that he illuminated seems a fitting way to
conclude the study of his life.

The first such characteristic one notices is the way in which
vestiges of the Tokugawa era continued to pervade Meiji soci
ety. Meiji was an age of enlightenment. Fukuchi himself fre-
quently spoke with amazement of the rapidity with which
change occurred. Yet, as Fukuchi would learn again and again,
surface changes frequently masked the subsurface persistence
of old norms.

Throughout life he was affected, for one thing, by the pat-
terns of personal patronage politics that had long characterized
bakufu administration. In his own bakufu years, he had decried
those aspects of the system that allowed incompetents to head
bureaus, lead missions, even command armies. He despaired
when foreign office officials vacillated for weeks during the sen-
sitive negotiations over the Richardson affair, and he called
many of his superiors “wooden monkeys.” 70 All too often clique
politics affected him personally, cutting him out of one foreign
mission, dictating the closing of his first language school be-
cause the “other side” regarded his views and manners as dan-
gerous. And he found that aspect of administration nearly as
pervasive after the Restoration. His entry into the government
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resulted from friendships with the “proper” persons, as did his
selection as a member of the Iwakura mission in 1871. After
the mission’s return, the loss of power by his own patrons in
the Ōkurashō led to his resignation from the government. At
the same time, he was able to assert Nichi Nichi’s influence at
least partly because the Chōshū faction to which he maintained
close ties wielded such influence. Unfortunately, when the fac-
tion chose to withdraw its support from his Teiseitō in 1883, Fu-
kuchi found that the resources for keeping it alive also dried up,
as did much of his influence. Talent, he found, was not sufficient
in early Meiji; one’s factions or friendships had to be kept in
order too. Hence, his assertion in 1886 that “no man can occupy
a strategic post or exert actual influence without the power of
the Satchō clique behind him.” 71 All governments experience a
measure of this phenomenon. Fukuchi’s life illustrates what an
acute, lingering problem it was in Meiji Japan.

Closely tied to personal patronage politics among the bakufu
remnants was the continuing influence of the old Confucian em-
phasis on loyalty to one’s lord or superior. Chu Hsi teachings
on proper relations between people, as well as popular feudal
beliefs in the essential nature of loyalty to both superiors and
personal friends had permeated Tokugawa society, and though
he seldom delved into theoretical treatises about the nature
and logic of such tenets, the emotional attachment to concepts
of human trust and imperial loyalty remained fundamental in
Fukuchi’s approach to life. It was, as we have seen, a traditional
view of loyalty to one’s lord that made it psychologically impos-
sible for him to join the Meiji government until nearly two and
a half years after the Restoration. A similar view of loyalty to
the nation undergirded his emotional defense of imperial sover-
eignty. And a firm belief in loyalty to friends made him bitter
over the government’s treatment of the Teiseitō. When he at-
tacked the attorneys for abusing the legal system, his main
charge was that they were subverting the time-honored con-
cepts of personal “humility and subservience.” 72 “Loyalty,” said
the “Imperial precepts to soldiers and sailors‚” is the “essential
duty.” 73 It was a concept that his Nagasaki father taught him, a
concept he and most contemporaries hated to see die.

Another carryover from the hierarchical Tokugawa days was
the elitist tendency to despise certain vocations as base or un-
worthy. For centuries men had been taught that society was di-
vided into four levels: warrior-officials, farmers, artisans, and
merchants, in that order, 74 while writers, actors, and the like
had not even made the list, at least as a class. Samurai were
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not to visit theaters, and those who did went disguised. Such
stratification supposedly ended in Meiji, the age when the em-
peror himself attended a kabuki play, 75 when leading officials
staged elaborate masquerade parties and merchants assumed
positions of respect. But as Fukuchi found more than once,
some taboos die only with a struggle. Hence, when he left the
Ōkurashō to become a journalist, most friends remonstrated
that he was throwing away his future by entering such a lowly
profession. But times changed and journalists soon came to
be respected nearly as much as officials. Then, in 1888 he
shifted again, this time to the world of drama and literature;
and again he felt the scorn of his friends. Literature was still
being “pushed aside into a corner by society … a sort of outcast
kept deliberately in obscurity.” 76 This time he entered the field
from a position of weakness, however, and though gaining a
certain eminence among his colleagues, he never fully escaped
society’s pity or contempt. This kind of narrow-mindedness was
not exactly what he had in mind in his calls for maintaining na-
tional tradition. But he found that centuries-old ideas are not
easily shaken.

Looking at Fukuchi’s contemporaries, one scholar has noted
that the “Japanese coming to manhood at Perry’s arrival … had
not felt in their upbringing the full force of cultural change; they
had grown up in a rapidly changing but not yet ‘broken’ world.”
77 It must be seen as quite natural that such people would
retain many of their pre-Restoration attitudes and practices.
They might borrow from the West, but the eyes through which
they perceived Western culture would be traditional Japanese
eyes; the hands that borrowed would be culturally conditioned
Japanese hands. Hence, “Western journalism” to Fukuchi and
his contemporaries would emphasize press freedom and po-
litical power but would fail for years to include such basic
pillars as journalistic independence or the press’ informational
role. Democracy and politics would be an elitist phenomenon
in which “heirs of the Bakumatsu s his hi” engaged each other
in battle with a “spirit of military adventure,” rather than out
of civic-mindedness. 78 Fukuchi’s idea of Western drama would
include only “natural plots,” leaving out such basic concepts
as realistic characterization and natural staging. The transfor-
mation of early Meiji society was, in other words, a spotty thing,
colored always by the persistence of Tokugawa legacies.

A second general societal characteristic illustrated by
Fukuchi’s life was the importance of Western knowledge in
es tablishing many men as national leaders. Despite the sub-
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surface reservoir of entrenched ideas, the conscious goal of
most early Meiji leaders was to stimulate national enlight-
enment, a goal usually identified with grand-scale importation
of ideas, techniques, and gadgets from Europe and the United
States. A man of Fukuchi’s nature and background probably
never could have entered the world of public prominence
without his study of the West. It was, in fact, the Western ori-
entation that led to Edo in the first place, the knowledge of
Dutch and English that won him a bakufu post, the same lan-
guage ability that secured a spot for him on two early missions
to Europe. And it was the experience gained on those foreign
trips that earned him a place in a Meiji bureaucracy heavy with
Satsuma and Chōshū retainers and that gave such force to his
editorials at Nichi Nichi.

It has been noted that most early Meiji intellectuals “re-
ceived Westernization from books and not from direct contact
with the West.” 79 The fact that Fukuchi’s comments on the
West were, by contrast, squarely based on a total of nearly four
years’ travel abroad gave his voice a particular power. “His de-
tailed knowledge of the West surpassed that of most others‚” re-
marked Nishida Taketoshi, student of that period’s press; “the
result was that he had a marked influence on modernization.”
80 Added one of Fukuchi’s contemporaries: his editorials “had
an authority unseen elsewhere…. The reason was that Fukuchi
had early traveled in the West, investigated new matters in
various societies and systems, and come to possess the greatest
learning of the time.” 81 It was not an understated evaluation of
Fukuchi; nor was it faint praise for the influence of the West.

At the same time, it was this very Western experience that
also made Fukuchi more skeptical than some about the whole-
sale importation of Western culture and philosophy. As a Naga-
saki youth, he wrote an early poem referring to foreign shippers
as “jackals and wolves” who “plunder our blessed provisions,”
82 and in his “internationalist” days as a translator in the
Yokohama foreign office he often became irate over Western
merchants’ lack of culture or courtesy. Even the trips abroad
convinced him of Western weaknesses as well as strengths. As
a consequence, he refused to accept the more extreme, super-
ficial imitations of Western culture and, at times, shunned even
some of the more logical Western offerings. He criticized, for
example, attempts at democratization that would merely copy
English or French systems; and he despised the uncritical aping
of Western fashions. The whole point of westernization, Fukuchi
maintained, was not merely to force wholesale a new way of
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life on Japan but to introduce culture to a broad segment of so-
ciety and to gain the Western respect that would enable Japan to
assume its deserved place in the family of nations. Like so many
leaders of his day, he saw westernization not as an end in itself
but as one essential ingredient in the “orderly and systematic
cultural development” of a nation seeking worldwide influence.
83

A third societal characteristic pointed out rather dramati-
cally by Fukuchi’s experiences was the difficulty of balancing
the two worlds. Japanese of his day craved something they
called “modernity,” yet frequently shuddered in apprehension
over the danger inherent in wholesale rejection of their own
culture. The result was a tension, sometimes dynamic and some-
times paralyzing, between West and East. During Fukuchi’s Edo
years, for example, he was ignored by some and threatened
by others, merely because he chose to study the West. His lo-
quacity, born of a fascination with Western ideas, frequently
robbed his talents of their usefulness in the bakufu foreign
office. And though the overt opposition to internationalism
largely subsided after the Restoration, the inner struggles be-
tween the two strains continued through life.

Fukuchi suffered, quite obviously, from what he described
as that “ebb and flow … within my breast” of both liberal and
conservative, Western and Eastern thought, 84 an ebb and flow
that kept him within the gradualist stream, yet made his de-
fense of government causes difficult, if not a bit tortured, on
occasion. His contributions to the “Imperial precepts to sol-
diers and sailors” serve as a case in point. Written at a time
when Fukuchi had become a sincere advocate of greater “civil
liberties,” of a strong legislature and the early drafting of a
constitution, it nevertheless evidenced numerous traditional,
conservative tendencies: a belief that the emperor was sov-
ereign and divine, that soldiers had no duty greater than loyalty,
that hierarchical patterns were still best in society. It may, of
course, be argued that these conservative tenets were not fully
traditional, that they had been fabricated by the architects of
the Meiji state to consolidate their own control; yet their roots,
at least in the mind of Fukuchi, lay in traditional Japan. Thus, it
would seem that Fukuchi’s elitist, hierarchical, Neo-Confucian
upbringing made the easy or wholesale adoption of Western po-
litical theory impossible. Yet total rejection of Western political
modes was rendered equally impossible by his dedication to na-
tional transformation. The balance was found in a somewhat
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contorted effort to clothe late Tokugawa emphases on kokutai,
imperial divinity, and loyalty in the garb of the Western phrases
constitutionalism, imperial sovereignty, and soldierly duty.

In other words, Fukuchi had come to espouse such Western
terms as “civil rights” and “popular suffrage”; yet he defined
those terms in a peculiarly Japanese way and limited their
meaning by tying them to traditional concepts of kokutai and
loyalty to the emperor. The tensions and contradictions thus
created plagued his writing through life. It was not an unusual
problem. Times of drastic transition can be expected to create
tensions. And certainly individuals in every area of Japanese life
experienced similar problems. One of Fukuchi’s contemporaries
commented in 1888 that of all Japan’s recent controversies, “the
one that has attracted the widest attention … is … the debate
over Westernism and Japanism.” 85 It was certainly that debate
and its ramifications that most often dominated Fukuchi’s own
life.

One sees in Fukuchi’s career, fourthly, a vivid portrayal of
the renaissancelike breadth and turbulence of the Meiji era.
Nearly all periods offer their own attractions to innovative
minds, but rarely has any land experienced such a bom-
bardment of new ideas and experiences, such encouragement
to expanding mental and cultural horizons, so many fresh new
avenues to success for so many people in such a brief span of
years. Nor have many men delved seriously into as many of
those areas as did Fukuchi. He was, at least in his breadth of
experience, a renaissance man.

Almost from the day of birth he encountered experiences
that had been closed to his fellow countrymen for cen-
turies—the chance to meet Western merchants, to study
English, to travel abroad, to ride in a train, to dance, to visit
with foreign statesmen, to attend the theater, to read Western
history and literature. The French historian Jules Michelet has
described the European Renaissance as a “discovery of the
world and of man,” as the birth of the modern spirit. Such cer-
tainly was the impact and thrust of Fukuchi’s own lifelong en-
counters and studies.

Inherent in each of his Bakumatsu experiences was a uni-
verse of new ideas. Early on in Nagasaki, he became fascinated
by the possibility of communicating events through a news-
paper. At the customshouse in Yokohama, he began to question
the idea that merchants should be the lowest social class. On
his first trip to Europe, he saw a “parliament‚” a governing body
elected by the people themselves. The second trip to the West
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introduced him to Western literature and law. Later on, with the
coming of Meiji, he encountered new ideas about banking, cur-
rency, technology, education, music, and a host of other matters.
He reached manhood in a new age when old concepts were
being questioned, when new knowledge was valued as supreme.
To the end of life, his relatives recalled him regularly “sitting in-
side a mosquito net, reading by candle light until late at night.”
86 Experience breeds ideas—and Fukuchi loved ideas.

Another mark of this renaissancelike breadth was the
diversified nature of Fukuchi’s occupations and interests. The
preceding pages already have detailed many of the areas in
which he made major contributions. Equally impressive is a list
of the matters, both major and minor, in which he pioneered.
He traveled, for example, on the second modern mission ever
to leave Japan for the West, became the first Japanese to visit
Jerusalem (en route home from the Iwakura mission), was the
first person in his land to make a recording. 87 In the field of
economics, he introduced the idea of Western banking, helped
found the Tokyo Trade Association and the city’s first stock
exchange, and in 1876 published the country’s first economic
newspaper, the Chūgai Bukka Shimpō. His “firsts” in the field of
journalism were innumerable: he was the first important jour-
nalist jailed for his writing, the first editor to attempt to cover
all types of news in his paper, the first writer of daily edito-
rials, a member of the first journalism “guild,” the first pub-
lisher to run color ads, the first journalist granted an imperial
interview. As a politician, he was secretary of the first Confer-
ence of Local Officials, first president of a Tokyo city Council,
head of the first progovernment political party. As a writer and
dramatist, he built the largest kabuki theater of his era and
wrote the first Bakumatsu history favorable to the Tokugawa.
One could add a host of similar pathbreaking efforts at the ex-
pense of boredom. The point of such a list, however, should
already be clear: Fukuchi lived in a transitional period, and
by taking the broadest possible advantage of myriad opportu-
nities he won the right to be called a “renaissance man”—if by
that phrase one intends the “break in historical continuity‚” the
birth of modernity and eclecticism described by scholars such
as Jakob Burckhardt, rather than the mere revival of ancient
culture once seen as necessary to a renaissance. 88

Unfortunately, such a period also has drawbacks. For even
while stimulating consciousness and encouraging breadth, a re-
naissance period such as Meiji frequently introduces stormy
elements into personal lives, a fact to which Fukuchi’s career
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bears equally dramatic testimony. Even near the end of the Edo
period, one sees a young man already frustrated by the very
knowledge that has brought him fame, sometimes by the un-
wanted idleness, once by the forced closing of his language
school, frequently by a mediocre superior’s refusal to listen to
his overly innovative proposal. From the beginning of the Meiji
period, these clashes of new and old created even more se-
rious troubles for Fukuchi. There was, for example, the problem
of what to do with Western individualism, a concept basic to
European definitions of the word “renaissance.” In one sense,
Fukuchi’s fascination with new world ideas led him, as we have
seen, to insist that commoners (not just former samurai) be
given political rights. Yet his upbringing was too rigid, too hier-
archical to allow real liberation of the common man or to enable
him to oppose the elitist style of government that prompted
Fukuzawa’s comment that “we have no citizens, … only a gov-
ernment.” 89 Moreover, even his eventual decline in influence at
Nichi Nichi appears to have been related to the knowledge ex-
plosion of the period. For when, in mature years, he became
more rigid personally, he found his own influence diminishing.
Most unfortunate of all, in a personal sense, was the fact that
in his fascination with myriad, diverse fields of knowledge he
failed to reach his full potential in any one of them. While con-
temporaries felt he might have become an Itō had he concen-
trated on politics or a Shibusawa had he limited himself to
business, 90 he reacted to his era like the glutton at a smor-
gasbord, and in the end, having been temperamentally unable
to place a limit on his “specialties,” to concentrate to the point
of fulfillment, he died a disappointed man. It was, in part, the
potential fate of any life in renaissance times.

It should be noted, in the fifth place, that Fukuchi’s life and
writings dramatically illustrated the important role played by in-
tellectuals in the early Meiji era. Political sociologist S. N. Eisen-
stadt has noted the danger inherent in considering only liberals
or social critics in studies of intellectual history. Intellectuals, he
says, are both “creators and carriers of tradition,” 91 not merely
critics of the past; hence “conservative” intellectuals frequently
become as important as liberals in the transmission of culture.
To understand their role, he says, one must recognize that most
of the world’s effective intellectuals—whether conservative or
liberal—are rather constantly involved in a two-sided struggle,
seeking to maintain autonomy even while attempting to gain
the official recognition that will assure influence and guarantee
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safety for the free expression of their views. And in most cases
“thinkers” become vastly important to the government itself as
“legitimators” of official policy. 92

Few lives or periods more precisely illustrate these points
than that of Fukuchi in his years at Nichi Nichi. Though re-
garded by contemporaries as a conservative, he was, without
question, both a creator and a carrier of tradition, bombarding
society with new ideas about popular suffrage, economics,
diplomacy, drama, and journalism even while constantly at-
tempting to fit progress into the framework of national tra-
dition. He vividly displayed the dichotomous struggle between
personal autonomy and public power, thus illustrating the ten-
sions experienced by an effective intellectual in a dynamic so-
ciety. The press, he maintained, must be free: a man must
always be true to his creed; yet, as we have seen, no man in
the period attempted so constantly to use official connections
to buttress his own editorial authority and influence. And
throughout much of his time at Nichi Nichi government leaders
relied on his editorials as their chief popular source of legit-
imacy and defense.

To specifically quantify the degree of influence exerted by
those editorials, or by any of his fellow intellectuals in the press,
would, of course, be impossible. But the very public passions
aroused by their writings, as well as the close relations most of
them maintained with officials or out-of-power politicians, tes-
tify to the fact that the Meiji government, operating in a new era
and a new world, was both deeply interested in, and often de-
pendent upon, the thought, the suggestions, and the rationales
of the world of the intellectual. Eisenstadt credits the mass-com-
munications leader (probably the leading type of intellectual in
early Meiji Japan 93 ) with “a central role in the broad process
of construction and transmission of tradition.” 94 Certainly, it
would seem, that was true of Fukuchi’s Japan.

Finally, Fukuchi’s life and thought foreshadowed the nation
al particularism that would become so important in the later
Meiji years and on into the middle of the twentieth century.
95 Beginning in the 1880s, Japanese speakers and writers
constantly emphasized kokutai, the national heritage and tra-
dition that made Japan unique among nations. “The Crown,”
said Itō in later years, “was, with us, an institution far more
deeply rooted in the national sentiment and in our history than
in other countries. It was indeed the very essence of a once
theocratic State…. It was not the people who forcibly wrested
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constitutional privilege from the Crown as in other countries,
but the new regime was to be conferred upon them as a vol-
untary gift.” 96 Japan was, in other words, unique.

Fukuchi was one of the earliest Meiji writers to emphasize
that point. One wonders if early embarrassment at his nation’s
seeming “backwardness” did not make it psychologically nec-
essary for him to compensate by insisting that there were areas
in which Japan always had been—and always would be—superior.
His emphasis would no longer be as abstract as the “Western
science-Eastern ethics” rationale of the Tokugawa period. In-
stead he would point to those specific areas that made Japan so
unusual—to that “general uniqueness” embodied in historic em-
phases on filial piety, on harmony between citizens, on the mys-
tical unity that bound Japanese together, and, above all, on loyalty
to one’s ruler. It was an emphasis that led him in an increasingly
conservative direction during his latter years at Nichi Nichi. But
perhaps that fact too was reflective of the times. For it was most
certainly just such a growing belief in Japan’s unique qualities
and her resultant national destiny that led many an otherwise
progressive thinker of late Meiji into the trap of imperialism, ex-
pansionism, and uncritical allegiance to the government. It was
just such a belief that helped propel Japan down the tragic road
toward twentieth-century militarism.

Fukuchi was, then, in so many ways, a reflection of his own
country in one of its more exciting eras. Never, to the end of
life, did he (or his fellow countrymen) really reject such tradi-
tional concepts as Confucian-style loyalty or social elitism. Yet,
like others of his age, he saw in Western knowledge a chance for
both personal and national success; and like most Meiji leaders
he found the balancing of the old and new difficult but exhilar-
ating at times, necessary yet debilitating at others. The eclectic
nature of his interests and vocations, moreover, bespoke an im-
pressive national transformation in knowledge and culture. And
his rather determined effort to give a confusing period meaning
and stability by enunciating a belief in Japanese particularism
reflected a general, growing mid-Meiji nationalism shared by
most of his contemporaries. It would seem safe to say, in short,
that nearly every aspect of Fukuchi’s personal career mirrored,
in an unusual way, the broader nature of his nation as a whole.
He was a shaper of his times, a reflection of his times, even a
victim of his times. He was, one might conclude, an embodiment
of the “spirit of Meiji.”
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Fukuchi’s Life:
A Brief Chronology

1841 Birth in Nagasaki (May 13).
1848 Age 7 Commenced study of history under Osagawa

family.
1855 14 Began studying Dutch at Namura home.
1857 16 Interpreting at Deshima and teaching Dutch at

Aku-no-Ura.
1858 17 In charge of Nagasaki interpreters connected to

foreign shipping (September).
1859 18 Arrived in Edo. Entered Moriyama home to study

English (May). Went to work in bakufu foreign
office on June 26.

1861 20 Married Kaneda Satoko. Present when r ōnin
attacked British legation on July 5. Chosen for
Japan’s second embassy to the West (November).

1862 21 Traveled in Egypt, France, England, Holland,
Russia, Germany, and Portugal as interpreter on
bakufu mission.

1863 22 Back in Japan. Not used much by bakufu, due to
propensity to talk too freely. Took part in r ōjū
Ogasawara’s abortive plan to attack Kyoto (July).

1864 23 Ill and idle during first half of the year. Helped
with talks on Shimonoseki indemnity.

1865 24 Second trip to Europe, to study the construction
of naval works. Also studied literature and drama.

1866 25 Back in Tokyo (March 5). Opened a language
school during leisure time.

1867 26 Closed language school on bakufu orders. Went to
Osaka in December to assist in the opening of a
port there.
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1868 27 Fled Osaka after Meiji Restoration. Published
anti-Meiji K ōko Shimbun (May 24 to July 9); first
major journalist jailed for his writings (July 12).
Dropped out of public life.

1870 29 Prepared Kaisha ben at government request.
Entered Finance Ministry in December.

1871 30 Went to the United States with Itō to study
financial systems. Returned to Japan in June.
Worked for Ōkurasho before being chosen a first
secretary on Iwakura embassy to the West.

1872 31 Traveled with Iwakura embassy in the United
States and Europe.

1873 32 Studied “mixed courts” in Egypt, returning to
Japan in July. Employed again by Ōkurasho, but
increasingly dissatisfied with bureaucratic life.

1874 33 Left the government in midsummer. Joined Nichi
Nichi. Instituted editorial columns.

1875 34 Participated in editorial war over the opening of a
national assembly. Served as secretary in first
Conference of Local Officials (June and July).
Opposed new government press laws.

1876 35 Led journalistic profession, as editor of Nichi
Nichi. Began Chūgai Bukka Shimpō.

1877 36 Covered the civil rebellion in Kyushu; drafted
letter to Saigō for Yamagata, urging a surrender.

1878 37 Especially active in economic circles. Elected to
Tokyo-fu council in November. Wrote important
editorials on economics.

1879 38 Elected president of the Tokyo-fu council.
Entertained Ulysses S. Grant during his Tokyo
sojourn. Published key editorials on treaty
revision and imperialism.

1880 39 Nichi Nichi editorials becoming increasingly
independent of government. Several series on
treaty reform.

1881 40 Published a controversial draft constitution.
Engaged in acrimonious dispute with Tokyo
attorneys’ association. Broke dramatically with
the government over Hokkaido land sales, then
returned to government camp after an imperial
promise of a constitution and an assembly.
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1882 41 “Imperial precepts to soldiers and sailors” (which
he helped draft) published in January. Engaged in
editorial war on the locus of sovereignty. Founded
Rikken Teiseitō on March 18.

1883 42 Disbanded Teiseitō in September under
government pressure. Hurt by government
creation of Kamp ō in July.

1884 43 Resigned as president of Tokyo-fu council.
1885 44 Greater emphasis on economics and culture in

Nichi Nichi editorials. Went to China to cover the
Li-Itō negotiations following violence in Korea.

1886 45 Criticized oligarchy in controversial series
“Satchō ron.” Made vigorous efforts to revive
Nichi Nichi’s sagging circulation.

1887 46 Relinquished proprietorship of Nippōsha, but
remained as Nichi Nichi editor.

1888 47 Resigned from Nichi Nichi (July 10). Made plans
to construct the Kabukiza. Published three novels.

1889 48 Opened the Kabukiza amid great fanfare; became
the theater’s chief playwright.

1890 49 Published five political novels and two kabuki
plays.

1892 51 Published Bakufu suib ō ron.
1893 52 Produced five plays and nine novels; his most

prolific literary year.
1894– 53–
1899 58 Turned out an average of eight literary works a

year.
1900– 59–
1902 61 Consultant and regular writer for Yamato

Shimbun.
1903 62 Stopped writing drama after Ichikawa Danjūrō

died late in the year.
1904 63 Elected to the Diet in March.
1905 64 Ill most of the year; wrote one novel.
1906 65 Died January 4 of kidney ailment, pneumonia,

tuberculosis.
1919 Widow, Satoko, died on April 15.
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Nichi Nichi Shimbun 日日新聞
Nihon 日本
Nippōsha 日報社
Nishi Amane 西周
Nishida Densuke 西田伝助
Nisshin Shinjishi 日新真事誌
Numa Morikazu 沿間守
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ōdō 王道
Ōi Kentarō 大井憲太郎
Ōkubo Toshimichi 太久保利通
Ōkuma Shigenobu 大隈重信
Ōmeisha 嚶鳴社
Oranda fūsetsugaki 阿蘭陀風說書
Osagawa 長川
Osaka Mainichi Shimbun 大阪每日新聞
Osaka Nippō 大阪日報
Osaka Shimpō 大阪新報
ōsei fukko 王政復古
Ozaki Yukio 尾崎行雄

Rai San’yō 賴山陽
rangaku 蘭学
Rikken Teiseitō 立憲帝政党
Risshisha 立志社
Rokumeikan 鹿鳴館
ronsetsu 諭說

Saifū Shimbun 采風新聞
Saigō Takamori 西鄉隆盛
Saionji Kimmochi 西園寺公望
Sakuma Shōzan 佐久間象山
Sanjō Sanetomi 三条実美
Sasaki Takayuki 佐々木高行
Seki Naohiko 関直彦
shasetsu 社說
Shibusawa Eiichi 渋沢栄一
Shimazu Nariakira 島津斉彬
shimbun jōrei 新聞条例
Shimbunshi 新聞紙
Shimbun Zasshi 新聞雜誌
Shintomiza 新富座
shōshimbun 小新聞
Soejima Taneomi 副島種臣
S ōm ō Zasshi 草莽雜誌
sonnō-jōi 尊王攘夷
Suehiro Tetchō 末広铁腸
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Taguchi Ukichi 田口卯吉
Takashima Shūhan 高島秋帆
Takenouchi Shimotsuke no kami 竹內下野守
tambōsha 探訪者
Tokugawa Keiki 德川慶喜
Tokugawa Nariaki 德川斉昭
Tokutomi Sohō 徳富蘇峰
Tokyo Akebono Shimbun 東京曙新聞
Tokyo Keizai Zasshi 東京経済雑誌
Tokyo Nichi Nichi Shimbun 東京日日新聞
Tokyo Shōhō Kaigisho 東京商法会議所
Tokyo Shimpō 東京新報
Tokyo Yokohama Mainichi Shimbun 東京橫滨每日新聞
tōsho 投書
T ōy ō Jiyū Shimbun 東洋自由新聞
T ōy ō Shimpō 東洋新報
Tsubouchi Shōyō 坪內逍遙

Uemura Masahisa 植村正久
Unjōsho 運上所
Uraga 浦賀

Yamada Akiyoshi 山田顕義
Yamaga Sokō 山鹿素行
Yamagata Aritomo 山県有朋
Yamato Shimbun 大和新聞
Yanagawa Shunsan 柳河春三
Yano Fumio 文雄
Yokohama Mainichi Shimbun 橫浜每日新聞
Yomiuri Shimbun 読売新聞
Yoshida Shōin 吉田松陰
Yūbin H ōchi Shimbun 郵便報知新聞

zenshinshugi 漸進主義
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